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Abstract 

The importance of direct investment in the global economy seems clear. Yet 
surprisingly little agreement exists in economics as to what role FDI plays in 
international economic adjustment. 

This uncertainty is partly due to a lack of theoretical guidance, however the 
empirical literature has also failed to reach a conclusive view on the 
relationship between trade and investment. While an influential WTO (2001) 
study has concluded that trade and investment were complements, other 
reviews of the econometric literature contend that the issue is far from 
resolved. Clearly, both trade and investment correlate over time but a key issue 
is what endogenous assistance an individual country gains to growth, if any, 
from success in attracting/supplying FDI. 

The present study looks at FDI as a topic in the multi-country modelling 
literature. Here we find that existing models of FDI use predominantly 
aggregate measures, set in a partial equilibrium framework, which offer little 
scope for feedback effects from the supply side to investment demand. 

The approach adopted here has been to construct a small, three-country 
bilateral flow data-set for the US, Japan and UK, and to use the VAR 
methodology in which notions of causation are suppressed in the initial 
modelling. 

The problem then becomes one of isolating and identifying a convincing FDI 
vector from a system with initial estimates of multiple cointegrating vectors. A 
number of novel techniques are adopted to test for single equation integrity, 
within the VECM system, and six convincing bilateral FDI equations are 
eventually isolated. 

Subsequently a mixture of exogeneity testing and the use of the general-to- 
specific method within the systems setting follow, before six adequate FDI 
equations are formally identified within the system. The six long-run FDI 
equations that result are discussed in the context of the FDI literature. 

Building on three important strands in the literature, on trade, investment, and 
growth it appears that although FDI may not be linked to productivity growth 
within countries, it may play a part in linking growth rates - by linking supply- 
side innovation channels internationally. Whilst, at the same time, FDI may 
play a part in linking productivity improvements between countries, by 
stimulating world demand. 
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Thesis Structure and Overview 

The thesis is structured in the conventional book-style, and is sub-divided into 

four parts. These are described below, with a brief synopsis of the arguments 

contained in each chapter and the links between them. 

Part A) Background and Economic context 

In Chapter One the economic context of FDI set out and the relevance of 

the recent growth of direct investment reviewed. 

Chapter Two presents a review of the general economic literature on FDI 

and its link to the trade and investment literature. Surprisingly little agreement 

exists in economics as to the role FDI plays in international economic 

adjustment. This uncertainty is partly due to the lack of theoretical guidance, 

but also because of methodological and data collection problems. 

Part B) Economics and Methodology 

In Chapter Three a detailed review of the econometric and multi-country 

literature. Clearly, in a growing world economy both trade and investment 

correlate over time but a key issue is any link between FDI and growth. The 

question is posed whether the empirical existence of non-stationarity and 

bilateral trends in investment shares is amenable to modelling in the 

cointegration framework. If one or more other trended variables exist which 

cointegrate with the FDI trends, it can be suggested that these two countries 
have adapted their external behaviour, reflected in a long-run equilibrium. 

It is argued Chapter Four that the existence of such an equilibrium reflects an 

accommodation over time of competitive influences, on both the demand and 

supply side, between modern open economies. 
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The approach to FDI adopted is an attempt to merge the national (aggregate) 

aspects of FDI with the sub-sets of individual (micro) investment decisions. 

FDI from country a) to country b) is an aggregation of many sub-flows 

representing individual investments in individual markets. The disequilibrium 

approach allows the possibility that some part of the total bilateral flows may 

be supply constrained, while other parts may be demand constrained. 

Therefore the variables specified in the general model suggest that bilateral 

equations must include both supply and demand terms - and allow for the 

possibility of donor/host interactions in both terms. This model then becomes 

a testable proposition (see Chapter Six). 

In Chapter Five the data sources, construction and definitions are set out 

with one section dealing with each variable in turn. 

Chapter Six first sets out results of the initial standard system estimation tests 

of the three-country (US, UK & Japan) bilateral data set assembled for this 

study. Although cointegration is established, after finding multiple 

cointegrating vectors, the chapter concludes by setting up a platform on which 

to employ some of the novel procedures (outlined in Appendix A). 

Further specification searches and model reduction procedures follow in 

Chapter Seven, within the general-to-specific tradition applied here to 

systems of equations, before six satisfactory FDI equations are finally 

identified, and reported, using a variety of new and existing procedures. 

The results are discussed in Chapter Eight in the context of the literature on 

growth convergence, factor price equalisation and multi-country modelling. 

The implications that direct investment plays a part as an adjustment 

mechanism in the international economy. 
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Part C) Appendices and References 

In Appendix A the latest advances in dynamic econometric methods for 

systems of equations are reviewed. In particular, some novel testing 

procedures for imposing structure on multiple cointegrating vectors are tried. 

Appendix B tabulates the raw and adjusted system output derived using 

PCFIML (Doornik and Hendry, 1998), across the six bilateral Models 

estimated, from which the results are derived. 

A References section concludes. 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

1.0 Context 

During the late 1990's the pace of global change appeared to accelerate without 

precedent. Despite dissenting opinions as to whether the globalisation 

phenomenon represents a genuinely novel trend (Hirst and Thompson, 1996), 

economic development, population growth and rapid technological progress all 

appear to be exerting remorseless pressure on the world's economies to 

become inter-linked. 

As in the post-war period, rapid growth has been spurred in large part by 

expanding international trade. But since the 1980s, the direct investment 

programmes of multinational corporations (MNC's) - otherwise known as 

foreign direct investment (FDI) - have been of increasing importance in the 

international economy. This phenomenon requires careful ongoing analysis. 

Quantifying the importance of FDI is an issue hedged with methodological 

problems which have yet to be settled either conceptually or statistically. As a 

result of these difficulties, FDI has yet to achieve adequate empirical or 

theoretical treatment within mainstream economics. This situation is in sharp 

contrast to the considerable amount of attention that the subject has been 

receiving in the management, business economics and political-economy 

literature for some years [c. f. the UNCTAD programs]. 

1.1 Integration and Convergence 

According to UN data, world inflows of FDI in 2000 reached $1,271 billion, 

were roughly five times the total figures seen in 1990 and some twenty times 

the amount recorded in 1980 [UNCTAD, 2001]. The data also suggest that 

FDI grew in all regions of the world during 2000 although falls of up to 40% 

are expected this year, the level of flows in 2001 is still expected to be higher 

than that in 1998 and also higher than the 1996-2000 average (ibid). 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

These facts illustrate the growing significance of FDI as both cause and effect 

of the integration of the world economy. Indeed the global growth rate of 
FDI, measured by sales of foreign affiliates, has increased faster than the 

growth of world trade, their value added representing around 10% of world 
GDP [ibid. ]. 

Given these exceptional figures, it would be surprising if FDI were not 

accelerating in importance as a means of achieving international economic 
integration. Yet in fact, from an international economic perspective, there has 

been surprisingly little convergence in investment patterns between the 

developed and developing world. 

In practice, FDI flows only appear to exhibit empirical regularities among 
developed countries. Hence, some three quarters of world investment flows 

have taken place among developed nations and in particular are concentrated in 

what the UN call "The Triad" - the US, the EU and Japan. 

The traditional economic viewpoint sees FDI as a composite phenomenon - an 

amalgam of capital theory, trade theory and theory of the firm. However, the 

pattern of FDI data observed would tend to emphasise the capital aspect of the 
FDI bundle. 

These developments are occurring at the same time as the improvement in the 

quality and detail of direct investment data makes a critical appraisal of the 

theoretical underpinnings of much recent empirical work on FDI highly 

desirable. 

1.2 The International Adjustment System 

In the 1970's the economic profession exhibited a fair degree of consensus as 

to how the international economy worked. Trade flows depended on relative 

prices and incomes; depreciation lowered the relative price of a country's 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

goods; there were moderate lags in this, described as the J-curve effect, but in 

the medium term a depreciating currency would restore a country's trade 

balance. 

The basic model underlying this view was an upgraded Keynesian IS-LM 

macro-economic model in which changes in nominal variables like the 

exchange rate had real effects due to elements of price rigidity. By 1980 this 

type of model had become largely discredited, at least among academic 

economists. 

Stagflation was taken to have empirically falsified the Keynesian assumptions, 

'equilibrium' models of various types were becoming fashionable and the 

'traditional view of international adjustment was no longer widely viewed as 

having sufficient micro-economic foundation to be credible. For example, a 

`new classical' view of the exchange rate would hold that, as a nominal variable, 

it should have no real consequences for international trade (Chrystal, 1979). 

Furthermore, as comprehensively reviewed in Krugman (1991), during the 

1980's a large theoretical and empirical `neo- structuralist' literature arose. This 

was a sophisticated form of 1970's structuralism [e. g. Cripps and Godley 

(1976)] that questioned the very capability of an international adjustment 

system to work effectively via exchange rates, due to phenomena such as 

`hysteresis' effects (Baldwin and Krugman, 1989) and 'pricing to market' 
(Marston 1989,1990). 

The main thrust of the debate however has been between proponents of the 

'Keynesian/Neo-classical synthesis' style of model; incorporating a Mundell- 

Fleming IS/LM equation and theorists, typified by Robert Mundell and Ronald 

McKinnon, following the monetary tradition; extending back to the famous 

'transfers debate' which occurred after the First World War between Bertil 

Ohlin and J. M. Keynes. 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

The modern monetary approach has its intellectual origins in the 1960's MIT 

economist's use of a unified aggregate measure of capital in their growth 

modelling (e. g. Solow, 1956). Such models remain common in international 

monetary economics since it is useful to abstract from relative price changes by 

imagining a country making only one good. 

In such a world, changes in national saving-investment balances would translate 

directly into trade balances without the need for any accommodating 

adjustments in relative prices or output. This leads on to an argument that real 

exchange rates are neither a necessary or helpful part of the adjustment process. 

The 'conventional wisdom' on adjustment was established by Dornbusch, 

Fischer and Samuelson (1977), resting largely on the idea that there is imperfect 

integration of the markets for goods and services. Since many goods and 

services are not traded, most spending in any large country is on domestically 

produced goods. 

As a result, there is a presumption that a reduction in the flow of funds from an 
importing country will reduce the demand for the exporting country's goods 

and raise domestic demand for the importing country's goods. This will require 

a rise in the relative price of the importing country's goods, causing its currency 

to appreciate. 

The large trade imbalances which emerged among the world's major economies 
(G3) during the 1980's provided a testbed for theories of international 

adjustment. The volume edited by Bergsten (1991) arose as a culmination of a 

research program into this issue carried out at the Institute for International 

Economics, Washington, D. C. 

Surprisingly, as reported in Krugman (1991), the facts of the adjustment of the 

G3 deficits during the late 1980's tended to support the traditional, broadly 

Keynesian, view of the adjustment process. The US, German and Japanese 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

`disequilibrium' economies of the mid 1980's were brought back, broadly 

speaking, to their pre 1980 external balance position. 

In the context of this debate on the broad trends towards restoration of trade 

balances in the G3, it is pertinent to note that the escalation in freely mobile 

capital flows in general and of FDI in particular have been infrequently 

discussed and perhaps insufficiently analysed. 

A notable exception has been the work of Graham and Krugman (1991), in 

examining US inward FDI. These authors rule out modern versions of the 

'capital arbitrage' view of FDI as a species of capital flow, in favour of the more 

mainstream 'industrial organisation' approach. In doing so they point out that 

the large expansion of inward FDI to the US economy in the mid to late 1980's 

was probably not best viewed as a facet of that nations macro-economic 

adjustment. But rather as an aspect of an international re-balancing of the US's, 

formerly dominant, role of key provider of the world's stock of FDI. 

The reason given for the USA's decline in pre-eminence as an FDI donor 

nation is the gradual decline in US firm's technical and managerial superiority in 

the industries in which they formerly exercised indomitable market power. 

Somewhat paradoxically, given the theoretical preference for an oligopolistic 

view of the origins of the FDI phenomena, the international market for 

monopoly power is seen as having become more competitive. 

But we know less about the source of this competitive challenge, from 

emerging powers among exporters of FDI. Furthermore, we know little about 

the relationship between this phenomenon and export trade itself as 

comparable or complementary methods of promoting the internationalisation 

of production and global welfare and adjustment. 
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Chapter One 

1.3 The Nature of FDI 

FDI and the World Economy 

Contrary to the neo-classical investment theory of FDI, there is little evidence 

that FDI has occurred solely as a substitute for trade. This would suggest that 

an alternative understanding of FDI may be required which incorporates the 

complementary link with exports. 

It may be that while at source FDI is a phenomenon driven by imperfect 

competition, when viewed in the context of the growth and convergence 
debate there are also equilibrating tendencies in patterns of FDI between 

advanced countries. 

The main, 'cost of capital', explanation for FDI has its intellectual origins in 

Robert Mundell's classic paper which contrasts, factor mobility and goods 

mobility. The idea is that there exist relative differences in factor rewards 
internationally. This provides firms with a motive for direct investment as a 

substitute for trade, in serving markets from domestic locations. The theoretical 

corollary of FDI in this view is a diminution of trading activity - this has not 
been observed empirically. 

A number of 'cost of capital' studies of FDI have analysed national patterns of 

aggregate FDI yielding plausible results. The problem is that parallel `micro- 

economic' investigations of FDI as an 'internalisation', or imperfect 

competition phenomenon, have also produced respectable empirical results 
(e. g. Buckley, 1991). 

Thus aggregate models which assume perfect competition coexist with micro- 

economic approaches which assume monopoly power. But `Mundellian' 

motives for investment offer an explanation as to why countries will engage in 

trade or export factors rather than with whom they will trade or invest (in). 

This in turn may explain the preponderance of aggregate modelling, much of 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

which has a basis in neo-classical theories of the perfectly competitive `national' 

firm. 

In any event, the pure theory of international trade and investment has 

advanced a long way beyond the trade/investment, substitute/complement 
debate. Models such as Helpman (1984) adhere to the profit maximising motive 
but drop most other neo-classical assumptions. It can be suggested that these 

new approaches provide scope for incorporating a new `bilateral' view of the 

link between trade and investment in a world of monopoly power, 

differentiated goods and MNEs. 

Latest figures suggest that record levels of FDI, around $1,271bn, were reached 

in 2000. To place this in context, between 1980 and 1990 world-wide outflows 

of FDI quadrupled to $234 billion; representing an annual average rate of 
increase of 15%. The rate of growth of world wide outflows of FDI during 

1983-89, at 29%, was almost four times that of world GDP and almost three 

times that of global exports and domestic investment (UN, 1991). 

The worlds' stock of FDI, constituting the capital base of TNCS, rose by over 
10% in 1997 reaching an estimated US$3.5 trillion. However, it is perhaps more 
illuminating (Julius, 1990) to look at the sales figures for the world's 53,000 

TNCs and their 450,000 foreign affiliates. The value of assets of these affiliates 

in 1997 alone was at least treble the volume of the FDI stock [UNCTAD, 

1998]. 

These firms generated approximately $9.5 trillion in world-wide sales in 1997. 

Their value added production amounted to close to 7% of world GDP in 1997 

compared to 5% in 1985. Sales of foreign affiliates are growing faster than the 

growth of world trade (ibid. ). 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

The fact that, since 1985, the gap between the growth rate of exports and that 

of FDI has widened dramatically suggests that FDI is accelerating in 

importance as a means of achieving international economic integration. 

Furthermore, the rapid growth in FDI relative to the growth of world export 

values, suggests that its share of world output is increasing, with potentially 

important implications for the competitiveness of countries and regions in the 

emerging world economic order. 

1.4 A phenomenon worth explaining 

There are a number of key features in the data: 

1) It has not been evenly distributed among nations. Some three quarters of 

world investment flows have taken place among developed nations and in 

particular are concentrated in what the UN call "The Triad" - the US, the EU 

and Japan (UN, 1992); 

2) The US has emerged as the largest destination for inward direct investment 

at the same time as its role as dominant source of outward FDI is being 

overtaken by other G7 countries; 

3) Japan has become a major direct investor abroad, while its gross FDI flows 

are still a somewhat smaller share of GNP than those for European nations. 

These facts need to be contrasted with the 'stylised facts' (see Chapter 3, 

Section 3.0.1) suggested by economic theories of the causes if FDI. 

At the theoretical level, few macroeconomics texts mention FDI as a topic and 

it rarely merits more than a chapter even in international economics texts. No 

doubt part of the reason for this is that until very recently data at a global level 

(reflecting in part problems of definition) have been scarce. Perhaps as a 

consequence of theoretical uncertainty, at the level of policy Governments' 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

attitudes towards FDI have often been ad hoc. This situation may have 

changed with the completion of the first multilateral framework governing 
international transactions in services in the Uruguay round of WTO 

negotiations. 

At the regional level the instruments of the OECD affecting transnational 

corporations have recently been strengthened, especially in the areas of national 

treatment and the environment. While at the bilateral level, the number of 

treaties for the promotion and protection of FDI has expanded markedly. 

As more and more countries open their economies to FDI, development and 

post communist reform have ensured that competition among countries for 

investment funds has intensified. If the dominant attractive power of "the 

Triad" comes under sustained challenge from the developing world and 
Eastern Europe, a more coherent international approach towards FDI is likely 

to emerge despite the recent problems at the WTO talks in Seattle. 

As a preliminary to understanding some of these phenomena, this study 

restricts its scope to attempting to understand the motives behind, and the 

consequences of, the existing patterns of FDI among the developed economies 
(G7). 

1.5 A bilateral Approach 

Despite globalisation substantial world-wide impediments to trade remain along 

with the relative immobility of labour internationally. However, global 

convergence in investment could still support the Mundellian hypothesis on 
FDI if mobile factor movements served to equalise factor prices. If 

convergence of direct investment is not observed empirically, yet accelerating 
FDI and imperfect goods markets are observed, then new growth ideas might 
be useful in explaining why we observe both the increase in FDI and its 

geographic concentration in the developed nations. 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

As we see, the mainstream FDI literature adopts a prevailingly microeconomic 

stance explaining FDI by market imperfections e. g. in capital markets, goods 

markets or even in labour markets. But there remains a requirement to explain 

some of the apparent volatility of FDI flows and hence the dynamics of FDI 

over time. 

So it must therefore be desirable here to pull together some of the different 

strands of the macro literature on FDI together and attempt to merge these 

with trade and other micro-economic approaches. 

For relying solely on micro or macro approaches alone may be overly simplistic 

as micro and macro-economic factors cannot realistically be viewed in isolation. 

Interactions do occur both among one nation's domestic demand and its ability 

to supply to its export markets and among its neighbours' demand side and 

ability to supply goods for (their) domestic consumption. 

Hence, a bilateral approach as an alternative has the merit of sticking to the 

nation state as the unit of analysis. It can allow for transaction costs and capital 

mobility, but with immobile labour and increasing returns to innovating 

countries, rather than simply to firms. 

In addition by allowing a route for innovation/technology to provide 

endogenous growth at a macro level, a bilateral context should provide a bridge 

to the growth theory literature. This is because in a sufficiently realistic world 

model, relaxing certain neo-classical assumptions could allow for a mixed 

micro-macro approach. This may help to dissolve the somewhat uneasy micro- 

macro distinction found at the theoretical level - i. e. firms vs. countries - as 

alternative units of analysis both for trade and for FDI. 

The bilateral idea sees competitive international forces in FDI acting via relative 

differences in donor (supply) or host country (demand) variables. Such 

advantage may cause a country to grow relatively more rapidly than some of its 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

competitors. This could provide some support for endogenising the growth 

process, if the initial advantage stems from domestic skill, management or 
innovative activity. 

The promise held out by the adoption of a less parsimonious approach may be 

the possibility of linking trade, direct investment and growth which are the 

subjects of this study. 

1.6 Thesis goals 

This study seeks to examine FDI, trade and growth as inter-linked aspects of 

the evolving global economy. In so far as there are common links that are 

national, rather than industry or firm specific, these links will have to be located 

in a macro-economic or international economic paradigm. 

Given the predominance of the imperfect competition model as the leading or 
'traditional' theory in the MNE/FDI literature, this represents something of a 

challenge. A complete understanding would require an analysis of aspects of 
FDI donor nations supply side performance, common to firms that operate 
internationally, either via trade and/or via FDI. Nonetheless, a start is being 

made here in the international macroeconomics of adjustment. There are two 

reasons for this. First, the traditional view sees FDI as a composite 

phenomenon -a sort of amalgam of capital theory, trade theory and theory of 

the firm. 

There also appears to be evidence that FDI exhibits empirical regularities. 
Therefore, we would not want to minimise the capital aspect of the FDI bundle 

which also includes technical and managerial skills as well as vocational (i. e. 

demand side attractors). 
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Chapter One FDI and the World Economy 

It may be possible to merge these views and argue that FDI is at source an 
imperfect competition driven phenomenon, but when viewed in the context of 

the growth and convergence debate there are also equilibrating tendencies in 

patterns of FDI between countries. 

A by-product of reviewing the empirical background to the adjustment debate 

may be to raise the possibility (Julius, 1990) that exchange rate polemics may be 

less relevant in a world of inter-linked economies. The basic argument is that 

both fixed and flexible rates may be obsessions with the wrong variable - trade 

balance - in a world where the international exposure of an economy may be 

better measured by subtracting sales of foreign affiliates from import figures to 

arrive at a more relevant measure. 
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Chapter Two Literature Review 

2.0 FDI and Trade Theory 

International trade, direct investment and economic growth are currently 

somewhat detached aspects of economic inquiry, and in fact textbooks of 
international economics usually treat FDI within the micro-economic 
framework of the multinational firm. 

FDI is generally seen as a consequence of countries' endowment of profitable 

multinational firms. But while much research has focused on the origins of 

MNE investment within firms, patterns of direct investment are not seen as 

part of an international macro-economic system of mediation between 

countries. Such a chain would link the endogenous characteristics of 

successful economies, whose firms expand overseas, repatriating the profits 
from their operations and hence creating economic growth at home as well as 

contributing to output growth in their host country. 

A goal of this study is to find out whether these various sub-disciplines are 

potentially reconcilable in multi-country models which incorporate explicit 
links between trade and FDI. 

2.0.1 Why Trade Exists 

As trade theory is a sophisticated mixture of positive and normative theory, 

providing intuitive descriptions of an ideal economic outcome is difficult due 

to the endless variations and special assumptions which can modify almost 

any policy conclusion derivable from the pure theory. Nonetheless, due to the 

precision of the analytical work we can accurately describe certain basic 

propositions arising from theory. 

Here, we start with an idealised global general equilibrium, where all prices 

equal marginal cost, world welfare maximisation leads to efficient production 

and consumption; which neatly equates to a maximisation of global GDP 
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Chapter Two Literature Review 

given world resources of input factors. In this scenario, the main motive for 

trade would cease to exist, in the sense that all world goods prices and factor 

prices would be equalised at a level which automatically fulfils the relevant 

efficiency criteria. 

Alternatively, we could assert that the reason trade exists is precisely because 

the above scenario does not occur. Thereby, starting from a situation with 

autarchic nations in partial equilibrium, nations engage in trade in goods and 

services because world prices differ due to differences in domestic cost 

structures within countries as well as differences in absolute cost structures 

between countries. 

Thus in the pure theory the basis of trade arises from differences in 

comparative costs - i. e. different factor market conditions. If different relative 

marginal factor costs exist between countries, and factors are not fully mobile, 

thus preventing factor migration from equalising factor returns, then trade in 

goods can approximate the international redistribution of production and 

consumption patterns. 

So far, we are merely extending the ideas of specialism and the 'gains from 

trade' familiar since Adam Smith - but we are using countries rather than 

firms as the unit of analysis. In short, we are explaining why countries trade 

rather than which countries they trade with. It is to the subject of the pattern 

of trade that we now turn. 

2.0.2 The Pattern of Trade 

We have seen above that the 'reasons for trade' are reasonably adequately 

analysed in the economic literature. What is currently of greater theoretical 

and empirical concern is the origin of the differences in comparative costs 

which underlie the idea of comparative advantage. In a simple Ricardian 

model of trade - which assumes constant costs irrespective of output - labour 
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Chapter Two Literature Review 

is the sole factor, mobile between domestic industries. All countries gain 
from trade, but so does social welfare since trade does not affect the 

distribution of income within each trading nation. One source of the 

difference in comparative costs is international differences in production 

technology. This theory, first associated with Ricardo (1817), is a supply 

theory of trade. Hence, trade occurs even when demand conditions are 
identical across countries. 

However, modem neoclassical trade theory allows for more than one factor 

input and relaxes the assumption of constant costs. Constant returns to scale 

result when all factors are increased proportionally, but there are also 

diminishing marginal returns to increasing each factor independently. So, for 

example the Hecksher-Ohlin (H-0) model asserts that the origin of cost 

differences between countries arises from differences in factor endowments, 

since production technology is identical across countries. 

Hence, modern international trade theory can account for the redistribution 

of income between countries. Patterns of trade between countries in 

neoclassical models arise primarily from differences in comparative factor 

endowments. Samuelson (1949) extended the logic of the H-0 model to the 

conclusion that trade in goods alone could be sufficient to bring about an 
international equalisation of factor prices - this is often called the Hecksher- 

Ohlin-Samuelson (H-O-S) model. 

However, a troubling assumption of the H-O-S model is that of 
homogeneous technology. And hence factor price equalisation is regarded as 

a theoretical curiosity by many economists, its key role being to provide a 

theoretical benchmark for ideas concerning the substitutability of goods and 
factors (Bhagwati, 1994). However, these ideas have been influential in 

investment theory and by extension in some empirical work on FDI that 

underpins a version of the globalisation hypothesis, hence we review the core 
insights of Mundell's work in more detail below. 
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2.0.3 Mundell's contribution 

Mundell (1957) contrasts two extreme cases: that of perfect factor mobility 

without trade and that of factor immobility with free trade. In fact Mundell 

inverts turns Samuelson's (1949) international factor price equalisation idea by 

showing that an increase in international goods-market failure (e. g. tariffs etc. ) 

stimulates factor movements and also that an increase in restrictions to factor 

movements stimulates trade. 

In this view, international trade in goods and factors (capital in this case) are 

seen as substitutes, so that at one level FDI can be explained at the macro 
level as a trade process. This occurs as national firms exploit foreign location 

advantages based on comparative advantage in factor cost - this would 

amount to the 'cost of capital' motive for FDI noted above. This idea may be 

associated with the debate on the "catch up" or convergence in international 

growth rates. If convergence in growth rates is taking place it could have two 

origins according to the Mundellian "substitutability" hypothesis. 

Convergence could arise from free trade with fixed factors or from factor 

movement without free trade in commodities. However, the fact that 

substantial impediments to trade remain along with the relative immobility of 
labour internationally suggests that global convergence in investment supports 

the Mundellian hypothesis on FDI that mobile factors movements equalise 
factor prices. 

The importance of Mundell's contribution is the demonstration that absolute 
freedom in the movement of goods could, under strict assumptions including 

homogeneous production technology, completely substitute for the free 

movements of factors. His paper provided the motivation for neoclassical 

approaches to international investment and continues to provide the 

intellectual rationale for a series of empirical attempts to explain firm's 

investment decisions as a choice between making goods domestically and 
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exporting them or serving the market directly by investing in productive plant 

overseas (FDI). 

However we must ask, if convergence is not observed empirically yet 

accelerating FDI and imperfect goods markets are observed, then a 
hypothesis which explains both the increase in FDI and its geographic 

concentration in the developed nations might be useful. 

2.0.4 Trade and investment - the evidence 

Now we investigate the foundations on which the substitutability idea of 

trade/investment rest. Purvis (1972) sought to clarify the complement versus 

substitute issue by defining the conditions required for complementarity in the 
following way: 

`a sufficient condition for complementarity is that the initial capital outflows 

generate an excess demand for imports and an excess supply of exportable 

goods at constant terms of trade. ' 

Purvis' formulation implies that complementary investment enhances 

export/import potential. Symmetrically, if the capital inflow decreases the 

opportunity to import, and extends no scope for promoting exports from the 

host country, it is a substitute for trade. Purvis showed the effect of relaxing 

the constant technology assumption, allowing two countries to have different 

production functions. Here, although once again the reasons for the 

technology gap are not explained, capital movements can act as complements 

to trade if: 

a) capital movements increase the total value of production of both goods in 

the two countries, taken together; 
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b) capital moves internationally in such a way as to reduce the production of 

comparatively disadvantaged goods in the investing country and increasing 

their production in the host country. 

Kojima (1978) illustrates how FDI specifically can achieve the above two 

conditions - i. e. the conditions under which the Mundellian 'substitutability 

hypothesis' will not apply. The approach taken is to look at the essence of 
FDI over and above straightforward portfolio investment. He shows that 

extending the production function to include technological and managerial 
knowledge will result in `trade-oriented' direct investment, which brings about 

an upgrading of the host country's industry prompting imports from the 

donor country and, following wealth gains in the host country, further exports 
in the donor country's new industrial specialism. 

However, not all FDI will be complementary to trade under Kojima's model. 
FDI in the donor country's comparatively advantaged sector will substitute 
for trade, or be 'trade destroying' in Kojima's terminology. 

2.1.0 Dynamics of Investment Flows 

FDI as a flow variable depends on individual firms' investment decisions, 

particularly over the timing of a specific investment decision. Such decisions 

will be sensitive to changes in the international economic and financial 

environment. This sensitivity arises from the fact that FDI is generally, at least 

in the short term, irreversible and therefore has many attributes of a sunk 

cost. MNCs reactions to change in the economic environment may therefore 
incur adjustment costs. Anticipated changes in, e. g. investment incentives, 

recession or privatisation may lead to an accelerating or slowing of investment 

activity, thus causing cyclical patterns in investment activity. 

Temporary influences, such as taxation or exchange rate fluctuations, can 
have long run implications for the permanent stock of FDI after the 
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temporary influence has abated; this may be due to `hysteresis' effects. An 

enterprise investing during an incentive programme, privatisation or 
favourable exchange rate will not necessarily withdraw if these cost elements 
become less favourable. This effect occurs because divestment decisions 

depend on expected future cash flows alone, which do not factor in sunk 

costs. Thus volatile exchange rates may induce different paths over a cycle, as 
increasing investment during a depreciation is not matched by the same level 

of divestment during an appreciation. This type of argument has been 

advanced for international trade but may apply to FDI as well (Baldwin and 
Krugman, 1989). 

Finally, risk and uncertainty on the timing of an investment may be a 

particular problem for FDI due to its international and highly political profile. 
The potential losses depend on the sunk costs that the firm will incur. To 

induce investment the net present value of a project must not only be positive 
but also be sufficient to include an option value. Uncertainty thus raises the 

opportunity cost of an investment project and may thus delay its 

implementation (Pindyck, 1991; Dixit, 1990). 

2.1.1 The Mainstream FDI Literature 

In the early literature, FDI was frequently treated simply as a capital flow 

within the international economic, general equilibrium paradigm. The capital 

arbitrage - or cost of capital - approach assumed that the MNE pursues 

profits by moving equity capital from countries where returns are low to those 

where they are higher. The firm's profits result from an arbitrage activity and 

this had the merit of tying the MNE into a considerable body of general 

equilibrium theory concerning international trade, international movements in 

factors of production, and the distribution of income and determination of 

global welfare. 
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2.1.2 Capital Market Theory 

I 

Until the 1960's this provided the dominant paradigm of FDI, based on the 

idea that FDI was a response to international market imperfections. The idea 

is basically that barriers to international capital flows will cause firms to use 

FDI as a substitute for obtaining funds in local capital markets. This might 

lead to a profile of investment flow whereby firms obtain funds in countries 

with high capital endowments, and hence low interest rates, invest in 

countries with low endowments of capital and hence higher costs of capital 

and consequently repatriate the favourable differential returns thus obtained. 

This approach to FDI suggested that FDI would occur according to factor 

endowment. Thus MNEs would arise in countries endowed with capital, and 

therefore with a presumed low domestic marginal productivity of capital. The 

MNE then exports capital to capital starved countries, reaping the consequent 
higher marginal product on their factor invested. However, the theoretical 

role of the MNE as capital arbitrageur was not developed analytically and with 

the seminal work of Hymer (1960) was not to find support empirically 
(Agarwal, 1980). 

The work of Hymer and Kindleberger laid the foundation for a micro- 

economic explanation of the MNE by pointing out that FDI was not 

randomly distributed among industries and that competitive conditions in 

particular product markets clearly influenced FDI. The MNE was still seen as 

locating abroad to raise total profit, perhaps along with other goals, but this 

incentive was not associated with differences between countries in overall 

returns to capital. 

Hymer (1960) and Kindleberger (1969) argued that MNEs are logically 

inconsistent with a purely competitive industrial structure, since in such a 

market there would be no shortage of potential new local entrants to the 

foreign market to bid down rents. Moreover in the purely competitive 
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industry, firms would not posses any unique assets to offset the intrinsic 

disadvantages and transaction costs of operating abroad. 

A further problem for the capital-arbitrage hypothesis arose in the assumption 

that FDI capital earns a single rate of return in a foreign country. Again, this 

assumption would be consistent with perfect competition in all markets, a 

condition unlikely to be satisfied because a nation's, rather than a particular 
industry's, cost of capital can not be readily determined - so the hypothesis is 

not testable. Then the cost of capital idea reduces to the proposition that 

higher returns are sought only in particular industries. Such an assertion 

weakens the cost of capital idea to just one component in a bundle of assets 
incorporated in the FDI phenomenon. 

Following these empirical shortcomings, a line of thinking arose attempting to 

explain the existence of multinationals along microeconomic lines. These 

theories, often known as the 'transactional hypothesis' (e. g. Caves, 1982) or 

the 'internalisation approach' or the 'Reading School' see the capital 

component of FDI as an adjunct to transactions that occur for other reasons. 

In fact, as we will see in Chapter 3, the transactional approach has become the 

basis of the mainstream view in MNE scholarship, but significantly it requires 

no appeal to the long run in which capital can be disentangled from its uses. 

2.1.3 The internalisation approach to FDI 

The essential argument is that internal attributes of a firm or industry (i. e. 

microeconomic considerations) may determine a firm's ability to undertake 
investments abroad 1. Dunning (1993) outlined a number of potential 

influences, listed below, which may be termed location advantages that may 

vary internationally2. 

1 However, we note that the firm's domestic origin and its choice of investment location overseas are 
international economic issues with consequences for macroeconomic adjustment. 
2 Recent work in economic geography by Krugman (1991,1993) has brought a more formal approach 
to location theory, based on notions of centralisation and concentration of demand 
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a) Relative cost & market-related advantage 

Factors giving rise to international variability in location are: tariffs; transport 

costs; indivisibility of production and sales (especially in service industries); 

interaction between production and sales (i. e. location specific synergies) and 
finally distribution and sales factors (integration issues). 

c) institutional Factors 

Social, historic, legal and even physical factors (e. g. size of country, resource 

endowment, geography) may play a part in creating what might be called 
'individual differences' between nations, giving rise to international varieties of 

macroeconomy, rather than to a level playing field. 

2.1.4 Industrial Organisation 

Numerous studies have been carried out since the 1960's based largely on US 

FDI data in manufacturing (Gruber et al., 1967; and Caves, 1971). More 

recent studies have embodied some of the factors identified in these earlier 

studies in explicit FDI models (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977; Williamson, 1981; 

Helpman, 1984; and Ethier, 1986). Overall, a consensus has emerged 

explaining FDI within the context of a monopolistic competition model. 

Specifically, it is argued that FDI occurs primarily in markets for differentiated 

products, frequently consumer goods, produced by an oligarchic group of 
dominant firms. 

It is therefore presumed that MNCs possess some advantage over host 

country firms, either in terms of management and/or production which in 

turn gives rise to economic rents. The reasons why foreign production should 

be more profitable than export sales are chiefly characterised as accessibility to 

large, well-developed markets -a demand factor - and access to factor supply 

advantages both in terms of availability and cost. 
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An important distinction among industrial organisation approaches exists 
between those based on monopolistic competition, which see MNCs using 

their market power in a bid to avoid market failure in international goods 

markets - here trade and FDI are substitutes for the firm - and those which 

see trade and FDI as complementary activities for the MNC. These differing 

approaches are reviewed in the following section. 

2.1.5 Vernon - Trade & Investment as Complements 

However, an alternative micro-economic approach has also been immensely 

influential, based on market imperfections but not relying on the neo-classical 

substitutability idea. It comes close to being a macro-economic theory, since it 

is based on the idea of national technological leadership. 

This is Vernon's (1966) 'product cycle' model, which suggests that FDI 

emerges at a mature stage of the product life cycle as firm's 'export' their 

temporary advantage in an innovative technology when domestic competition 
is eroding leadership advantage. Kindleberger (1969) and more recently by 

Ozawa (1991) offered a variation on the 'firm specific advantage' theme. 

While the former concentrated on non-technical forms of advantage, the 

latter appeals to industrial change, intangible assets, or'ownership advantages', 

for example 'just-in-time' inventory management and/or 'total quality control' 

production techniques. 

A common strongpoint of explanations that assume trade/FDI 

complementarity is their ability to provide a dynamic setting for FDI, a feature 

lacking in the neo-classically based, investment-substitution explanations for 

FDI. The debate on the Japanese investment in the EC, spurred by the 1992 

market liberalisation programme provided an opportunity to review the 

debate between the substitutability and the complementarity school. 
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Balasubryam and Greenaway (1992) argue that Japanese FDI in the EC has 

accelerated as a consequence of the Single Market programme. This is 

essentially the 'tariff-jumping' hypothesis, whereby firms invest abroad to 

avoid trade barriers. In contrast Thomsen (1993) argues that a dynamic model 

such as the 'product cycle', together with Ozawa's 'industrial restructuring 

approach' jointly provide a credible alternative to the tariff-jumping approach, 

i. e. that proximity to larger markets is the prime motivating factor behind 

FDI. 

2.1.6 Transaction Cost Economics 

A still further micro-economic approach to FDI seeks to the extend the 

previous approaches which may successfully explain why firms wish to 

operate abroad but not why the specific form of FDI involvement is chosen, 

as opposed to other forms of ownership, e. g. licensing. 

This is really an extension of the Coase (1937) question: why do 

(international) firms exist? And the answer given is similar to Coase's 

transaction cost argument. MNCs exist to internalise the external transaction 

costs inherent in international operations, i. e. by overcoming the market 

failure inherent in cross-border activities [Williamson (1975), Buckley and 

Casson (1976), and Caves (1982)]. 

These authors distinguish 'intangible assets' from those of scale in production. 

Investment in technology, skills or marketing creates an intangible advantage, 

which allows firms to differentiate their product/service thus allowing 

competition on other than a cost and price basis. 

2.1.7 The Eclectic paradigm or OLI approach 

A related school of thought, associated with Dunning (1988) and Porter 

(1990), asks the question: how does the competitive advantage of firms 
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interact with the comparative advantage of countries to help explain patterns 

of trade and FDI? Dunning's 'eclectic paradigm' integrates several of the 

micro-economic approaches by contrasting a country's resource endowment 

and geographical position, its 'locational advantage', with a firm's resources or 
'ownership advantage'. If a firm finds it more efficient to exploit its 

competitive advantage overseas than to export goods, it may internalise the 

advantage. 

Thus the approach is commonly known as the 'OLI paradigm'. Ownership 

advantages determine which firms will engage in international business; 

Locatronal advantage will determine where and Internalisation advantage will 

dictate the form of the international exposure. The argument runs that FDI 

occurs when the three advantages occur simultaneously (Dunning, 1993). 

These conditions are similar to those suggested by Porters (1990) "diamond" 

model of national competitiveness. Despite their enormous general 

popularity, a major problem with both approaches for an economist is the 

conflation of the notion of comparative and competitive advantage, as well as 

the problem for empirical work of their informal nature and static setting. 

2.1.8 Knowledge Capital -A modern extension 

In an important review paper, Markusen (1995) surveys the state of progress 

in the area and advances the case of the `knowledge-capital' approach to 

explaining FDI. This is a technology-focused theory of the multinational firm 

that attempts to capture key aspects of knowledge-based assets such as 

blueprints, patents, managerial procedures, reputation and trademarks. 

Markusen assesses the progress made by the contribution of the industrial 

organisation approach to trade (the `new trade theory') and draws attention to 

the dominant assumption in positive models of the single-plant national 

enterprise (NE), a firm which produces output in one location. The normative 
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literature (`strategic trade policy) assumes that any profits earned by these 

firms enters the income stream of the country in which it is located. 

Thus `new trade' policy involves countries acting in support of national 

champions competing with the champions of foreign countries in the 

international market. 

However, Markusen and Venables (1998) point out that the evidence calls 
into question the dominant assumption of the national enterprise, since many 

of the industries which new trade theory and strategic trade policy address 
(such as cars, chemicals, pharmaceuticals and electronics) are characterised by 

multinational - i. e. multiplant - enterprises. The evidence at the aggregate 
level indicates that FDI has grown faster than international trade among 
developed nations and that a large proportion of FDI is two-way investment 

among similar developed economies. 

Hence, Markusen and Venables (1998) advance a flexible model that allows 
both NE's and MNEs to arise endogenously depending on underlying 

parameter values. There are four firm types in a two-country (home vs. 
foreign) model. (1) NE firms located in h, NE firms located If, (3) MNE 

firms headquartered in h and (4) MNE firms headquartered in f. Key 

relationships in the model are used to generate predictions and in essence the 

choice of regime depends on technology, country characteristics and trade 

costs. The general result derived is that MNEs become more important 

relative to NE firms as countries as countries become more similar in size, 

relative endowments and as world income grows. 

Relative to the NE model, where MNEs are excluded by assumption, the 

inclusion of MNEs shifts production toward the country which is smaller, or 

scarce in the factor used exclusively in the MNE sector. Such countries always 

gain from the MNEs (relative to their exclusion) and generally both countries 

gain. Importantly, trade volumes depart systematically from those depicted by 
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the standard oligopoly model especially when these countries are similar and 

when world income grows. 

Markusen (1999) proceeds to explore aspects of this new class of trade model, 

where firms pursue a strategy of horizontal diversification or vertical 
fragmentation. Horizontal diversification means serving foreign markets with 
branch plants, whereas vertical fragmentation means geographical separation 

of different firm activities, generally on the basis of factor intensities. Hence 

the issue is really how globalisation alters firms' strategies and the 

consequences of these changes for the location of different activities and the 

structure of production (e. g. industry vs. services). 

The principle predictions of the knowledge-capital model are as follows: 

1. If countries are similar in size and relative endowments, firms pursue a 
horizontal strategy replacing exports with foreign production; 

2. If countries differ significantly in relative endowments firms pursue a 

vertical strategy, fragmenting headquarters services from production; 

3. Investment liberalisation increases the share of firm headquarters in 

the country abundant in skilled labour; 

4. Plant location is jointly determined by relative size and endowment 
differences; 

5. If countries differ significantly in relative endowments, investment 

liberalisation tends to move plants and headquarters in opposite 
directions; 
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6. When countries differ significantly in endowments, the real wage of 

skilled labour can rise in both countries as production is transferred 

from the HQ specialist country to the plant specialist country. 

2.2.0 The multi-country modelling perspective 

Here we lay the basis for the more detailed review of this literature which is 

presented in Chapter 3 and the new modelling work designed to address some 

of these issues presented in Chapter 4. 

Early models of international linkages between economies [e. g. Barten et al 

(1976)] frequently made the simplifying assumption that factor demand within 

a single economy was solely determined by variables internal to that country. 

By treating factor demand as endogenous to a country, the difficult issue of 

internationally mobile factors of production was diffused. 

A second important feature of models of linked economies was the manner in 

which output was determined. Export base theory gave rise to a 

predominantly demand oriented view of output determination. With world 

demand effectively fixed by a given world production function exhibiting 

decreasing returns to scale, output demand for smaller economies could be 

considered to be exogenously determined by the level of world demand for a 

country's exports. 

Given the treatment of output determination and factor demand markets 

given above, international linkages in multi-country models were effectively 

restricted to the effects of trade and not concerned with any variety of factor 

mobility. 
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2.2.1 The Practical need for Restrictions 

In order to introduce the supply-side into multi-country models restrictions 

were required to bring about the demand-side orientation of exogenous 

national output when combined with endogenous factor demand. The first 

assumption which was required to obviate a requirement to model the 

international mobility of factors of production, was to treat the location in 

which firms produce output as nationally fixed and immobile. 

The assumption of endogenous factor demand was important here, since if 

factor markets were not competing internationally there would be no potential 

to take advantage of differences in relative factor prices - either by shifting 

plant overseas to cheaper locations or by allowing the migration of cheap 

labour. Given these assumptions, differences in relative factor prices between 

countries could only manifest themselves in the price of goods. 

To generate the assumption of endogenous factor demand, demand in one 

country was modelled as completely or 'strongly' separable from factor 

demand in another. The second key assumption required to simplify the 

supply side was the assumption of exogeneity of output, at least for small or 

open economies. The direction of causation in determining output was 

constrained to run from foreign export demand, to domestic production, to 

national output. 

So in the models, multinational firms would not relocate production to take 

account of any foreign determined investment opportunities relating to 

demand determined production possibilities not exploitable at home. 

To rule out such possibilities, aggregate production functions were 

standardised to represent a global technology. In other words, increasing 

supply side efficiency (in the model) would not attract foreign plant to 
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relocate to take advantage of any technological or managerial skill not 

reflected in factor prices. 

2.2.2 Adapting models to the supply side 

A changing global scenario during the 1970s made the incorporation of the 

supply side empirically desirable. Effort was directed at altering the 

relationship between capacity output and factor demand. If capacity output 

could somehow be endogenised then increases in supply-side efficiency within 

a country could feed through into increased wealth and income. However, 

such a process would also have an effect on demand in factor markets: how 

should this be modelled? It would have been possible to model the partial 

endogenisation of output demand as a relaxation of the assumption that 

factor markets were entirely national/domestic. An increase in domestic 

factor demand, for investment say, could be met by importing foreign plant - 
i. e. FDI. 

This move, from assuming strong separability of factor demand to non- 

separability of factor demand was not adopted for two chief reasons. The first 

reason was empirical. Factors are not equally mobile internationally: while 

capital could be moved between countries in the form of plant, it has not 
been possible to combine labour from more than one country in one 

location3. 

The second reason relates to the analytical tractability of theoretical models 

which involve optimising techniques. Assuming weak separability restricts the 

problem sufficiently to deliver an analytical solution consistent with economic 

theory. 

3A tantalising feature of the network economy is the possibility that labour is now in practice 
'virtually if not physically mobile. 
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For these reasons, the type of supply-side modelling adopted was based on 

the twin assumptions of weak separability of factor demand between 

countries and homothetic production functions. 

2.2.3 A restricted view of the supply-side 

In practice the adoption of the empirical compromises of weak separability 

and homogeneity entailed some watering down of the supply-side 

specification in order to achieve analytical tractability. 

The original two stage model of theory: 1) investment decision; 2) location 

decision, becomes, after imposing the twin assumptions, a different two-stage 

decision of the form: 1) location decision; 2) choice of relative factor demand 

within a location. 

The important issues arising from these twin restrictions are: 

-a change in relative factor prices in one country cannot affect another 
country; 

- modelling aggregate country outputs is facilitated; 

- they restricts choice of technology and functional form; 

- they exclude non-price considerations. 

The empirical implication of these features is that the simultaneous problem 

of determining joint output and factor demand decisions across all country's 

and factors is decomposed into separate output decisions and factor demand 

decisions made in isolation. 

Thus this approach allows only one set of supply-side criteria to be modelled, 

e. g. donor vs. host. Whereas a fully global factor market would include, not 

"1 
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just the donor/host variables, but also data on potential alternative host 

countries. 

2.2.4 A more complete view of the supply-side 

If the restrictions are in practice empirically unreasonable, then it will be 

impossible to isolate the output determination and factor demand decisions. 

In other words to do this modellers would have to ensure that: 

a) investment decisions come first, determining desired home/foreign output 

quantity; 

b) location decisions then follow. 

But if both decisions interact in practice, then the decision to invest abroad 

would include not only considering the relative supply-side costs of 
home/host locations but also host/host (competitor destinations) and 
domestic demand, which could reflect the generation of profit for investment. 

Factor markets will be fully international only when firm's output and factor 

demand decisions are simultaneous. This would require altering or 

augmenting the supply-side approach usually adopted in the econometric 

modelling literature. 

2.2.5 Links to Demand 

The choice aspects referred to above are separate from the issue of whether 

to include demand-side factors in donor countries, which might link the 

output determination and factor demand decisions. 

A realistic model would capture the relationship between output 
determination and factor demand markets by moving from a world where 
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output is exogenous, and factor markets endogenous, to one where output 

can be partially endogenised for some (open) countries. 

But in most models world output is generally fixed in a 'top down' approach 

where countries merely compete for a share of the given investment. So, 

demand-side links to exports have yet to be satisfactorily connected to the 

supply-side, thereby giving us a more comprehensive approach to global 

supply-side interactions. 

However, in view of the 'new growth' and the 'new trade' literature such 

extensions may be increasingly desirable in view of the 'new growth' and 'new 

trade' literature. If factor demand markets are convincingly global, i. e. 

modelled as entirely non-separable, then supply-side competition would not 

simply consist of competing for a given level of investment. Domestic supply- 

side efficiency could also create national wealth - via exports - to be re-cycled 
into the international system as direct investment. In models which 
incorporate this feedback mechanism, by endogenising individual country's 

output decisions allied to supply-side efficiency and innovation, investment 

opportunities could be created which may increase the global stock of 
investment. 

2.3.0 An International Adjustment System 

However, in the absence of an optimal international division of labour (due to 

barriers to factor movement) international trade in goods, acting as a 

substitute for labour mobility, can also lead to an optimal utilisation of world 

resources. In an idealised world trading system, the free movement of factors 

internationally would constitute a direct method of achieving an efficient 

allocation of resources. 

In neoclassical trade theory, international movements of commodities and 
finished goods are the result of international differences in relative prices in 
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excess of transport costs. This Heckscher-Ohlin elaboration of trade theory 

gives differences in comparative costs as the basis of a country's comparative 

advantage - not differences in technology as in the traditional Ricardian 

formulation of theory. 

But, similar inducements to the international movement of labour or capital 

would theoretically arise from international differences in real factor rewards, 

allowing for the costs of moving. These differences would arise from 

differences in wages and profit internationally, arising in turn from differences 

in the relative scarcity of labour, capital and land or their rates of increase 

across countries. It has been argued (Kojima, 1978; Kojima and Ozawa, 1984) 

that there could be a close relationship between international trade and 

mobility of factors of production, of which FDI can be seen as an example. 

For example, when domestic savings in one country exceed domestic 

investment, as in 1970s Japan, an export surplus can be created leading to 

investment abroad by the home country - of which FDI is an aspect. 

Similarly, when a country chooses rapid economic growth or consumes too 

large a share of GDP, domestic investment may exceed domestic savings. 

This may necessitate an import surplus and consequent capital inflows from 

abroad. 

In the absence of the free movement of factors - the normal case - trade can 

be seen as a substitute for factor mobility. Similarly, where barriers to trade 

are erected, FDI can act as a substitute for the movement of goods. It is by no 

means clear, however, from the theoretical literature that trade and FDI are 

necessarily alternatives. Indeed, this issue has become the source of an 

ongoing policy debate. 
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2.3.1 Implications of Theory 

The Hecksher-Ohlin (H-O) model of trade contends that gains from 

specialisation arise according to the principle of comparative costs. The cost 

differences arise from differing initial factor endowments (or factor 

proportions) of capital or labour and not from differences in technology. In 

equilibrium, the efficient allocation of resources in factor markets, 

simultaneous with efficiency in product markets, occurs since a country will 

specialise in exporting commodities that require more of a factor in which it is 

well endowed. This generates increased demand for, and raises the price of, 

the factor that is required more intensively in producing the exportable 

commodity, while creating the reverse effect for the other factor. 

The conclusions are that the marginal productivity of factors is equalised 
internationally through trade and (in theory) the international equalisation of 
factor prices will also occur (Samuelson, 1949). The change of factor prices 

and reallocation of resources also implies a redistribution of income 

internationally, i. e. a link between free trade and international convergence in 

growth rates4. 

2.3.2 Modern Trade & the FDI Literature 

The seminal work of Dixit and Norman (1980) set the insights of 
international trade theory in a static general equilibrium framework. During 

the past twenty years an explosion of innovative work on trade theory has 

taken place, often departing from strict neoclassical assumptions. 

First, (e. g. Helpman and Krugman, 1985) incorporate the increasing returns 

and imperfect competition insights from industrial organisation theory. 

Subsequent contributions (e. g. Grossman and Helpman, 1991) amalgamate 
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these insights with elements of endogeneity from the 'new growth' theory. 

These papers extend the level of theoretical sophistication considerably, 
incorporation aspects of trade, innovation and growth into a dynamic setting 

that allows an understanding of the dynamics of comparative advantage. 

The empirical implication of the recent theoretical work integrating trade, 

investment and growth has only slowly gained momentum, due largely to the 

very specialised nature of the assumptions involved. However, the 

improvement in the quality and detail of direct investment data now makes a 

critical appraisal of much recent empirical work on FDI highly desirable. 

The first point to note is that the 'cost of capital' explanation for FDI has its 

intellectual origins in Mundell's juxtaposition of factor mobility and goods 

mobility. The very existence of relative differences in factor rewards 

internationally provides a motivation for direct investment by firms, as a 

substitute for serving markets from domestic locations via trade. The 

theoretical corollary of FDI is therefore a diminution of trading activity. 

A number of 'cost of capital' studies of FDI have analysed national patterns of 

aggregate FDI along these lines, yielding plausible results. The problem being 

that parallel investigations of FDI as an 'internalisation' or imperfect 

competition phenomenon have also produced respectable empirical results 

(e. g. Buckley, 1991). 

Thus the problem we have is that aggregate models which assume perfect 

competition are coexisting with those micro-economic approaches which 

assume monopoly power. It is legitimate to note here the distinction between 

theory, mentioned above, which illustrates the motive for trade and that 

° In Section Z4 we see the proposition proved by Mundell (1957), that the equalisation of income 
levels could be achieved solely through free trade in goods - since factors are assumed immobile 
internationally. Thus free trade is a substitute for the free mobility of factors. 
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which illustrates the pattern of trade - the latter will be sensitive to the origin 

of differences in comparative costs, e. g. technology, factor endowments etc. 
There appear to be two key issues to address. First, `Mundellian' motives for 

investment refer to the reasons why countries will trade, or export factors, 

rather than with whom they will trade (or invest in). Secondly, the pure 

theory has advanced a long way. Models such as Helpman (1984) maintain the 

profit-maximising motivation but drop most other neoclassical assumptions in 

providing trade and investment in a world of monopoly power, differentiated 

goods which provides opportunities for the one-stage investment modelling 

which is a key aim that the present study sets out to achieve 

In the following section, the literature relevant to this study is reviewed. While 

some topics not strictly within the remit of this study are also included in 

order to provide contextual orientation. 

2.3.3 Macroeconomic Approaches 

The mainstream FDI literature tends to take a micro-economic stance in 

explaining FDI by market imperfections in capital markets, goods markets or 

even in labour markets (Siebert, 1999). Nonetheless, some of the different 

strands of thinking on the macro-economic role played by FDI can be pulled 

together and will be merged with trade and microeconomic approaches in the 

empirical work presented in Part B. 

Krugman's (1991,1993) revival of the geographic insights of "location theory" 

puts in doubt the desirability of the nation state as the suitable unit of analysis 

for financial accumulation at the international level. Neoclassical trade theory 

assumes perfect mobility of factors, diminishing returns to scale and zero 

transport costs. Location theory sets trade in a world with mobile factors 

(including labour), increasing returns and positive costs of transporting goods. 
Thus a core-periphery model of the location of investment is derived due to 

patterns of location-specific demand and supply advantages. 
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Other macro-economic explanations of why country-specific advantages arise 
have concentrated on market-related advantages, whereby the proximity of 

production to the market is a determinant of FDI. These factors overlap with 
location theory in seeing transport costs as a barrier to trade, along with other 
factors, such as: indivisibility of production and sales; interaction between 

production and sales; investment in distribution channels complementary to 

exports. 

Taken together, this group of explanations for FDI give rise to a theory 

known as the market volume hypothesis. This suggests a positive effect on 
FDI by host country market size and growth, found to be empirically 

significant in various studies, albeit lacking in theoretical foundation (Lizondo, 

1991). 

Aspects of the above, macro-economically oriented, approaches go some way 

towards advancing explanations for a given international stock of FDI that 

MNCs wish to hold at various locations overseas. However, there remains a 

requirement to explain some of the apparent volatility of FDI flows and 
hence the dynamics of FDI over time. 

2.3.4 A Bilateral Approach 

A bilateral approach to FDI, as used to model bilateral trade by Allen and 
Whitley (1995), sticks to the nation state as the unit of analysis but also 

provides detail of inter-country investments at the level of the firm - hence 

incorporating some of Krugman's location insights. 

In the bilateral context we can allow for transaction costs, mobile capital, but 

immobile labour and allow for increasing returns to innovating countries 

rather than firms. Such an approach might also provide a bridge to the 

growth theory literature by relaxing certain neo-classical assumptions to allow 
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a more realistic world model. This might go some way towards dissolving the 

somewhat uneasy micro-macro distinction found in the theoretical literature - 
firms vs. countries - as alternative units of analysis both for trade and for FDI. 

Relying solely on microeconomic or macroeconomic approaches alone is in 

any event somewhat simplistic. Micro-economic and macro-economic factors 

cannot realistically be viewed in isolation. Interactions occur, both among a 

nation's domestic demand and in its ability to supply to its export markets and 
interaction also exist among its neighbours' demand side and ability to provide 

their own goods for domestic consumption; and between these (at least) two 

nations and four variables. 

Indeed, at the global level of analysis the interaction of demand and supply 
factors will clearly become very complex, necessitating an integrated approach 

rather than a purely firm-based approach, or using an over-simplified analysis 

of national aggregates. So, in an open world economy, competitive 
international forces acting via relative differences in domestic (supply) or host 

country (demand) variables, may provide a link by which a domestic 

advantage may be converted into competitive advantage. 

The argument is that an advantage of this sort may cause a country to grow 

relatively more rapidly than some of its competitors, hence providing some 

support for an endogenous growth process if the initial advantage stems from 

domestic innovative activity. 
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3.0 Introduction 

The previous chapter reviewed the theoretical context and literature relevant 

to FDI and trade. This chapter reviews the applied economic literature on 

FDI, and in particular the multi-country modelling tradition, with a special 
focus on the supply side. The organisation of the chapter is as follows: section 
3.0.1 presents the prescriptions or stylised facts of the FDI literature, this is 

then contrasted with the current trends in FDI reviewed in Ch. 1. In section 

3.1 we look at the existing applied econometric literature in more detail and 

points to some areas on the supply-side where extensions may be desirable. 

Section 3.2. sets the econometric evidence in the context of the review by 

Markusen (1995) and related literature and then Section 3.3 assesses the extent 

to which incorporating supply and demand interactions extends existing work 
in the area. 

3.0.1 Stylised Facts vs. Data 

The industrial organisation or 'internalisation' theories of the MNE imply that 

firm specific advantages, across firms or across countries lead MNCs to 

undertake FDI. Examples of firm specific advantages could be technical 

innovation, managerial skills or non-price factors (quality etc. ). 

These theories did well in explaining long run evolving patterns in FDI, for 

example the post war rise of US FDI due to US multinationals moving 

overseas to exploit technical or managerial advantages. They may also have 

helped to explain the gradual tide of change in US dominance. Any waning of 
US MNCs' competitive advantage allows foreign MNCs to develop a sufficient 

array of skills to allow superior control of assets. 

However, traditional theories found it harder to account for surges in FDI, 

since it is unlikely that changes in competitive advantage could work through 

so quickly. An additional problem was that the surges in investment occurred 
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across industries whereas changes in competitive advantage should be specific 

to particular industries (Graham and Krugman, 1991). An example of this was 

the sevenfold increase in Japanese investment in financial services between 

1985-89. It is hard to see how industrial organisation theories could have 

accounted for either the timing or the magnitude of aspects of this data. 

As a result there has been a limited resurgence in models which have as a 

common feature a 'cost of capital' aspect (e. g. Froot and Stein's (1991) 

exchange rate hypothesis). However, these attempts to explain FDI from a 

pure capital arbitrage perspective failed to do justice to the full complexity of 

the phenomenon. 

A stylised picture of the neo-classical approach to FDI, includes cost of 

capital models of FDI along with the recent revival of 'convergence 

hypothesis' growth theory (e. g. Mankiw, Romer and Weil, 1993). The common 
features of such an approach are general equilibrium, trade and growth theory. 

The key behavioural factors which would underpin such an analysis include 

profit maximization, perfect competition, trade/FDI substitutability and 

convergence in growth rates. 

However, the empirical observation of convergence in FDI among developed 

countries does not entirely fit with this view, since the patterns of trade/FDI 

complementarity observed in the data suggest a role for technical innovation, 

which should be exogenous in a strictly neo-classical world. 

The problem is that trade theory can explain changes in global patterns of 

production - who produces what and where and the associated changes in 

trade flows (via changes in relative factor abundance, but not why large firms 

do most of the production and trade. Also, neo-classical trade theory may 

explain country shares in trade but cannot explain company shares or, within a 

nation, why much production is controlled by companies based elsewhere. 
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So, as the stylised facts and data appear to be at odds, a new growth 

theory/new trade theory account may fit the data better. The occurrence of 

export-led growth, with export trends in excess of output trends, suggests that 

G7 growth rates, far from converging, are maintaining their technical lead over 

the rest of the world. Then export trade in goods is not serving to equalise 
factor endowments, nor is trade being substituted for FDI, both are occurring 

simultaneously. A possible driving force behind this strong developed country 

performance may be endogenous technical advantage. 

In the spirit of the new growth models reviewed in Chapter 2 (e. g. Helpman 

and Krugman, 1995), `dynamic' comparative advantage may be created for 

countries via innovation strategies and technological leadership. While for 

dominant firms imperfect competition is creating a technological competitive 

advantage. This view represents a mix of new trade theory and a traditional 
imperfect competition explanation for FDI. The role of technology, perhaps 

most in need of incorporation, cannot fit easily within the neo-classical trade 

or neo-classical growth approaches. Incorporating technology requires at least 

Ricardian, technology driven `old' trade theory or some mixture of new 

trade/new growth theory. 

It is plausible to suggest that a two-stage link between technology and growth 

may exist. First, a country exploits its dynamic comparative advantage, in a 

technology, via trade. Secondly, it complements this export-led advantage in 

trade by the subsequent export of the productive techniques from industries in 

which it has secured an element of competitive advantage internationally. 

To see how feasible this is we must look first at the history of multi-country 

models and the methods they have used to simplify international economic 
linkages. We first list below and then review the different ways in which FDI 

could potentially assist the growth process, before narrowing the focus to 

those hypotheses which have featured in the literature to date. Finally, some 
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extensions and alternatives are proposed which form the basis of the empirical 

work in Part B. 

3.1.0 Review of Applied Work 

FDI can be seen as a substitute for trade between nations. The rationale for 

how this allows countries to prosper, relates to the idea of exporting 

knowledge (Kindleberger, 1969). In this view firms engage in setting up 

overseas plants, rather than in direct sales, in order to earn higher returns. The 

returns from such investment are repatriated as income from their investment 

abroad, via flows into the donor nation's capital account. Such repatriation of 

profits is reflected in indices of national output and this makes domestic 

nationals wealthier. 

This could occur in three ways. First, existing FDI can stimulate future FDI 

potential, second by enhancing export potential and third by exerting a 'knock 

on effect' to domestic industry. The rationale for these effects is as follows. 

Having exported a technology firms substitute into other technologies to 

maintain a competitive edge in the same industry, which will allow future 

opportunities to profit from FDI. However this stimulus to R&D in one 

industry has a synergistic boosting effect on technological performance in 

other exporting industries and finally also generates technological benefits to 

industries whose output is domestically consumed. 

Results from models using such an approach are reported for Ireland in 

Bradley and Fitzgerald (1988) and for the USA in Barrell and Pain (1992). Pain 

(1993) used a similar approach to explain whole economy FDI in the UK. The 

intuitive basis of these types of models is as follows: 

MNCs have three aspects to their investment decisions: 

- across plant production substitution decisions; 
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- within plant factor mix decisions; 

- method of financing the foreign investment. 

The two main suggestions arising from these approaches are as follows. Pain 

(1993) sheds light on the process underlying aggregate inward FDI. Relative 

price factors are a determinant of inward FDI (in the UK). There are non- 

production costs associated with exporting - investment exists as a potential 

substitute for exports. The role of donor or host country domestic investment 

is not considered. 

Barrell and Pain (1992) shed light on the process underlying aggregate outward 
FDI. Here the decline of US domestic competitiveness has contributed to an 
increase in outward FDI from the USA. It is worth noting here that this study 
finds that exports and FDI are short run substitutes but long run 

complements. This appears to be in conflict with the predictions of the 

product cycle approach. 

The main conclusions drawn from this work are as follows. Firstly, there is a 

positive relationship between G7 growth and direct investment that is 

interpreted as indicating a role for market size as a determinant of outward 
FDI. Secondly, Exports and FDI are short run substitutes but long run 

complements: this is rationalised in terms of a rise in exports prompting 
investment in the infrastructure required to promote and support foreign sales 

and runs contrary to the product cycle hypothesis (Vernon, 1966). 

Thirdly, relative factor cost disadvantages, both of labour and capital, in 

domestic production can lead firms to shift production abroad. This is 

interpreted (in terms of the theoretical model) as suggesting that the role of 
factor substitution is a stronger motive for FDI than the role of relative 

profitability (of different plant locations internationally). 
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Fourthly, fluctuations in expectations of dollar exchange rates and US terms of 

trade are also thought to exert a causative influence on the determination of 

aggregate US outward FDI. 

This type of model delivers a predominantly neoclassical explanation of FDI, 

in that it is focusing on relative factor prices as a major explanation of outward 

investment rather than issues such as the location of production, the finance 

or the `export of technology'. Domestic (FDI donor country) supply-side 

variables may play a key role in these models along with aggregate world 

demand. However, specific host country demand or supply factors cannot play 

a role since they are not modelled. 

It is part of the motivation for the bilateral approach to include these 

additional variables and exclude possible noise effects from irrelevant variables 

present in the aggregate approach. 

3.1.1 Markusen's Review (1995) 

This comprehensive review paper starts with a number of stylized facts that 

any successful model of FDI should account for. In macroeconomic terms, 

these are the surge in FDI starting in the late 1970s, most of which has been 

reciprocal between industrialised nations. The investment patterns observed 
have been mainly horizontal in nature, although there has also been some 

evidence of complementarity between FDI and export activity. In addition, 
FDI is typically undertaken by large multinational firms, these also account for 

a large share of total export volume, about one third of international trade is 

accounted for by within-MNE flows of goods and services. MNEs are most 

prevalent in industries with high levels of R&D (relative to output), highly 

skilled personnel and considerable horizontal and vertical product 
differentiation. These factors suggest a choice of model in which firm-specific 

'knowledge capital' plays a major role. Markusen sees the source of this capital 
in R&D, innovation and marketing effort. Moreover, the internal exploitation 
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of technologies within the MNE is consistent with the observation that 

licensing is a less successful method of appropriating the returns from 

innovation. 

The logic of the model summarised by Markusen treats knowledge capital as 

an asset that has joint input characteristics. For example, by spending an 

amount on R&D, the firm develops a new product, the design for which can 

be passed on at zero cost to a foreign affiliate which will then produce the 

good without incurring any development costs. Local firms may not be able 

to compete in such a market, since they incur the full cost of R&D per 

domestic unit of output. If transport costs are relatively high, production of 

the product by foreign subsidiaries will look particularly appealing in 

comparison to exporting a good produced in the home country. 

However, for the purposes of the present research it is important to stress that 

both the knowledge-capital approach (and many alternative theories listed 

below) are concerned with answering the general question: 'why do nations 

and/or firms invest directly abroad rather than trade? ' Whereas the question 

at issue in this work involves establishing any functional role for FDI in the 

international economy rather than explaining its motivation per se. Recent 

additions to the literature which address these issues more directly are 

presented in the following two sections. 

3.1.2 O'Rourke & Williamson (1999) 

This volume, which presents a synthesis of the results from a major economic 

history research programme, aims to explain why some countries converged 

with the leading Atlantic economies in the late nineteenth century. It also 

draws conclusions for the contemporary world economy. The authors point 

out that much of the contemporary macroeconomic growth literature has been 

concerned with processes generated by closed economy, neoclassical or 

endogenous growth models. By contrast, in their empirical work O'Rourke 
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and Williamson focus on the role of open economy or 'Hecksher-Ohlin 

forces', wherein international movements of capital, labour and goods and the 

convergence of factor and product prices act as drivers of world growth. 

3.1.3 Fontagne and Pajot (2001) 

The issue of complementarity between trade and investment is of considerable 
importance empirically. Fontagne and Pajot (2001) use a gravity model of 
bilateral trade to examine the influence which the stock of FDI, both inward 

and outward, may have on the bilateral pattern and level of trade in panel of 
UK industries. 

In particular, they examine the role that bilateral FDI stocks play in a set of 
disaggregated bilateral export equations for France the UK and the US. The 

evidence obtained on the relationship between trade and FDI is mixed and the 

authors draw attention to the need to distinguish permanent from temporary 

effects of FDI on trade. In particular they draw attention to the possibility 

that FDI stocks are associated with permanent effects and FDI flows with 

more transient effects and present results suggesting that the primary effects of 
FDI on trade are transitory, and the long-term effects are small. 

3.2.0 A summary/critique 

The econometric studies reviewed above have improved on the previous 

generation of models, in terms of their inclusion of aspects of supply side 

criteria. Yet it is important to be clear that we have yet to achieve a complete 

explanation of the multi-country aspects of the FDI phenomenon. 

Existing FDI models, concentrating on supply-side issues, examine the extent 

to which these variables can explain various aspects of foreign direct 

investment. Thus the results of Barrell and Pain (1992) suggest that weak 

supply side characteristics in the US (donor) economy have lead to increased 

outward FDI by US firms. The results in Pain (1993) suggest that strong 
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supply characteristics in the UK (host economy) have led to increased inward 

FDI to the UK. The results reported by Bradley and Fitzgerald (1988) 

corroborate the idea that, at least for small open economies, supply side 

criteria are important determinants of inward FDI. 

Both sets of results in Barrell and Pain (1992) and Pain (1993) can be placed 

within one of the possible permutations. In the former, weak donor supply 

performance motivates outward FDI to the stronger host country's supply side 

- but doesn't allow us to specify attributes of the recipient countries. The latter 

paper looks at the same issue from the perspective of the host country with a 

strong supply side - but doesn't look at either host country demand or donor 

country demand. 

And finally, despite the strengths of Markusen's theoretical contribution, a 

good deal of empirical evidence also suggests that a number of the key 

assumptions of the knowledge-capital model are inadequately supported. In 

particular, there appears to be weak support for the following key components 

of the model outlined in the Markusen (1995) review paper- 

- most of the new product R&D is not a fixed cost, spread over a large 

volume of output; 

- transfer of knowledge from one part of an MNE to another is not costless; 

- R&D activity is increasingly carried out in overseas subsidiaries of MNEs. 

At this stage cannot exclude empirical work that looks to competitor 

explanations to the knowledge-capital model of FDI, these are: 

- taxation (Hines, 1993); 

- spillover-grabbing (Neven and Siotis, 1996); 

- the factor proportions hypothesis (Markusen, 1984; Helpman and 
Krugman, 1985; Ethier and Horn, 1990); 

- the proximity-concentration hypothesis (Krugman, 1983; Horstman and 
Markusen, 1992; Brainard, 1997). 
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Progress has undoubtedly been made in moving away from the excessive 

demand-side orientation of 1970's multi-country models. However, supply 

oriented models have not yet managed to explain a number of possible 

bilateral demand/supply interactions which might be thought desirable in a 

full multi-country model, for example incorporating trade and FDI feedback 

loops in a single model. 

In general, any attempt to explain the interaction between investment, trade 

and growth will require incorporating dynamic aspects of both demand and 

supply variables. Hence, a model is required which builds upon the solid 

foundations of the supply-side FDI models, but also allows inspection of the 

dynamic interactions between FDI, trade and growth. 

3.2.1 A general model can include supply 

Crucially, the supply side can be augmented to include non-price aspects of 

competition, as mediated by international factor market competition. 

However, seeking to achieve this probably requires the device of reverting to 

the production function approach to the supply side (Whitley, 1995). 

The gain from doing this, in empirical terms, would arise from: 

a) allowing factor markets to be globally competitive (non-separable); 

b) incorporating the portion of (FDI donor country) demand, which is 

endogenously generated, via supply-side efficiency; 

c) forging a link between Trade and FDI as alternative conduits for recycling, 

as well as for creating, wealth. 

A formal attempt to do this is outlined in Chapter 4, but before turning to this 

we need to review the key features of existing econometric models which the 

the new approach will need to encompass. 
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3.2.2 A Bilateral approach - supply/demand interactions 

A bilateral approach to explaining FDI looks at investment patterns, e. g. US 

into other G3 countries, in pairs. An aggregate model by contrast includes host 

country variables (demand for FDI) only in so far as they are represented in 

regional aggregate indicators - e. g. OECD growth rates. This approach relies 

more on domestic supply detail to provide explanatory power for a country's 

entire FDI output (supply of FDI) to whatever source. 

In fact, we can only expect an aggregate FDI model to pick up domestic 

(donor) supply detail plus aggregate (e. g. G7) aspects of demand, but with no 
bilateral detail. Part of the attraction of the bilateral approach therefore is its 

potential to allow both FDI donor country (e. g. US) supply and demand 

factors to interact with both FDI host country (e. g. Japan) supply and demand 

factors in allowing a richer degree of empirical detail to specify the model. 

In particular a bilateral model of FDI may be better at picking up non-price 

variables, such as the embodiment of technological expertise in FDI. In 

principle also, it could combine domestic and host country supply-side detail 

as well as domestic and host country demand-led detail. 

In fact, the debate on the causes of FDI has tended to be polarised around 

competing explanations. On the one hand trade and FDI are seen as 

substitutes, and on the other as complements. Substitutability can be 

incorporated within the bilateral approach, if we relax two neo-classical 

assumptions used in the early multi-country models: first, allowing non-price 

characteristics of goods; and second allowing FDI capital to seek extra returns, 
based on technical or knowledge-based skills. 

The complemenarity of trade and FDI implies that an exporting/investing 

nation has a domestic technical advantage or innovation that it will wish to 

promote to gain international advantage. This idea can also be incorporated 
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within the bilateral approach. What becomes important from a bilateral 

perspective is not simply free trade vs. protectionism, assuming equal returns 

to FDI everywhere, so a fuller description may emerge of how domestic 

technical advantage is created from favourable supply-side conditions. 
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4.0 The econometric literature 

A bilateral framework for FDI 

Some essential features of the multi-country modelling of FDI were drawn out in 

Chapter 3, giving rise to testable hypotheses. A modelling framework is now set 

out which will motivate the empirical work on bilateral FDI presented in Part B. 

We lead in to the problem by reviewing the salient points of the multi-country 

modelling literature reviewed in Chapter 3. 

Time series models of FDI have generally been estimated in a partial equilibrium 

setting. Extensions to the multi-country setting have been achieved by simplifying 

the simultaneous (production) output and (factor) input decision. This 

simplification has been achieved by imposing weak separability of factor demand 

between countries and by assuming homothetic 'world' production functions. The 

empirical implication of these features has been to decompose the problem faced 

by MNEs of making simultaneous output and factor demand decisions, across 

country's and factors, into separate output and factor demand decisions made in 

isolation. 

A key implication of this approach to the supply side, was that it allowed only one 

set of supply side criteria to be modelled at a time, e. g. donor vs. host. However, 

attempting to model a global factor market would force the modeller to include 

data on potential alternative host countries and not just the donor/host variables. 

If factor demand markets were convincingly global, then supply-side competition 

would not simply be for a given level of investment but domestic efficiency could 

also create new wealth - via trade - to be re-cycled into the international system as 

direct investment. 
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4.0.1 Current models of FDI 

In general, aggregate models of FDI, such as equation (1) below, allow adequately 

for both price and non-price, supply-driven, characteristics of goods (e. g. Pain 

and Wakelin, 1997). 

Fd =f(r, X) (1) 

Here Fd represents domestic FDI, I' represents world demand conditions and X" 

represents world trade in goods. The difference suggested below is to also admit 

aspects of innovation and skill inherent in the FDI investment bundle itself. The 

way we represent technology by including 7' in equation (2), a world model for 

FDI, has clear parallels with the use non-price terms in the trade equations 
introduced in section 4.2.0 below. 

F =f (', Xw, Ti) (2) 

By introducing a link to domestic technology, Td 
, 

into equation (2) we provide 

additional feedback from the international trade in goods and services which 

should provide an aspect of the supply-side which is mediated in international 

factor markets. Thus, inward factor demand and exports can be complementary 

flows, as can outward factor demand and imports, which are linked in multi- 

country models via an equivalent adjustment mechanism to the balance of 

payments in goods and services (Julius, 1991). 

In what follows, we first examine how existing models of FDI operate and then 

look at relationship between trade and direct investment, before extending the 

analysis to look the way in which FDI could work in a world-model is set out in 

section 4.2.1 below. 
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4.0.2 Existing models are a restriction on a general form 

A typical demand-style model for FDI, is primarily macroeconomic, with the 

following characteristics: 

F_ 
.f 

(Y, p, ) (3) 

Where Fy represents FDI flows, p, is a domestic goods prices, and Y, reflects 

domestic demand. We can think of this model as comprising a basic demand 

vector, Y=[Y, ], and a domestic price vector, P= [pi ] reflecting domestic goods 

prices. This formulation is often used as an `inward' model of FDI, representing 

flows of investment from country i into country j which can be expanded to 

include further aspects of domestic demand conditions. 

A simple extension to the domestic demand vector could allow the incorporation 

of domestic monetary policy, as in P= (p,, r; ]. An example is set out in (4) below, 

which incorporates t';, a measure of domestic monetary policy. 

Fý =f (Y i, Pi, r) (4) 

In contrast to these demand-oriented equations, in (5) below we introduce a 

typical supply-style model of direct investment, which contains variables likely to 

influence the multinational firm's profits: 

F> _ (5) 

In this model profits (7C ), relative wages (w; /w) and relative costs (c, /c, ) in donor 

countries drive outward FDI from country i to host destinations. Once again, we 

have a domestic supply vector, here comprising S=[ sr, c, wj but now expand 
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this model to include a vector of relative prices, P= Ldp; J, which serves to 

augment the basic supply model, or by further expanding the domestic price 

vector to include relative export prices, as in P= [d p; /d pj]: 

Fý - (6) 

Having reviewed the basic supply and demand models, we can now further 

extend these simple 'demand' or 'supply' formulations for FDI to include an 

international dimension, for example by including exports in the demand matrix 

Y=[Y, X ], thus incorporating aspects of foreign demand. 

Fý= Y, ", p;, i;, X#) (7) 

i. e. demand variables in country j can cause an increase in i's exports to j, but also 

an increase in FDI from j into i. 

In similar vein, we can expand the range of variables allowed in the supply-side 

vector by including imports in the supply matrix S= fin, c, w, X,, ], we can allow 

an extension to country j's supply side. 

Fý = f(7rj, w, /w,, c, /c;, X) (8) 

which arises via i's ability to compete with j's domestic products. 

However, crucially, the extensions in equation (7) and (8) raise doubts as to their 

interpretation as a demand or supply equations, since exports in (7) could be 

caused by i's improved (supply-side) ability to export. While in (8) imports into j 

may reflect increased propensity in j to import, i. e. essentially ̀demand' in j. 
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4.0.3 Setting out a general model 

Existing approaches tend to isolate different variables as causative agents for FDI. 

As currently structured, many empirical models tend to feature either demand or 

supply factors as significant rather than any potential interaction. 

A more general model would allow both types of factor to play a part: 

Fý =f(; v;, w, /w,, ci/c;, Y, p, i) (9) 

The upshot of this extension allows a chance to increase global stock of FDI: 

nm 
2: 1: Fu 
j=i j-1 (10) 

by allowing country js demand factors as a potential source of increasing ̀ global' 

investment opportunities but also further interactions possible from i's demand 

andj's supply. 

So, we can now set out a testable model for US, Japan and UK based on (9). We 

can treat stock issues by making the simple assumption that the MNE has desired 

ratio of globally located FDI - i. e. it's stock of global investment - rather than any 

predetermined stock of investment held in any one country. 
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4.1.0 Link to Models of Trade 

Here we set out the role FDI plays in a multicountry models of demand 

derivation and a new specification which allows dynamic feedback to occur 
between the supply side and output demand in a highly simplified multi-country 

model. The goal is to locate FDI in a model of world demand and trade, first we 
deal with efforts by trade modellers to incorporate non-price aspects before 

extending this approach to take account of bilateral investment flows. 

A standard view of world trade and output is represented in the export equation 

(1) below and leaves factor demand endogenous to each country. Such 

formulations are found in Blake and Pain (1994), Pain and Wakelin (1997) and 

also in Anderton (1991). 

Xý =f (r, pid (11) 

for t=1, ... n, where X is the total volume of manufactured exports from 

country i to country j at time t, Yw' is a measure of world demand and P is the 

relative price of country i exports to exports of country j, which will clearly be a 
function of world demand. 

A useful extension in equation (12) below represents a newer view, where income 

is endogenised to some degree by the inclusion of non price aspects of supply. 

xý _ .f 
(r, P,, p2, ) (12) 

Clearly, trade here is a function of price aspects of the supply side, and world 
income as before, but Q represents an indicator of product quality - which is 

related to innovation and technology. To go a step further requires an interaction 
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between trade and a more fully specified (non-price) supply side, which mediates 
between exports and world demand via FDI as a mediator of technological 

innovation and managerial skill. 

4.1.1 FDI in a model of world trade, investment and growth 

Notionally, FDI can be embedded in a simplified world model beloww. 

Yom= f (Yd, Xw) (13) 

xw =f (r, pl) (14) 

Yd=f(Fd LI yd) (15) 

Where X'' represents world demand for exports, Yw represents world income, Yd 

represents domestic income. Fd is two-way (donor-host) direct investment, Pd is 

competitiveness, Ld represents the labour force and TD represents domestic 

technology. 

The difference between the model presented in equations (13) to (15) and 

standard partial equilibrium and multi-country models (Whitley, 1995) is the 

inclusion of technology in the production function in (15). 

The formulation in equation (16) below, where F represents world prices, allows 

the system explaining FDI to incorporate non-price, supply-side aspects of FDI 

determination. While in equation (17), the introduction of the variable FD for 

domestic investment attributes provides a route for qualitative aspects of factor 

demand competition to affect endogenous output. 
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11 
=f 0" X', P9 

=f , p, pij 

(16) 

(17) 

Here, although output is a function of world income as before, it also includes a 

link to global factor market competition, via the supply side. Whereas in (17) 

although exports are a function of world income, via domestic income in (13) as 

before, trade is itself a function of supply-side productive efficiency, via the link 

to equation (14) and via the inclusion factor market competition, via FDI in 

equation (17) rather than just exogenous world demand for exports as in (14). 

The innovation arises from the introduction of a direct endogenous link through 

international factor demand to increased domestic output and exports. 

4.2.0 The Aggregation Issue 

One of the attractions of basing models on the separability assumptions outlined 

above, has been that it facilitated the use of country aggregates, be they of exports 

or of FDI. However, by looking at patterns in bilateral shares of FDI, additional 
information is revealed which may be used to test a more general model of FDI. 

In fact, the very existence of bilateral as well as aggregate trends in FDI may have 

implications for explanations of FDI because the existence of bilateral trends is in 

itself a test of separability. 

Aggregate trends can be explained by weakly separable factor demand, for 

example the upward trend in US outward FDI could be a result of relative 

efficiency in US domestic factor mix. This could boost domestic productive 

output, leading to a desire to locate output abroad. 

A Bilateral Framework for FDI 
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However, the endogeneity of factor demand looks less convincing as an 

explanation of bilateral trends. For example, US domestic factor mix efficiency 

cannot be superior to all bilateral destinations (for US FDI) at the same time as 

the reciprocally trended flows are illustrative of their domestic factor mix 

superiority. 

4.2.1 Bilateral vs. Aggregate Models 

The problem of aggregation bias has received periodic attention in the 

econometric literature [Theil (1954), Lee et al (1990)]. There are parallels between 

the work presented here and the literature on the bilateral vs. the aggregate 

approach to modelling international trade linkages. Allen and Whitley (1995) 

summarise the literature and provide critical insight into the technical issues and 

state of progress in this area. 

In the standard approach to modelling trade in multi-country models, aggregate 

equations are used to determine import demand volumes which are then summed 

up to determine total world import demand and a set of export relationships are 

then used to share out these imports across the exporting countries. 

A problem of this approach is that most of these systems do not automatically 
determine consistency between exports and imports. In practice this `adding-up' 

problem has meant that, in order to ensure consistency, some scaling of the world 

aggregates is required. A similar problem may arise in a multi-country model that 
included aggregates of FDI flows. 

The bilateral approach to measuring trade flows originated with the work of 
Armington (1969) and Barton (1971) who proposed simple demand-system 
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model for the exports of each country, export supply considerations were 

neglected. 

The Armington and Barton approaches used predetermined price models where 
bilateral trade volumes are determined by demand for products of various 

exporting countries. In a two stage budgeting procedure, based on duality theory, 

overall expenditure on imports and domestically produced goods is determined 

first (weakly separable preferences). Then in a second stage, the consumer decides 

on their expenditure on the various sorts of imports available (and homothetic). 

In clear parallel with FDI work, if preferences are separable then demand for 

imports is independent of consumption of domestic output. If preferences are 
homothetic, then the relative demand for goods is also independent of overall real 

expenditure. 

Allen and Whitley (1995) review this bilateral literature, and show that the 

theoretical assumptions of separability and homotheticity required for an 

aggregate approach are usually violated by the data. 

Other bilateral approaches correct the requirements for a more empirically robust 

underlying model, e. g. Hickman & Lau (1973). But informational requirements of 

adding up all the underlying bilateral equations have meant that many practical 

modellers have been forced to use an aggregate approach, but the specification of 

aggregate equations was often fairly ad hoc. 

In a later attempting to correct these restrictive assumptions, Hickman (1973) 

used a bilateral-to-aggregate approach in which the adding up restrictions in 

demand theory are successfully applied to the problem of building aggregates 
from the Hickman & Lau (1973) bilateral trade equations to explain total exports 
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for each country. There is therefore no adding-up problem in the Hickman 

system, but this gain came at the considerable information cost of having to 

estimating entire sets of bilateral equations in order to obtain the aggregates. 

Hence, as a result of the heavy informational requirements later investigators 

tended to make various adjustments in order to get around the adding-up 

problem. Such later trade equations, for example Klein and van Peeterssen (1973) 

and other modellers, often resorted to somewhat ad hoc methods to simplify 
Hickman system: hence these approaches were generally not compatible with the 

adding-up condition. 

4.2.2 The Link to FDI 

The purpose of this brief review of the aggregation literature in trade is to 

illustrate a likely parallel problem which may exist in aggregate measures of FDI. 

In general, there are a number of similarities between the bilateral trade and the 

FDI literature, which include: 

a) the use of a two-stage demand system; 
b) a problem of aggregation bias; 

c) a problem of aggregating over sub-markets, some of which may be out 

of equilibrium. 

Having reviewed the literature on a) in the trade context above, we are now in a 

position to look at b), the issue of how to test for aggregation bias in FDI. We 

looked at c) the separate issue of identifying a national FDI flow equation which 
is made up of many sub-flows, some of which may be supply constrained and 

others which may be demand constrained. 
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The previous have gone some of the way towards bringing together the national 

and firm-specific approaches to FDI. But, if some parts of the (sub) market for 

FDI are out of equilibrium, the empirical work may have neither a clear supply 

nor demand interpretation - but require aspects of both. 

Here, we adapt the work cited in Allen and Whitley, which illustrated the 

Hickman (1973) conditions for the successful ̀adding up' in trade, to FDI: we use 

the notation FI to denote inward and FO to denote outward FDI. In common 

with the bilateral trade literature surveyed above, we can envisage a share of 

desired FDI that is allocated to or from competing destinations. 

Here, we define FI as bilateral FDI inward to i from j, this is the same as 

outward FDI from j into i, namely FOfi. 

First we can define a number of identities; clearly it must be the case, bilaterally, 

that 

FIS=FO1 (1 s) 

Aggregating over the bilateral inward flows, FIS, gives FI� the aggregate total of all 

inward bilateral flows into i from allj. 

7 FIS = FI. (19) 

In the same way aggregating over all the FOB� gives the FOj: 

Et FO, = FOB (20) 

which is the total aggregate of outward FDI fror nj to all i. 
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Turning to empirical models, in the spirit of the bilateral trade model of Hickman 

(1973) mentioned above, we can summarise an `adding-up' condition for the 

aggregate FDI terms outlined above. 

We have seen, from (19) that: 

FJ = EFT. 

But, the FIS must in turn constitute merely some share, a0 of FOB such that: 

FIS_+ ao FOB+s (21) 

So that it must be the case that, when measured: 

FI = ßo+ßj(EaoFOj)+S (22) 

In the equation above, in parallel to the Hickman system for bilateral trade, there 

is no adding up problem since the aggregate equation can be seen to be the sum 

of all the bilateral share equations. 

However, as with the Hickman system, estimating the specification above in a 

multi-country model would entail the estimation of an entire set of bilateral FDI 

equations. For this reason, and/or for reasons of data availability, few attempts 

appear to have been made to estimate a valid aggregate FDI equation of this type. 

For full bilateral estimation in a small multi-country model, we need to achieve 

the successful adding up of the individual bilateral equations. The framework is 

designed to show that, by construction, most aggregate FDI models are unlikely 

to pass such tests of aggregation bias. 
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4.3.0 Aggregating over Sub-Markets 

Having set out a bilateral model of FDI above we need to recognise that the 

market for direct investment flows is unlikely to be complete and smoothly 
functioning at all times. As well as the issue of aggregation bias, which is likely to 

exist in standard FDI models, we also review the further problem of aggregation 

over sub-markets in which there may be quantity constraints. 

In the context of the `disequilibrium macro' literature (e. g. Muellbauer and Portes, 

1978) the distinction is made between the quantity actually traded in a market and 

the demand and supply for/to that market. The notion of `effective demand' (or 

effective supply), where a trade in one market is quantity constrained, is 

distinguished from `notional demand' which exists in a perfectly competitive 

market, where demand in all markets is unconstrained by the quantity transacted 

in any other market. 

In aggregating over sub-markets, Rosen and Quandt (1978) introduced a 

fundamental behavioural assumption for such constrained markets. In an 

equilibrium model the observed quantity traded, i. e. the notional demand, is given 
by the intersection of the supply and demand curves. This is not so for a 
disequilibrium model where the quantity observed, or effective demand, is the 

minimum of effective demand and effective supply. 

As the functional form of a quantity-constrained demand function differs from an 

entirely price-determined demand, if excess demand or supply occur in one 

market and either buyers or sellers therefore become rationed, switching must 

occur from the unconstrained to the constrained demand function. For example, 

the effective demand in the goods market is likely to depend on the quantity 

traded in the labour market. 
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A key assumption was introduced to ensure this switching behaviour - this was 

the `dual decision hypothesis' or 'Clower-Patinken condition). The mechanism 
involves constructing a `minimum condition' whereby, for example in the labour 

market, the quantity observed was the minimum of the quantity supplied and 

quantity demanded at the current wage [Fair and Jaffee (1972), Goldfeld and 
Quandt, (1975)]. However, Rosen and Quandt (1978) observed that, whereas in 

an equilibrium model the observed quantity of labour is given by the intersection 

of the supply and demand curves, in a disequilibrium model of the aggregate 
labour market this was no longer the case. 

Furthermore, Rosen and Quandt established a method of estimating such a 
disequilibrium model by assuming that the quantity observed was the minimum of 

the quantity supplied and quantity demanded at the current wage. Hence the 

observed quantity of labour, L, was given as: 

Ln L= min (In L!, In LD) 

The empirical problems inherent in imposing such 'minimum conditions' as a 

valid explanation of how rationing takes place, were immediately perceived. 

If aggregation is over sub-markets, some of which are characterised by excess 
demand and some by excess supply, the observed quantity traded might be some 

combination of LS and LD. Averaging over markets might produce an observed L 

less than both LS and LD. This would be the case because the expected value of 

the minimum of two normal variables is smaller than the expected value of either. 

Andrews and Nickell (1986) pointed this out to be empirically true of the labour 

market. Where some markets may be in excess demand and some in excess 

supply, the aggregate ̀min' model will not accurately describe the data. 
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Muellbauer and Winter (1980) advanced a non-clearing markets approach to UK 

employment and exports, which suggested an alternative to the discrete switching 

model implicit in the `min' model approach described above. They set out the 

conditions necessary to derive aggregate relationships from a sectoral search over 

sub-markets, some of which can be in excess demand or excess supply. In fact, 

Muellbauer and Winter set out the conditions necessary for aggregation over both 

sectoral labour markets and aggregation over export markets, using the 

aggregation technique of integration across markets developed by Muellbauer 

(1979). 

Applying these insights here to the problem of bilateral FDI, we construct a 

simple model illustrating how `global' FDI could be aggregated over domestic and 
foreign sub-markets, based on the Muellbauer and Winter approach to 

aggregating over export sub-markets for goods. 

First, the assumption is made that there are a number of sectoral markets 
internationally for each firms to locate and invest in, of which the home market is 

one and the, locationally distinct, overseas market is the other. 

One way to think of this is that returns are not subject to the `law of one price' 
(the international Fisher effect) because arbitrage across markets is sluggish. 
However, it may simply be the case that transaction costs or taxes introduce 

variations in the net returns firms receive in different markets, or that an element 

of market power exists in one or other market. 

Translating this idea from the transaction of goods to the transaction of the 

composite FDI bundle, we can assume that there is an upper limit to how much a 
firm can invest or be invested in. 
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The general idea is set out diagrammatically in Figure 1 below 

Fig 1. A static model of FDI behaviour 

9 
P4 
ü 

0ABC Q 

The marginal cost and marginal returns (revenue) on investment confronting 

markets in such a regime can be illustrated in Figure 1. In this simple static model, 
domestic demand or H. lies between points AB and overseas demand is the 

remainder, namely areas OA + BC. If we assume a continuum of markets for 

foreign FDI near the margin, then R(X) becomes a continuous function and the 

model takes on the characteristics of imperfect competition. 

We note that without any one donor or host having any control of the returns 

available in one market, the marginal and average return at which trade takes place 
is an increasing function of the level of home demand. Furthermore, as the `price' 

is endogenous we cannot use it as an explanatory variable. 
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The firm which is not constrained in its location of investment will relate the 

marginal cost of investing abroad to the domestic cost HC (wages, prices, tax 

regime etc), domestic demand for FDI (H) plus overseas demand for FDI (F), 

thus: 

m. c =m (HC, H+ F) (23) 

Similarly, returns to investment in the form of revenue, or marginal price, is 

negatively related to the volume of overseas FDI, F, and positively related to 

world prices (PxR, where R is the exchange rate) a measure of capacity utilisation 

(U), and world demand (Y' V). Home prices play no part in determining the 

marginal price. 

We therefore have: 

r= PxR (F, U, YW ) (24) 

In equilibrium investors equate marginal returns and marginal cost, and we can 

find that; 

F=F (HC, H, PxR, U, Y) (25) 

Since the marginal return is negatively related to the volume of overseas FDI, this 

allows a negative spillover in the FDI equation of home demand, overseas 
demand and world prices relative to home costs. 
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4.4.0 Writing the empirical model 

The approach given above to aggregating over FDI sub-markets for investing 

firms suggests a way of looking at bilateral FDI quantities traded between 

countries in a small three-country model. 

We can simply proceed as follows: if we made the market clearing assumption, 

that Q=D=S, then empirically we could use either the demand formulation: 

Fý =r [P, Y, 1 (26) 

where P is a vector of prices, and Y is a demand-side vector containing such 

variables as (HC, H+ F) defined above. Or we could use the supply formulation, 

empirically: 

FF =m [P, SI (27) 

Where P is again a vector of prices, and S is a now a supply-side vector containing 

(F, U, Yom). 

However, if the market does not clear then the actual quantity of FDI will be a 

function of both supply and demand. Thus: 

=h(F', F', )=h(P, Y, S) (28) 

So, in the absence of equilibrium, a more general model such as this would allow 

both types of factor to play a part. 
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Having set out the conceptual model, the next step is merely to set up three 

vectors of variables P, Y, S for use in the empirical modelling. 

[P,, 
, pj ] 

Y= [Y, u, :. ] 

S= Or, w/w,,, C/jJ 

Then putting these together, we will estimate: 

1= f(P, Y, S) 

[price terms] 

[demand terms] 

[supply terms] 

(29) 

The advantage of this is that we now not only allow countryj's demand factors to 

enter as a potential source of increasing ̀ global' investment opportunities, but also 

allow further possible interactions from i's demand and j's supply which give 

further opportunities to increase the global stock of FDI. This is defined below 

as: 

A AI 

F stock =n 

1,. 1 
SG 

4.4.1 Applicability to dynamic modelling 

The empirical existence of non-stationarity and bilateral trends in investment 

shares is amenable to modelling in the cointegration framework. If one or more 

other trended variables exist which cointegrate with the FDI trends, it can be 

suggested that these two countries have adapted their external behaviour, 

reflected in a long-run equilibrium. 
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It is argued above that the existence of an equilibrium reflects an accommodation 

over time of competitive influences, on both the demand and supply side, 

between modem open economies. The approach to FDI adopted here is an 

attempt to merge the national (aggregate) aspects of FDI with the sub-sets of 

individual (micro) investment decisions. 

FDI from country a) to country b) is an aggregation of many sub-flows 

representing individual investments in individual markets. The disequilibrium 

approach allows the possibility that some part of the total bilateral flows may be 

supply constrained, while other parts may be demand constrained. 

Therefore the variables specified in the general model suggest that bilateral 

equations must include both supply and demand terms - and allow for the 

possibility of donor/host interactions in both terms. This model then becomes a 

testable proposition. 

4.4.2 Summary of Method 

The goal is to isolate an FDI equation. As we've seen in the FDI model outlined 

above the variables which explain FDI are likely to explain GDP, Exports and 

other macro phenomena. GDP, for example, may be a function of both FDI and 

exports and vice-versa. So when we examine the system we are likely to find a 

number of cointegrating vectors involving variables such as GDP, Exports and 

FDI. 

But, we are interested in isolating only a model of FDI so we don't need to also 

isolate cointegrating vectors for GDP or Xports. While both these variables may 

`cause' FDI in some sense it is unlikely that we have sufficient variables included 

in our system for FDI to (fully) explain GDP or exports. 
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In the empirical work, we will see that unrestricted estimates do suggest that there 

are at least three or four cointegrating vectors present. 

The task then is to isolate and identify a unique FDI vector from the several 

probable linear combinations which include FDI, GDP, Exports etc. 

So testable propositions, on the inclusion of supply and demand terms in the FDI 

equation, have been set out in this chapter. These can be tested using some of the 

latest dynamic econometric modelling methods reviewed in Appendix A. Having 

reviewed the data derivation and construction in Chapter 5, the empirical testing 

is done in Chapter 6 which reports the initial VECM results. The task of isolating 

an FDI vector from a multiple cointegrating system is attempted in Chapter 7 and 
Chapter 8 interprets the results obtained in the light of the literature reviewed and 

concludes with a discussion. 
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5.0 Introduction/Summary 

Data Sources and Issues 

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 starts with an introduction to 

the methodological issues which surround comparisons of direct investment 

data. The international 'benchmark' treatment of direct investment data is 

based on work by the US Department of Commerce. Much progress has been 

made in recent years, under the auspices of the IMF, OECD and the UN, in 

harmonising of definitions of direct investment internationally. Nonetheless, 

significant departures from international norms persist. These are particularly 

serious with regard to the Japanese data (see below). Hence, for the purposes 

of constructing six comparable bilateral series, US data have been used for the 

four US/Japan flows and UK data used for the UK/Japan flows. 

An additional issue arises in moving from aggregate to bilateral data. Since the 

purposes of constructing direct investment datasets is essentially 

microeconomic, aggregate direct investment data are constructed by taking 

gross transfers from donor to host country and deducting the counter flows of 
financial transfers from an overseas affiliate to its parent company. Therefore 

the aggregate net flow data, while valid in an accounting sense, mask some 

essential economic features of the investment decision under investigation - i. e. 

the decision to purchase an overseas interest or asset. In constructing a 
bilateral dataset therefore, the dependent variable used in the empirical work is 

not direct investment data per se, but bilateral gross equity capital flows 

between countries. 

There follows a detailed description of the origin and construction of the gross 

equity capital flow data chosen for the modelling; then all other variables used 

are introduced sequentially. In Sections 5.4 to 5.9 the remaining variables used 
in the empirical modelling are introduced, sources identified and the treatment 

of the data described. In each section the individual data series are also 

precisely defined and plotted for each of the six models. 
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Throughout the empirical work (six models) data are introduced into the 

models in a consistent order, starting with direct investment (the dependent 

variable, as commonly understood by that term outside VAR modelling). 

Hence, the variables are introducing sequentially below in the order in which 

they appear in the empirical models. 

Finally, to assist comparability between models, five of the seven independent 

variables used (GDP and exports being the exception) are constructed as 

relative measures between two countries. Hence, for ease of comparability 

these are numbered from 1 to 6 in all cases, denoting which of the six models 
in which they feature - for example REP1 refers to relative equity prices in the 

first model estimated, which is the Japan/UK bilateral model. Therefore 

REP1 refers to relative equity prices between Japan and the UK. 

5.1 International Definitions of FDI 

The compilation of consistent international data on foreign direct investment 

lags some distance behind the level of international conformity achieved in the 

measurement of international trade data. Nonetheless, much progress has 

been made in the harmonisation of definitions of direct investment in recent 

years under the auspices of the IMF, OECD and the UN. 

The guidelines from these organisations have recently undergone major 

revisions, as part of an internationally co-ordinated effort to modernise and 

extend international standards of economic accounting and improve the 

harmonisation among the recommendations of different organisations. Data 

for most countries are now collected for inclusion in the national accounts in 

line with the guidelines established by the IMF and OECD'. 

In line with these guidelines, direct investment is now commonly defined as: 
'investment in which a resident of one country obtains a lasting influence in, 
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and a degree of influence over the management of, a business interest in 

another country. '2 

However, until recently there has a widespread lack of uniformity in the 

criterion used to distinguish direct investment from other types of investment 

abroad. The benchmark level of foreign ownership by the US Department of 
Commerce, which was set down as the desirable common standard by the 

IMF and OECD guidelines has been ownership of at least 10 percent of a 
foreign business enterprise. 

Until 1998, the UK and Germany used a threshold of 20 percent. In addition, 

some countries do not use ownership percentages as the sole criteria for 

defining direct investment, preferring instead to evaluate individual 

investments subjectively in determining whether the degree of influence or 

control is consistent with their concept of direct investment. Other vagaries 

exist: such as the exclusion of certain types of inter-company debt from direct 

investment by some countries; or the exclusion of certain industries by others. 
Still others countries may base their statistics on government approvals of 
investments rather than actual flows of funds. It was to these issues, amongst 

others, that the OECD's ill-fated Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) 

was addressed, before becoming a casualty of the direct action protests at the 

Seattle round of World Trade Organisation talks in 1998. 

The detailed recommendations pertaining to direct investment, which appear 
in the IMF and OECD guidelines (op cit. ), underpin the recommendations 

employed in the external sector of the international System of National 

Accounts (1993). As now constructed, this body of recommendations sets out 

comprehensive and detailed international standards for recording both stocks 

and flows of direct investment. The recommendations cover a wide range of 

1 See, IMF Balance of Payments Manual, 5th ed. (Washington, DC: IMF, 1993) and OECD, 
Detailed Benchmark Definition of Foreign Direct Investment, 2nd ed. (Paris, OECD, 1992) 
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issues, including concepts and definitions, time of recording, geographical 

allocation and valuation. In fact, direct investment statistics are now available 

for over 100 countries, although many of these countries' statistics deviate 

significantly from international guidelines. 3 

One of the most common deviations from international norms is a lack of 

information on reinvested earnings, since these are a major source of finance 

for direct investment (accounting for some 60% of US capital direct 

investment outflows in 1998). 

Direct Investment Statistics in the United States 

Surveys of Foreign Direct Investment in the United States and US direct 

investment abroad (quarterly data and annual estimates of the direct 

investment position) are published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis 

(BEA) in the Survey of Current Business and supplementary publications. The 

data are collected under the International Investment and Trade in Services 

Survey Act by means of mandatory surveys of the US affiliates of foreign 

companies and of US companies investing abroad. 

The US benchmark definition of direct investment (and as a consequence, the 

scope of portfolio and other investment) implies that an entity in one country 

has a lasting interest in, and a degree of influence over, the management of a 

business enterprise in another country. Under US law, control of 10 per cent 

or more of an enterprise's voting securities constitutes evidence of a lasting 

interest in, or degree of influence over, management. Any foreign investment 

that is not direct investment by this definition is considered to be portfolio 

investment. 

2 US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of Current Business, "A 
Guide to BEA Statistics on US Multinational Companies" by Raymond J. Mataloni, Jr., March 
1995. 
3 The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, publishes an annual compendium of 
direct investment statistics worldwide: World Investment Directory I-X (New York: UN 1999) 
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Flows consist of equity and inter-company debt between US (foreign) affiliates 

and their foreign parent groups (US parents) and the foreign (US) parents' 

share in the reinvested earnings of their US (foreign) affiliates, representing the 

finance supplied to a US (foreign) affiliate by its foreign parent group (US 

parent). 4 

Direct Investment Statistics in the United Kingdom 

Surveys of Foreign Direct Investment in the United Kingdom and UK direct 

investment overseas now provide quarterly and annual data on direct 

investment. The detailed data are the result of the Office for National 

Statistics' (ONS) annual inquiry. Quarterly summary estimates are published in 

Economic Trends. The estimates of net direct investment by banks are derived 

from statistical inquiries conducted by the Bank of England. The ONS and 

Bank of England inquiries are conducted on a wholly statutory basis. Prior to 

1989 information was collected on a partly statutory basis and partly voluntary 

basis. 

The definition of direct investment used by the ONS complies with the 

guidelines of the IMF and the OECD. Direct investment is defined as 

investment that: "adds to, deducts from or acquires a lasting interest in an 

enterprise operating in an economy other than that of the investor, the 

investor's purpose being to have an effective voice in the management of the 

enterprise". 

The new European System of Accounts (ESA(95)) definitions were introduced 

for the 1997 inquiry. The key change was to the direct investment qualifying 

threshold, from 20 per cent to 10 per cent, and the replacement of interest 

received or paid by interest accrued in the figures on earnings from direct 

investment. 

4 Stephen E. Thomsen, The Growth of American, British and Japanese Direct Investment in the 
1980s, Royal Institute of International Affairs, Discussion Paper N°2, London, 1988. 
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UK FDI data was first published in the ONS Pink Book in 1998, when the 

UK national accounts moved to the definitions of the 5th Edition of the 

IMF's balance of payments manual. Data for gross equity capital (totals) are 

available back to 1963, but component detail is only available from 1987.5 

Direct Investment Statistics in Japan 

FDI statistics in Japan are collected by three different government agencies, 

the Bank of Japan (BOJ), the Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Ministry of 

International Trade and Industry (MITI) as well by one major private 

publishing company, Toyo Keizai. 

Estimates of approved-reported FDI flows and stocks are published by the 

Ministry of Finance under legal mandate, but the approved figures tend to 

overestimate actual FDI, primarily because a large proportion of the approved- 

reported FDI is never realised. This occurs because firms often seek 

excessively large approvals or over-report FDI. 

By contrast, the BOJ figures on actual FDI disbursements are reported in the 

balance of payments statistics (BPM5) published annually. These figures are 

much closer than the former to international conventions, but both sets of 

figures deviate seriously from international conventions in that they exclude 

reinvested earnings. 6 

The BOJ figures on disbursed FDI are much smaller than the MOF figures on 

approved-reported FDI. The ratio of disbursed FDI to approved-reported 

FDI has never amounted to more than 67% (1990-92), was 63% between 

1988-89 and 57% in 1977-87. 

s Office for National Statistics, Business Monitor 1997 MA4, and Overseas Direct Investment. 
(ISSN 1369-1538). 
6 Estimating Economic Activities by Japanese TNCs: How to Make Sense of the Data? ' UNCTAD 
Transnational Corporations August 1996. 
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There has also been a difference in the regional distributions of these two data 

sets, with the MOF data reporting somewhat larger shares for developing 

countries. A particular concern for the present study has been the fact that the 

ratios of disbursed FDI to approved-reported FDI were correspondingly 
larger, and increased more over time, in developed countries when compared 

to developing countries. 

A final problem with the use of the Japanese data for international 

comparisons is that, even though the BOJ data are much closer conceptually 

to the balance-of-payment data compiled by other countries, they provide only 

a limited breakdown by host country (and no breakdown by industry) while 

the MOF data provide a detailed breakdown (in both respects). 

Hence, for the purposes of constructing six comparable bilateral series, US 

Department of Commerce data have been used for the four US/Japan flows 

and UK ONS data used for the UK/Japan flows. 

5.2 Bilateral gross equity flows 

There are a number of reasons for the choice of gross equity flow data for the 

bilateral modelling. The requirement for data comparability necessitated the 

assembly of a consistent set of data. Meanwhile, considerations of data 

integrity suggested that a single data source is used or, should this not prove 

possible, that the data be assembled from as few alternative data sources as 

was feasible. 

A key purpose of the modelling work was to attempt to unearth, amongst 

other things, any balancing role played by direct investment in the system of 
international adjustment. Hence, it was considered desirable to strip out from 

the data monetary flows arising from purely operational rather than 

investment considerations. 
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Aggregate direct investment data are constructed by taking gross transfers 

from donor to host country and deducting the counter flows of financial 

transfers from an overseas affiliate to its parent company. Therefore the net 

flow data, while valid in an accounting sense, mask the essential economic 

feature of the investment decision under investigation - i. e. the decision to 

purchase an overseas interest or asset. For this reason, when constructing the 

bilateral series, the data sources are gross equity capital flows between 

countries. 

A practical advantage of focusing on bilateral gross equity capital flow data is 

that this data is purged of the large, periodic effects - due to such features as 
inter-company transfers or reinvested earnings - giving rise to the unusual 
features apparent in some bilateral direct investment data, strictly defined. 

The series are defined and constructed according to the definitions given 
below. 

Real gross equity flows 

LJUK log flows of real gross equity from Japan to UK 

LUKJ log flows of real gross equity from UK to Japan 

LUSUK log flows of real gross equity from US to UK 

LUKUS log flows of real gross equity from UK to US 

LUSJ log flows of real gross equity from US to Japan 

LJUS log flows of real gross equity from Japan to US 
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Figure One Plots of six real gross equity flow series 
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Chapter Five Data Sources and Issues 

5.3 National Output (GDP) 

GDP is included in the modelling as a demand-side variable. The individual 

country data series were obtained from International Financial Statistics (1997)7. 

The output data series were deflated by the GDP deflator, obtained from the 

same source, and logs taken. 

The three real gross domestic output series are constructed according to the 

definitions given below and plotted in Figure 2. 

Real gross domestic product figures 

LGDPJ - log of real GDP in Japan 

LGDPUS - log of real GDP in USA 

LGDPUK - log of real GDP in UK 

7 International Financial Statistics, Vol. L, No. 1, January 1997, IMF Washington DC. 
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Chapter Five 

Figure Two Plots of six real output series 
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5.4 Consumer prices 

Consumer prices are included in the modelling as a variable associated with 
FDI on the demand side. The individual country consumer price indices were 

obtained from International Financial Statistics (1997), based at 1990 =100. 

CPj - consumerprice index in japan 

CPUS - consumerprice index in US 

CPUK - consumerprice index in UK 

The series are defined and constructed by taking the donor consumer price 
index (e. g. CPJ), then dividing through by the host country consumer price 
index (e. g. CPUK) and then taking logs (resulting in, e. g., CP1 below). The 

definitions for the full set of six relative price series are given below and the 
data plotted in Figure 3. 

Relative consumer prices 

CP1 = log (CPJ/CPUK) 

CP2 = log (CPJ/CPUS) 

CP3 = log (CPUS/CPJ) 

CP4 = log (CPUS/CPUK) 

CP5 = log (CPUK/CPUS) 

CP6 = log (CPUK/CPJ) 
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Figure Three 

Data Source, and 

Plots of six relative consumer price series 
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Chapter Five Data Sources and Issues 

5.5 User cost of capital 

The opportunity cost, or user cost, of capital is included in the modelling as a 

variable associated with the supply-side aspects of FDI. In this respect the 

user cost series differs from the real lending rate series (a variable associated 

with demand) in that it includes any premium for inflation expectations. 

We assume that the user cost of capital in country i has the following basic 

form: 

ui =q, (rr+S) qi 

where q; represents the real price of capital goods in country i, r is the 

domestic interest rate and S is the rate of depreciation (assumed constant at 

ten percent per annum across countries) and q* is the expected price of capital 

goods in country I 

The price of capital goods was constructed using a fixed investment deflator 

obtained from the IMF Financial Statistics and the expected price of capital 

equipment extrapolated forward using long bond rate series, these along with 

the data for short term nominal interest rates were obtained from Datastream. 

The three individual raw cost of capital series for Japan, UK and US thus 

constructed - labelled UCJ, UCUS and UCUK respectively - are plotted in 

Figure 4 on the following page. 

As there are negative numbers in the raw series, logarithms could not be taken 

in the normal manner, hence the variable was constructed - and labelled LUCJ, 

LUCUS, LUCUK - and logs taken as follows: 

LUCJ log 11 +(UCJ/100)1 

LUCUS log [1 + (UCUS/ 100)] 

LUCUK log [l +(UCUK/ 100)] 
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Chapter rive Data Sources and Issues 

Figure Four Plots of Japan, US & UK user cost measures 
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Finally, in order to reflect the relative cost of capital between donor and host 

countries, six composite variables (UC1 
... UC6), were defined and 

constructed according to the definitions given in Table 1 below and plotted in 

Figure 5. 

TABLE 1. (Relative) User cost of capital 

UC 1 = LUCJ/LUCUK 

UC2 = LUCJ/LUCUS 

UC3 = LUCUS/LUCJ 

UC4 = LUCUS/LUCUK 

UC5 = LUCUK/LUCUS 

UC6 = LUCUK/LUCJ 
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Figure Five Plots of six relative user costs measures 
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5.6 Real lending rates 

Real lending rates are included in the modelling as a variable associated with 

FDI on the demand side. The real lending rate information was obtained from 

central bank base rate data given in International Financial Statistics (1997). The 

real lending rate variable differs from the user cost variable (a supply side 

measure) in that it is not intended to reflect the inclusion of any inflation 

premium. 

First a measure of real lending rates for Japan, US and UK was constructed 

and labelled LRJ, LRUS, LRUK respectively. Changes in prices, e. g. in Japan 

(DPJ) are defined as follows: 

DPJ - Change in prices in Japan A /Pt 1) 

Subsequently logs are taken and the six comparative series, RLR1 ... RLR6, 

constructed according to the definitions given in the box below and plotted in 

Figure 6. 

Relative real lending rates 

RLR1 [log (1+LRJ/100)-log (DPJ)]-[log (1+LRUK/100)-log (DPUK)] 

RLR2 [log (1+LRJ/100)-log (DPJ)]-[log (1+LRUS/100)-log (DPUS)] 

RLR3 [log (1+LRUS/100)-log (DPUS)]-[log (1+LRJ/100)-1og (DPJ)] 

RLR4 [log (1+LRUS/100)-log (DPUS)]-[log (1+LRUK/100)-log (DPUK)] 

RLR5 [(log LRUK/100)-log (DPUK)]-[log (1+LRUS/100)-log (DPUS)] 

RLR6 [(log LRUK/100)-log (DPUK)]-[log (1+LRJ/100)-log (DPJ)] 
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Figure Six Plots of bilateral real lending rates. 
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Chapter Five Data Sources and Issues 

5.7 Unit Labour Costs 

The unit labour cost indices were constructed according to the method 

proposed by Oulton (1994). Labour productivity is usually measured as 

output per person-hour (annual output divided by total annual hours worked). 
A measure designed to assess the combined role of wages and productivity is 

unit labour costs (ULC). ULCs are defined as total labour costs (hourly wage 
W times annual hours H) divided by output, the latter at base-year prices: 

ULCt = W'Ht / P0YY 

The domestic measures are then adjusted to allow for exchange rate changes, 

the adjusted measure is: 

ULC* = Et. ULCt 

Where Et is the exchange rate in period t, measured as the number of units in 

the numeraire currency, per unit of domestic currency. The raw data for all 

three countries was compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the 

US Department of Labor. 8 

The series are defined and constructed according to the definitions given 
below and plotted in Figure 7. 

ULCJ - unit labour costs in Japan 

ULCUS - unit labour costs in US 

ULCUK - unit labour costs in UK 

aI am indebted to Christopher Kask at the BLS and to Nicholas Oulton, formerly of the National 
Institute and now of the Bank of England, for both the advice and data used in the construction of 
this series. 
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Relative unit labour costs 

ULC1 - log (ULCJ/ULCUK) 

ULC2 - log (ULCJ/ULCUS) 

ULC3 - log (ULCUS/ULCJ) 

ULC4 - log (ULCUS/ULCUK) 

ULC5 - log (ULCUK/ULCUS) 

ULC6 - log (ULCUK/ULCJ) 
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Figure Seven Plots of six unit labour cost series 
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Chapter Five Data Sources and Issues 

5.8 Real Equity Prices (REP) 

The real equity price variable is included in the modelling to reflect the 

influence of profitability on investment location, a supply-side consideration. 

The raw equity price series was obtained from Datastream in US dollars, while 

the individual country deflators were obtained from the IMF International 

Financial Statistics, in US dollars. 

Using the following conventions to refer to, e. g. Equity prices in Japan (EQPJ) 

and the price level in Japan (PJ), the six relative real equity price series, REP1 

... REP6 are defined and constructed according to the definitions given in the 

box below. 

Relative real equity prices 

REP1 log (EQPJ/PJ) - log (EQPUK/PUK) 

REP2 log (EQPJ/PJ) - log (EQPUS/PUS) 

REP3 log (EQPUS/PUS) - log (EQPJ/PJ) 

REPO log (EQPUS/PUS) - log (EQPUK/PUK) 

REP5 log (EQPUK/PUK) - log (EQUS/PUS) 

REP6 log (EQPUK/PUK) - log (EQPJ/PJ) 
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Figure Eight Plots of six real equity price series 
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Chapter Five Data Sources and Issues 

5.9 Bilateral exports 

The bilateral exports series was obtained from IMF International Financial 

Statistics, and from Datastream, taken in US dollars. While the individual 

country deflators were obtained from the IMF International Financial 

Statistics, in US dollars. 

The series are defined and constructed according to the definitions given 
below and plotted in Figure 9 below. 

Variable Eight - plots of six bilateral exports flows 

LXJUK - log bilateral exports from j to UK 

LXUKJ - log bilateral exports from UK to j 

LXUSUK - log bilateral exports from US to UK 

LXUKUS - log bilateral exports from UK to US 

LXJUS - log bilateral exports from j to US 

LXUSJ - log bilateral exports from US to j 
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Figure Nine 

Data Sources and Issues 

Plots of six bilateral export series 
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Chapter Seven Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

7.0 Context 

Chapter 4 set out a bilateral approach to FDI flows and proceeded to advance 

a methodology and framework in which the six FDI flows between Japan, US 

and UK could be empirically examined. 

Chapter 6 tested the six bilateral flows between USA, Japan and UK for long 

run bilateral relationships. The VECM model was estimated and cointegration 

established at r= 8/9, given the difficulties of determining precise estimates of 

r in small samples outlined in Chapter 5. 

On standard tests, a mixed picture resulted with long run relationships detected 

in all models, but uncertainty over the number of cointegrating vectors and 

doubts on tests of system efficiency for some models was detected. The 

standard tests (m Ch6) suggested that two out of the six models (2&4) were 

ineffective. 

To make progress it was suggested that: 

- Improved tests of system integrity needed to establish which of the six 

systems are statistically valid; 

-A `reduction' of the model to r=4 was suggested via restricted 

estimation using economic as well as statistical criteria; 

- Finally linear hypotheses on establishing a unique FDI vector must pass 

statistical tests of identification. 



Chapter Six 

6.0 Raw Data 

VAR Models - Cointegration 

The three data series on US, UK and Japanese bilateral FDI flows give rise to 

six testable bilateral models, The six sets of flow data (Models 1-6) to be 

explained are plotted below. 
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6.1 Setting out a general model 

Based on the framework set out in Ch5, the six relevant models to be tested 

are set out in the tables below. 
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Chapter Six VAR Models - Cointegration 

Model 1 LJUK = log Japanese flows into UK 

Model 2 LJUS = log Japan flows in to US 
Model 3 LUSJ = log US flows into Japan 

Model 4 LUSUK = log US flows into UK 
Model 5 LUKUS = log UK flows into US 

Model 6 LUKJ = log UK flows into Japan 

This will result in empirical models, for FDI; i as follows: - 

Model 1 

LJUK = aaLGDPUK + abCP1 + acUC1 + adRLR1 + ae LGDPJ + 
afULC1 + agREP1 + alo LXJUK + all LXUKJ + el 

Model 2 

LJUS = as LGDPUS + ab CP2 + a, 
- 

UC2 + a, ( RLR2 + ae 
LGDPJ + of ULC2 +C Cg REP2 + ala LXJUS + all LXUSJ + 
e2 

Model 3 

LUSJ = aaLGDPJ + abCP3+ acUC3 + adRLR3 + aeLGDPUS + 
afULC3 + agREP3 + alo LXUSJ + all LXJUS + e3 

Model 4 

LUSUK = OcaLGDPUK + OCbCP4 + OCcUC4 + OcdRLR4 + XeLGDPUS 
+ OCfULC4 + UgREP4 + Oclo LXUSUK + 011 LXUKUS + e4 
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Model 5 

LUKUS =aaLGDPUS + ab CP5+ acUC5 + adRLR5 + aeLGDPUK + 
afULC5 + agREP5 + alo LXUKUS + all LXUSUK + e5 

Model 6 

LUKJ = as LGDPJ + ab CP6 + ac UC6 + ad RLR6 + ae 
LGDPUK + of ULC6 + ag REP6 + alo LXUKJ + all LXJUK + 
e6 

Set out below are the relevant variables for Model One only. This should 

provide an indication (See Appendix A for full definitions for all six models) of 

the variables included as the other five bilateral models are set up identically: 
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Chapter Six VAR Models - Cointegration 

LJUK log flows of real FDI from Japan to UK 

LGDPJ log of real GDP in Japan 

EQPJ Equity prices in Japan 

ULCJ unit labour costs in Japan 

CPJ consumer price index in Japan 

LRJ real lending rates in Japan 

UCJ user cost of capital in Japan 

CP1 log(CPJ/CPUK) 

UC1 LUCJ/LUCUK 

RLR1 [log(1+LRJ/100)-log(DPJ)]- 

[log(l+LRUK/100)log(DPUK)] 

LGDPJ log of real GDP in Japan 

ULC1 log (ULCJ/ULCUK) 

REP1 log(EQPJ/PJ)-log((EQPUK/PUK) 

LXJUK log bilateral exports from J to UK 

LXUKJ log bilateral exports from UK to J 

ADF test for stationarity were carried set out, for the six data sets, in general 

these indicate that the variables are I(1). 

On the assumption that all variables are I(1), we can proceed to estimate 

Japanese FDI flows into UK, Model 1, using the VECM procedure. 
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6.2 Estimating the VAR 

The Johansen maximum-likelihood technique is used to estimate the system 

denoted by Models 1-6. Inspection of the eigenvalue outputs, in the tables 

below indicate some difficulty in interpreting the value of r. 

As a guide to how well the unrestricted VAR is performing, the actual and 

fitted values from the unrestricted estimates of ß are presented in Figures 1- 6. 

below. 
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Chapter Six VAR Models - Cointegration 

i 
Eigenvalue Trace 

1 r 0 r 1 99.47(62.8) 397.9(233.1) 

2 r 1 r 2 83.57(57.1) 298.4(192.9) 

3 r 2 r 3 62.38(51.4) 214.8(156.0) 

4 r 3 r 4 48.46(45.3) 152.5(124.2) 

5 r =4 r 5 37.86(39.4) 104.0(94.2) 

6 r =5 r 6 28.39(33.5) 66.13(68.5) 

7 r =6 r <_ 7 

Model 1: 1`t Four Cointegrating Vectors and 

Actual/Fitted 
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Chapter Six VAR Models - Cointegration 

Eigenvalue Trace 

1 r= 0 r 1 133.0(62.8) 423.5(233.1) 

2 r= 1 r 2 86.07(57.1) 290.5(192.9) 

3 r= 2 r 3 50.41(51.4) 204.4(156.0) 

4 r= 3 r 4 44.12(45.3) 154.0(124.2) 

5 r =4 r 5 40.17(39.4) 109.9 (94.2) 

6 r =5 r 6 26.28(33.5) 69.7 (68.5) 

7 r =6 r <_ 7 

Model 2: l" Four Cointegrating Vectors and 

Actual/Fitted 
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Chapter Six VAR Models - Cointegration 

M11 LUSJ 

Eigenvalue Trace 

1 r= 0 r <_ 1 138.7(62.8) 432.5(233.1) 

2 r= 1 r :5 2 75.11(57.1) 293.8(192.9) 

3 r= 2 r 3 67.98(51.4) 218.7(156.0) 

4 r =3 r 4 43.72(45.3) 150.7(124.2) 

5 r =4 r 5 37.28(39.4) 107.0(94.2) 

6 r =5 r :5 6 25.02(33.5) 69.72 (68.5) 

7 r =6 r <_ 7 21.7(27.1) 44.7(47.2) 

Model 3: 1`t Four Cointegrating Vectors and 

Actual/Fitted 
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Chapter Six VAR Models - Cointegration 

NI ý. 1 LUSUK 

Eigenvalue Trace 

1 r= 0 r 1 126.0(62.8) 469.3(233.1) 

2 r= 1 r 2 117.8(57.10 342.3(192.9) 

3 r= 2 r 3 81.5(51.4) 225.5(156.0) 

4 r= 3 r 4 47.53(45.3) 144.0(124.2) 

5 r= 4 r 5 34.27(39.4) 96.48(94.2) 

6 r =5 r 6 19.55(33.5) 62.21(68.5) 

7 r =6 r <_ 7 

Model 4: 1't Four Cointegrating Vectors and 

Actual/Fitted 
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Mý1, I LUKUS 

Eigenvalue Trace 

1 r= 0 r 1 129.2(62.8) 436.2(233.1) 

2 r= 1 r 2 76.44(57.1) 306.9(192.9) 

3 r= 2 r 3 69.63(51.4) 230.5(156.0) 

4 r =3 r 4 57.07(45.3) 160.8(124.2) 

5 r =4 r !5 5 30.87(39.4) 103.8(94.2) 

6 r =5 r 6 28.05(33.5) 72.91(68.5) 

7 r =6 r <_ 7 20.75(27.1) 44.85(47.2) 

Model 5: 1't Four Cointegrating Vectors and 

Actual/Fitted 
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11 LUKJ 

Eigenvalue Trace 

1 r= 0 r 1 90.32(62.8) 399.7(233.1) 

2 r= 1 r 2 83.86(57.1) 309.3(192.9) 

3 r= 2 r 3 59.78(51.4) 225.5(156.0) 

4 r= 3 r 4 48.46(45.30 165.7(124.2) 

5 r= 4 r 5 47.28(39.4) 117.2(94.2) 

6 r= 5 r 6 30.45(33.5) 69.9(68.5) 

7 r =6 r <_ 7 18.94(27.1) 39.51(47.2) 

Model 6: 1`t Four Cointegrating Vectors and 
Actual/Fitted 
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6.3 Results/Discussion 

The unrestricted estimates of (3 using the Johansen technique presented in 

Figures 1-6 above suggest a mixed picture on number of cointegrating vectors. 

While accepting the statistical requirement to take the basic VAR output from 

Johansen system (r ? 6) as given, closer inspection of the trace and eigenvalue 

statistics (using Osterwald-Lenum tables) suggests that some results indicate 

that r=3 or 4. 

If so, such results can be taken as suggestive that relationships involving FDI, 

GDP and Exports may be implicated in any of the first four cointegrating 

vectors. The next step is to ascertain whether any of the cointegrating vectors 

reported can be isolated as a specific FDI vector. 

The challenge now is to restrict the VECM and impose a structure which will 

allow identification of a unique FDI vector. The first step is to look at the 

practical problems of testing within VECM. 

6.4 Causation & Exogeneity Testing 

Hendry (1995) has described the issue of causation in econometrics as an 

`intellectual minefield'. This section will therefore present a practical and 

intuitive approach to the issue of determining causality within econometric - 

and in particular VAR - models. 

The question of inference in single equation modelling with non-stationary 

variables has been reviewed in Chapter 5. One aspect of the `atheoretical' 

approach afforded by VAR modelling has been the potential to disregard the 

endogenous-exogenous distinction. 

However, given the requirement to relate statistics to economic logic, a useful 

aspect of the amalgam of VAR and structural models - the VECM approach - 
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is that it allows inferences to be drawn with regard to causation. This 

possibility arises from the following properties of the VECM. 

This makes it possible, within the context of the VECM, to relate the issue of 

causality to tests for weak exogeneity. These take essentially two forms, tests 

on the a matrix and tests on the ß matrix of the cointegrating matrix. 

6.5 Alpha tests 

In practice tests on the coefficients in a also take two forms. Firstly, tests of 

which variables are `weakly exogenous' to a complete (e. g. VECM) system, 

comprising two or more cointegrating vectors. 

A second, interpretation of 'weak exogeneity' concerns whether a particular 

variable is excludable from one particular cointegrating vector - i. e. one 

column of a- and (for example) not excludable in another. 

Essentially, the first type of testing is used to probe for structure within the 

long run model. The second type involves testing causation. For example, if 

the GDP variable can be isolated (i. e. = zero) as not informing the column in 

a matrix associated with the FDI cointegrating vector. This may imply that 

GDP does not enter the short-run ECM determining AFDI - i. e. only the FDI 

long run relationship does enter the short-run ECM. 

If the evidence implies that GDP plays a causative role in determining FDI 

rather than vice-versa, this can later be used to formulate tests for 

identification at the long-run level by imposing zero restrictions on the 

matrix. 
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6.6 Tests on the ß matrix 

Tests on beta are also of two types. First, via e. g. homogeneity restrictions, it is 

possible to test for linear hypotheses on P. 

Secondly, these cointegrating vectors cannot be assumed to be unique. Like the 

identification problem in simultaneous equations, this forces zero restrictions 

to be placed on particular rows of the 0 matrix. Here again, inferences 

regarding causality can follow. 

Thus to summarise, standard testing procedures are: 

Tests on a: 

Test for w/e to system 
Test for w/e to particular Cl 

Tests on ß: 
Test for linear economic hypotheses - 
Test unique CI's - identification 

Careful implementation of these procedures within the VAR approach - i. e. a 

complete system of equations - will allow us to identify and test inferences 

with regard to the direction of causality in a model'. 

But as set out in Ch. 4, following Greenslade et al a third approach allows an 

interactive approach to testing a/(3 interactively in the context of adopting the 

general-to-specific procedure in a systems setting. Given the uncertainty 

surrounding the results, this novel approach will be employed in Ch. 6 to help 

cut through some of the uncertainty in the reported results. 

Subsequently such inferences could be checked by moving to 
short run modelling: this is not attempted here. 
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6.7 System Exogeneity Tests 

VAR Models - Cointegration 

But, before restricting the VECM and imposing sufficient structure to will 

allow the identification of a unique FDI vector, a fundamental problem must 

be tackled. Namely, it is impossible to be sure from the raw Johansen statistical 

output which of the models are successful. 

So, there is a need to subject the raw system output to tests of explanatory 

power. First we examine the standard test results below. 

System Evaluation LR Tests 

[aid # 0: for I = FDI] 

Model 1 x2 (4) = 9.41 [0.05] 

Model 2 x2 (4) = 16.63 [0.0023]** 

Model 3 x2 (4) = 6.42 [0.169] 

Model 4 x2 (4) = 9.79 [0.044]* 

Model 5 x2 (4) = 6.03 [0.196] 

Model 6 x2 (4) = 4.33 [0.362] 

Note * and ** indicates rejection of null hypothesis that c q#- 0: [for i= PDI] 

at the 5% and 1% levels respectively. 

The standard tests suggest that in two out the six models we must accept the 

alternative hypothesis that none of the cointegrating vectors affect FDI. 

But given the doubts expressed earlier as to the power of the standard tests, it 

will be necessary to subject the explanatory power of the system to more 

accurate testing. This is done in Chapter 7. 
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6.8 An assessment of progress 

Information on the determinants of FDI may lie in various linear 

combinations within the (potentially) three or four vector cointegrating space 

(the actual estimate of r being subject to testing). 

However, as set out in Chapter 5, it is unlikely that an ECM equation involving 

FDI would standout on its own in a bilateral model. Therefore to summarise 

the modelling problem ahead, in analysing the raw system output we need to 

bear in mind the following. 

a) the initial tests of r are ambiguous; 

b) it may be appropriate to restrict the system, then test directly for (for 

example) r=4; 

c) then try to isolate - i. e. identify -a unique FDI vector. 

Before doing this, in Ch. 7 we subject the raw system output to further tests to 

see which models are working effectively. This is because, there is uncertainty 

as to the explanatory power of standard tests and a new test developed for this 

study may be more effective. 

Once the situation is clarified, VECM's which conclusively lack explanatory 

power when estimated unrestricted can be subject to specification searches, 

and condition on a further set of exogenous variables before testing for the 

identification of a unique FDI equation. 
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6.9 

Variable One 

Variable Descriptions 

-flows of net FDI 

VAR Models - Cointegration 

LJUK log flows of real gross FDI from Japan to UK 

LUKJ log flows of real gross FDI from UK to Japan 

LUSUK log flows of real gross FDI from US to UK 

LUKUS log flows of real gross FDI from UK to US 

LUSJ log flows of real gross FDI from YS to Japan 

LJUS log flows of real gross FDI from Japan to US 

Variable Two 
,- 

National Output 

LGDPJ log of real GDP in Japan 

LGDPUS log of real GDP in USA 

LGDPUK log of real GDP in UK 

RELOUT1 - (LGDPJ/LGDPUK) 

RELOUT2 - (LGDPJ/LGDPUS) 

RELOUT3 - (LGDPUS/LGDPJ) 

RELOUT4 - (LGDPUS/LDGPUK) 

RELOUT5 - (LGDPUK/LGDPUS) 

RELOUT6 - (LGDPUK/LGDPJ) 

Variable Three - Real Equity Prices (REP) 

EQPJ Equity prices in Japan 

PJ Price level in Japan (Pt) 

REP 1 log(EQPJ /PJ)-log((EQPUK/PUK) 

REP2 log(EQPJ /PJ)-log(EQPUS/PUS) 

REP3 log(EQPUS/PUS)-log(EQPJ /PJ) 
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REPO log(EQPUS/PUS)-log(EQPUK/PUK) 

REP5 1og(EQPUK/PUK)-1og(EQUS/PUS) 

REP6 1og(EQPUK/PUK)-1og(EQPJ /PJ) 

Variable Four - Labour Costs 

ULCJ - unit labour costs in Japan 

ULCUS - unit labour costs in US 

ULCUK - unit labour costs in UK 

ULC1 log (ULCJ/ULCUK) 

ULC2 log(ULCJ/ULCUS) 

ULC3 log(ULCUS/ULCJ) 

ULC4 log(ULCUS/ULCUK) 

ULC5 log(ULCUK/ULCUS) 

ULC6 log(ULCUK/ULCJ) 

Variable Five - consumerprices 

CPJ - consumer price index in Japan 

CPUS - consumer price index in US 

CPUK - consumer price index in UK 

CP1 1og(CPJ/CPUK) 

CP2 log(CPJ/CPUS) 

CP3 log(CPUS/CPJ) 

CP4 1og(CPUS/CPUK) 

CP5 log(CPUK/CPUS) 

CP6 log(CPUK/CPJ) 
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Variable Seven - real lending rates 

LRJ - lending rates in Japan 

LRUS - lending rates in US 

LRUK - lending rates in UK 

DPJ - Change in prices in Japan (Pt /Pt-1) 

RLR1 [log(1 +LRJ / 100)-log(DPJ)] -[log(1 +LRUK/ 100)-1og(DPUK)] 

RLR2 [log(1+LRJ/100)-log(DPJ)]-[log(1+LRUS/100)-log(DPUS)] 

RLR3 [log(1 +LRUS/ 100)-log(DPUS)]- [log(1 +LRJ / 100)-log(DPJ)] 

RLR4 [log(1 +LRUS/ 100)-log(DPUS)]- [log(1 +LRUK/ 100)-log(DPUK)] 

RLR5 [(logLRUK/100)-1og(DPUK)]-[log(1+LRUS/100)-log(DPUS)] 

RLR6 [(logLRUK/100)-1og(DPUK)]-[log(1+LRJ/100)-log(DPJ)] 

Variable Eight - user cost of capital 

UCJ, UCUS, UCUK - user cost of capital in Japan, US and UK 

LUCJ log [1+(UCJ/100)] 

LUCUS log [1+(UCUS/100)] 

LUCUK log [1+(UCUK/100)] 

UC1 LUCJ/LUCUK 

UC2 LUCJ/LUCUS 

UC3 LUCUS/LUCJ 

UC4 LUCUS/LUCUK 

UC5 LUCUK/LUCUS 

UC6 LUCUK/LUCJ 
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Chapter Seven Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

7.0 Context 

Chapter 4 set out a bilateral approach to FDI flows and proceeded to advance a 

methodology and framework in which the six FDI flows between Japan, US and 
UK could be empirically examined. 

Chapter 6 tested the six bilateral flows between USA, Japan and UK for long run 
bilateral relationships. The VECM model was estimated and cointegration 

established at r= 8/9, given the difficulties of determining precise estimates of r 
in small samples outlined in Appendix A. 

On standard tests, a mixed picture resulted with long run relationships detected in 

all models, but uncertainty over the number of cointegrating vectors and doubts 

on tests of system efficiency for some models was detected. The standard tests (in 

Ch6) suggested that two out of the six models (2&4) were ineffective. 

To make progress it was suggested that: 

- Improved tests of system integrity needed to establish which of the six 

systems are statistically valid; 

-A `reduction' of the model to r=4 was suggested via restricted estimation 

using economic as well as statistical criteria; 

- Finally linear hypotheses on establishing a unique FDI vector must pass 

statistical tests of identification. 
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7.1 Alpha/beta tests 

Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

To summarise the discussion of testing from Appendix A, alternative a/(3 test 

procedures are: 

1) Tests on cc: 

Test for w/e to system; 
Test for w/e to particular CI; 

2) Tests on ß: 
Tests for linear economic hypotheses; 

Test for identified of unique CI's 

3) Greenslade et al: 

Combinations of ox/(3 with recourse to `theory' 

As argued in Appendix A, careful implementation of the third approach within 

the VECM - i. e. a complete system of equations - will allow us to identify a 

unique FDI CI and finally test inferences with regard to the direction of 

causality in each of the six bilateral models. 

However as outlined below, before proceeding to implement the Greenslade et 

al procedure the issue of improvising a more adequate test of system integrity 

must be addressed. 

This fresh approach has been necessitated by the lack of confidence in the 

standard alpha tests implemented in Chapter 6. 
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7.2 New tests on the a matrix 

The standard tests used in Ch. 6 suggested that two out of the six models (2&4) 

are ineffective as currently set out. Due to the limitations of the standard cc test 

procedure pointed out in Appendix A, plus doubts arising from inspection of 

the graphical output from the Johansen procedure plotted in Chapter 6, new 

tests are used for this study. 

The new tests are imposed on the alpha matrix to provide a more authoritative 

test of which models are statistically successful in explaining FDI given the 

variables included in the system. 

Zero restrictions were placed on oc; ... oc7 - the following restrictions were 

accepted: ,. 

Table 7.1 New Restrictions & Results 

Model 1 Model 2 

al, = 0.99 a, l = 1.08 
s. e = 0.59 s. e = 0.22 

t-test = 1.66 [p =]' t-test = 4.90 [p = ]'I 

Model 3 Model 4 

(X "=1 .00 (X , =1 .00 
s. e = 0.48 s. e = 1.88 

t-test = 2.08 [p = ]ý t-test = 0.53 [p = ]x 

Model 5 Model 6 

all = 1.00 all = 1.00 
s. e = 2.36 s. e = 1.71 

t-test = 0.42 [p =]x t-test = 0.58 [p =]x 
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7.3 Commentary 

Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

The standard tests suggested that in two out of the six models (2&4) none of 

the cointegrating vectors affect FDI. However, the more accurate testing 

above suggests there may actually be problems with three of the six models 

specified. 

The results confirm the failure of Model 4, vindicate Model 2, but cast doubt 

also on Models 5&6 which passed the earlier tests. 

The outcome of this further testing prompts refining the current set of 

variables, for `failing' models, based on the Greenslade methodology, following 

a specification search within the Johansen procedure for successful reduction 

of the `failed' models (4,5&6). Thus various combinations within the Johansen 

procedure were tried including the addition and subtraction of variables. The 

former were chosen from a selection of fresh 1(0) variables. This specification 

process has lead to a final set of six `refined' models to be tested in Section 6.4 

below. 

7.4 Outcome of Specification search Models 4,5 &6 

The refined tests on a, reported above, suggest sticking with first three models 

but the need to refine and augment Models 4,5 &6. This was done and the 

successful outcome of the specification searches is presented below with the 

inclusion of the three following 1(0) variables entered as exogenous (See 

Appendix) 

LOILP - log of real oil prices 

DLGDP - change in log real GDP 

LSWUS/UK/J - log of share workforce in Manufacturing 

LSHUS/UK/J - log of share of manufacturing in GDP 
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Model 4X 

Y= LUSUK, CP4, UC4, RLR4, LXUKUS, LXUSUK; 

Z= LUSUK_1, CP4_1, UC4_1, 
LSVJUS, LGDPUK, LGDPUS, 
LSHUS, LSWUK; 

RLR4_1, LXUKUS_1, LXUSUK_1, 
DLGDPUK, DLGDPUS, LOILP, 

U= Constant; 

Result M4X 

al, = 1.22 
s. e = 0.82 

t-test = 1.48 [p =] 
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Model 5X 

Y= LUKUS, CP5, UC5, RLR5, REP5, LXUSUK; 

Z= LUKUS_1, CP5_1, UC5_1, RLR5_1, REP5_1, 
LXUSUK_1, DLGDPUK, LSHUK, LGDPUS, LSWUK, LSWUS, 
LGDPUK; 

U= Constant; 

Result M5 X 

al, = 1.00 
s. e = 0.29 

t-test = 3.41 [p = 

Model 6X 

Y= LUKJ, CP6, RLR6, ULC6, LXJUK, LXUKJ; 

Z= LUKJ_l, CP6_1, RLR6_1, ULC6_1, LXJUK 1, LXUKJ 1, 
LGDPUK, LGDPJ, DLGDPJ, LOILP, LSHUK, LSWUK, LSWJP; 

U= Constant; 

Result M6X 

al, = 0.99 

s. e = 0.58 

It-test = 1.70 (p =]I 
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Chapter Seven 

7.5 Identification (tests on beta) 

Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

Now, having established coherent systems for each of the six bilateral models, 

we can proceed with the various model reduction tests reported below; 

Table 7.2 Restrictions Imposed & Results 

Model 1 Model 2 

=-0.17; i, . =1;,, =-1; =0;,, 

=-0.065 ;,, =-1.45; =0 =-0.1; =-1; =-1* 

=0; =-0.3; =0.15; =1; 

=0; =0 =-0.014; =-1 =0.16; =-1* =-0.001 

Result: , ýxcoo't_ly ideotitied Result: exactly identified 

Model 4 

=-0.35; ý, _, =-0.7; =0.02; =-1*a 

=-0.16; ' =-0.1; =0; =0.01; 

=0; u= -0.4; =0.3 0.6* =0.17; =0.008; =0.006 =0.07 

=-0.06;,, =0.02;, =0.02 =-0.5 =0.01; =0; 

Result: -ýxac t1y ideiiti tied Result: exactly identified 

Model 6 

=-1.0; ý =0; =1 =-0.25; _(/ =0.34 
=0; =0;, =-0.5 =0.001; =-0.1; 
=-0.005 ;, =-0.17; =-0.007 =0.012 =0.002; _ =0 
=0.58; =-0.07; =0.01 =0.001; =0; =-0.05 

Result: exactly identified Result: exactly identified 

The results of the estimations reported above allow a measure of confidence 

that in all six bilateral models a convincing FDI vector has been isolated and 

then identified by the various restrictions imposed. 

The long run coefficient estimates for the FDI equation are reported below. 
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7.6 Long Run Estimates 

Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

The results, reported in Table 7.3 below, show that the restricted systems 

produce similar estimates to the unrestricted estimates of 0' - thus encouraging 

the view that these represent successful attempts at model reduction. 

These estimates appear to provide some confirmation that one vector per 

model can be interpreted as an FDI equation. 

Hence, progress has been made in established FDI as a long run feature of the 

economic structure and outlining a plausible FDI equation. 

The results are shown graphically for each model in Charts 1-6 at the end of 

this section. 
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Chapter Seven Model Reduction - Exogeneity Testing 

7.7 Discussion 

From the complex general system reporting multiple cointegrating vectors initially 

estimated in Chapter 6, in this chapter we use a novel testing procedure to move 

to a more parsimonious specification (r=4). 

This testing procedure has allowed a probe for structure within the long run 

model. The process of model reduction based on the methods of Chapter 5 has 

helped to reveal a bilateral FDI relationship in all six models tested. 

These bilateral relationships have been tested, the identification tests are passed, 

and thus we successfully isolate six unique cointegrating relationships for FDI. 

The long run estimates are reported in Table 7.1, normalised results are displayed 

in Table 8.1 along with a discussion in the following chapter, and the six 

cointegrating relationships are displayed graphically. 

The model reductions pass statistical tests and can be favourably compared to the 

unrestricted estimates reported and graphed in Chapter 6. The results of tests are 

informative in revealing an underlying long-run structure consistent with the 

model of FDI set out in Ch. 5. 

The economic interpretation of these results follows in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter Eight Results/Discussion 

8.0 Critical discussion - the cause of FDI vs. its effects 

The goal of this work has been to examine how a bilateral approach to FDI 

could be constructed in a multi-country model setting to investigate the 

interaction between investment, trade and growth, incorporating dynamic 

aspects of both demand and supply variables. Hence, a model is required 

which builds upon the solid foundations of the supply-side FDI models, but 

also allows inspection of the dynamic interactions between investment, trade 

and growth. 

Whereas, previous multi-country work on FDI has tended to use aggregate 

time series models and simplified the complexity of the (MNE's) simultaneous 

production (output) and factor demand (input) decision. 

The literature surveyed in Chapters 2 and 3 highlights recent developments 

within the industrial-organisation explanation for FDI, the knowledge-capital 

model (Markusen, 1995). However, despite the strengths of Markusen's 

theoretical contribution, a good deal of the recent empirical evidence suggests 

that a number of the key assumptions of the knowledge-capital model may be 

inadequately supported. In particular, there appears to be weak support for the 

following key components of the model outlined in the Markusen (1995) 

review paper: 

- most of the new product R&D is not a fixed cost, spread over a large 

volume of output; 

- the transfer of knowledge from one part of an MNE to another is not 

costless; 

- R&D activity is increasingly carried out in overseas subsidiaries of MNEs. 

Certainly, at this stage other empirical work deserves attention and in 

particular we consider four competitors to the knowledge-capital model as 

explanations for FDI below: 
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- taxation (Hines, 1993) 

- spillover-grabbing (Neven and Siotis, 1996) 

- the factor proportions hypothesis (Markusen, 1984; Helpman and 
Krugman, 1985; Ethier and Horn, 1990) 

- the proximity-concentration hypothesis (Krugman, 1983; Horstman and 
Markusen, 1992; Brainard, 1997) 

It is important to note that the knowledge-capital approach, and most of the 

alternative theories listed above, are concerned with answering the general 

questions such as: 'why do multinational firms invest abroad rather than serve 

markets by trade or licensing? ' The work on why MNEs undertake FDI is 

concerned chiefly with why (national) firms which locate abroad 
(multinationals) exist rather than simply remaining national and exporting 

goods and services abroad - this is the 'microeconomic' approach to FDI 

determination, as it is located in an extension of the theory of international 

trade - essentially the micro-economic foundation of international economics. 

8.0.1 MNE investment vs. FDI as a macroeconomic flow 

Whereas, the questions of concern in this work revolve around establishing 

any functional role played by FDI in the international economy rather than its 

motivation in the firm - or any purpose direct investment flows may serve in 

the international economic system as a balancing or signaling mechanism in 

inter-country linkages. 

So, in this enquiry we essentially accept the (microeconomic) causes of FDI as 
located in the firm - but turn to look at any maroeconomic effects which FDI 

may have within the international economy - we will examine any 

consequences that FDI flows may have in the international economy for, and 

between, nations rather than for the firms of any nation (i. e. the MNE or 

exporting non-NME). 
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In essence this distinction is similar to the distinction between the reasons why 

firms trade (profit maximising, supply/demand for goods etc) and any benefits 

from trade which accrue for whole countries (absolute and comparative 

advantage) vs. the role that trade plays in mediating inter-country performance 

in the balance of payments. 

Hence, the argument will be advanced that there may be a similar role played 

by FDI as a balancing item in the national accounts, and that open-economy 

stances towards FDI may have implications for the macroeconomic aspects of 

growth as well as any investment effects which accrue from the MNE's 

influence on the supply side. 

8.0.2 FDI and the wage/skill gap 

Harhoff (1999) has suggested that a neglected but promising application of the 

theory of FDI may turn out to be in labour economics. However, as also 

noted by Markusen and Venables (1997), very little attention has been given to 

the impact of FDI on wage dispersion. The knowledge-capital approach does 

imply a skilled-labour bias and predicts an increasing wage gap. But the 

direction of causality runs from investment liberalisation, via FDI to changes in 

the wage structure rather than directly from innovation to technology to wages 

- and hence to approaches where trade, FDI and technology are linked. 

It is to the support provided by the literature which suggests that the FDI 

process may be linked to trade and technological advantage - as outlined in the 

FDI model presented in Chapter 4- and therefore operate as a source of 

growth convergence within the open economy that we now turn. 

8.1.0 FDI as an open-economy linkage 

Despite the long-standing interest of economic historians in the topic, the 

issue of convergence in growth rates has recently attracted considerable 

attention as a topic in growth theory. It is well known that the simple Solow 
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growth model predicts long-run convergence for countries with similar savings 

rates, population growth rates and other fundamentals. However, it is equally 

well known that the empirical data, for example the Penn World Tables, do 

not support unconditional convergence in world growth rates. 

O'Rourke and Williamson (1999) suggest that there are three obvious ways to 

deal with these facts. One has been to argue that the Solow model is 

inadequate and that endogenous growth models should replace it. Another 

approach is to argue that the Solow model, in which labour and capital are the 

only factors, is unnecessarily limited and additional factors of production, such 

as human capital, are required to make the model effective. This 'augmented 

Solow approach has spawned a vast literature on 'conditional convergence' - 
the issue being not whether growth rates converge but whether they converge 

conditional on attitudes to issues such as savings rates, educational levels, 

institutional factors, geographic location and demographic preferences. The 

third response to the absence of convergence at the global level, and the one 

proposed by O'Rourke and Williamson (1999), has been to argue that 'open 

economy forces' have more to do with convergence than mainstream 

macroeconomic models might allow. This is due to the fact that the 

conditional convergence literature has usually been discussed in the context of 

the closed economy. 

O'Rourke and Williamson argue that open economy forces can explain a large 

share of the growth variance in the late nineteenth-century Atlantic economy - 
the so-called first wave of globalisation. In addition, Sachs and Warner (1995) 

have also argued that there has been convergence in the late twentieth century 

among economies that have adopted open trading policies, but not among 

those who have retained protectionist policies. 

Our purpose here is to argue that in multi-country models, the FDI 

phenomenon can be used to bridge the gap between these competing (closed- 

economy vs. open economy) approaches to convergence. If, along with 
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international portfolio investment, trade was a key driver in the nineteenth 

century phase of globalisation, then foreign direct investment is likely to 

differentiate the current phase of globalisation from the nineteenth-century 

experience. Hence a central goal of this research has been to characterise a 

potential role for FDI as a contemporary version of O'Rourke and 
Williamson's 'open-economy forces'. While showing at the same time that 

FDI may have within it a supply-side aspect, which arises not only within 
domestic economies but also bridges aspects of domestic economies. 

8.1.1 Investment vs. productivity as a source of growth 

Dougherty and Jorgenson (1997) consider the relative importance of 
investment and (total factor) productivity in the growth performance of G7 

countries over the 1960-89 period. The authors contend that it is important 

to be precise in defining investment to avoid the confusion that often pervades 

the growth debate. Investment is the commitment of current resources in the 

expectation of future returns - and can take a great variety of forms. 

However, the distinctive feature of investment as a source of economic growth 
is that the returns can be internalised by the investor. 

Productivity can be identified with 'spillovers' of benefits that do not provide 

incentives for agents within the private sector. The defining characteristic of 

productivity as a source of economic growth is that incomes generated by 

higher productivity are external to the economic mechanism generating 

growth. Publicly sponsored research and development programmes are 

examples of policies to stimulate productivity growth - the benefits of the 

resulting innovations are external to the economic units conducting the 

research and must be carefully distinguished from any private benefits that can 

be internalised via, for example, intellectual property rights. 

The major finding in Dougherty and Jorgenson (1997) is that, when carefully 

and correctly measured, differences between the levels of output per capita in 
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the G7 are largely explained by differences in the levels of inputs - i. e. 
investment. Due to the more careful analysis and measurement techniques 

used by these authors, differences in (total factor) productivity - or the Solow 

residual - are largely absent in their work. 

8.1.2 Distinguishing demand from supply effects in multi- 

country models 

The implication of the growth convergence literature surveyed above for the 

multi-country modelling of FDI, is that direct investment may also play an 
international macroeconomic role as a source of growth (via the open 

economy) which has a supply-side or investment aspect as opposed to a 

productMty component of growth which is linked to international demand 

conditions and trade. 

However, to argue for a joint role for FDI is not to claim that FDI does not 

also play a part in linking aspects of productivity between donor and host 

country, via the demand side of the open economy. The core argument is if 

there are two sources of growth, investment and productivity, then FDI is on 

the one hand a source of investment-led growth but on the other hand it is 

also an agent for linking the productivity-achievement records of different 

economies. 

But, the central argument made here is that this link has not been formally 

evident in existing approaches to multi-country models. This is because, the 

implication of the standard approach to multi-country modelling has been that 

the simultaneous, two-part investment decision -a joint output and factor 

demand decision taken across all countries and factors - is decomposed into 

separate output decisions and factor demand decisions. These practical 

restrictions have tended to lead modellers to follow either demand-oriented, or 

supply-oriented, approaches in isolation - rather than employ approaches that 

allow both supply and demand considerations to be jointly included in a more 
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realistic fashion. The argument is that a particular advantage of the bilateral 

approach to FDI is that it allows the interaction of demand and supply to be 

considered across country pairs. 

8.2.0 The Econometric Problems 

The central goal is to isolate an FDI equation. As we've seen in the FDI model 

outlined above, the variables which explain FDI are likely to explain GDP, 

Exports and other macro phenomena. GDP, for example may be a function of 
both FDI and exports and vice-versa. So when we examine the system it is not 

surprising that we find a number of cointegrating vectors involving variables 

such as GDP, Exports and FDI. 

But, we are interested in isolating only a model of FDI so we don't need to 

also isolate individual cointegrating vectors for GDP or exports. While both 

these variables may `cause' FDI in some sense, it is unlikely that we have 

sufficient variables included in our system for FDI to explain GDP or exports. 

The task then is to isolate and identify a unique FDI vector from the several 

probable linear combinations, which may include FDI, GDP, or exports. 
Within the VECM approach this involves adapting existing econometric best 

practice and devising some new test procedures to isolate and identify a 

convincing FDI vector from the system. However, such an approach still has 

to overcome two serious modelling problems: the problem of avoiding 

aggregation bias and the problem of modelling a bilateral equilibrium when 

aggregating over sub-markets (firms), some of which will be out of equilibrium, 

to generate a national or international equilibrium. 

The problem of aggregation bias has been addressed by constructing a bilateral 

investment flow dataset, and then by modelling this in a systems setting 

(VECM) in order to ensure full reciprocal (donor/host) data admission. The 
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second problem, that of aggregating over sub-markets, is tackled with the 

benefit of insights (see Chapter 4. ) from the 'disequilibrium macro' approach 

to aggregating over sub-markets, some of which may be out of equilibrium. 

These insights have been useful because the bilateral approach to FDI needs to 

merge the national (aggregate) aspects of FDI with sub-sets of individual 

(micro) investment decisions. FDI from country a) to country b) is an 

aggregation of many sub-flows representing individual investments in 

individual markets. The disequilibrium approach allows the possibility that 

some part of the total bilateral flows may be supply constrained, while other 

parts may be demand constrained. 

Therefore the variables specified in the general model suggest that bilateral 

equations must include both supply and demand terms - and allow for the 

possibility of donor/host interactions in both terms. This model then becomes 

a testable proposition. 

8.2.1 New Tests 

Appendix A reviews the key methodological issues. As argued there (A. 13), 

testing for weak exogeneity and specification searches at an early stage in the 

model selection process can assist in determining cointegrating rank. 

We were interested in building a model of FDI, hence only the cointegrating 

vector associated with FDI was of interest. Other cointegrating vectors could 

be dropped from the marginal model. The problem then as in isolating, testing 

and finally identifying an adequate FDI vector from within the multiple Cl's 

present. 

This involved a number of steps. First, the reduction of the VECM model 

within the systems equivalent of the general-to-specific tradition involved 
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`testing down' exogenous variables according to theory, to achieve a more 

parsimonious representation. 

However, a method of assessing the significance of FDI in a chosen 

cointegrating vector had to be devised and implemented. Only then, once an 

adequate FDI vector had been isolated from the system, was it possible to 

proceed to impose identifying restrictions on that equation (cointegrating 

vector). 

8.2.2 The procedure 

The problems encountered in achieving this were both statistical and 

procedural. Statistical problems arose in the use of tests across a row, 04-j = 0, 

verses tests on an individual aj in a specific cointegrating vector. 

In the former case the diagnostic power of the test is reduced as the standard 

test is in effect a joint test that all the a1 in a row of the alpha matrix are zero. 

When using the test diagnostically, the variable of interest may be significant 

but the overall test still fail, due to the overpowering insignificance of the other 

variables tested in that row. 

However, the problem in using single alpha a;, tests is in knowing which 

column - i. e. which cointegrating vector - to place the restrictions on, since all 

vectors or any combination of them could be relevant. 

The solution used here is to use the properties of the estimation software to 

calculate best estimates of II first and then, in a second model run, to impose 

these estimates on P. By imposing the `correct' long run estimate of (3, we load 

all the residual short run adjustment effects from pie (left unexplained by 

into the a matrix. 
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Exploiting the flexibility of the PCFIML software, this is easily done using the 

option provided to impose restrictions on the cointegrating system. We re-run 

the VAR in 'restricted' mode and imposing a cointegrating rank, r=4 (based on 

tests) but withou actually imposing any restrictions on either the a or ß 

parameters. 

The top row of II derived from this exercise has (by calculation), loaded the 

maximum amount of information on FDI into the first row of the Fl = app 

matrix. 

The next step is to take the estimated coefficients so obtained and re-run the 

restricted cointegration option (again at r=4) with these II matrix coefficients 

now imposed across all the first row (3 matrix coefficients as restrictions. 

What is obtained by doing this is an estimate of the a matrix which has loaded 

the maximum amount of explanatory power into the first row/column (i. e. 

row 1, column 1) of the a matrix - i. e. the part of the adjustment matrix 

associated with FDI. 

This can be illustrated with reference to simple system below. If we suppose 

that r= 2, and zt = [yt, xt]'; then the first column of a= [all oc21 ]' represents 

the first cointegrating vector, and all the information associated with yt (e. g. 

FDI), across both CI's, will be located in the first row of a= [oll (c12] . 

AY, 
r 

DYir-, 
+ 

aiiaiz rß1, Q21 
+ 

0xß J' 
Cxir1J 

Laz1 azz Lßlzßz2 11'-'1 
xt1` 

Similarly the first row of ß= [1311 (321 ] represents all the information available 

from the first, most significant, cointegrating vector. The procedure described 

above, loading the freely calculated pie coefficients into ß= [fill 1321] and then 

re-estimating the model, will automatically load all the information from the 

most significant CI, which relates to yt, into the first element of a, which is all. 
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This process now enables a univariate (t-test) test to be carried out on OCII, 

which in essence tests the amount of explanatory power brought to bear from 

the first cointegrating vector, by all the variables included in the model, on the 

variable of interest (FDI). 

8.2.3 Testing down 

From the general system reporting multiple cointegrating vectors, initially 

estimated in Chapter 6, we moved to a parsimonious specification (r=4) using 

a novel testing procedure. 

This testing procedure allowed a more accurate probe for structure within the 

long run model (see chapter 7) than was evident from the standard tests (see 

Chapter 6). 

The standard tests suggested that of the six bilateral FDI models, Models 2&4 

none of the cointegrating vectors affected FDI. The new tests passed Model 2, 

confirmed rejection of Model 4, but also rejected Models 5&6 which had 

been passed by the standard tests. 

Hence for Models 4,5 &6a process of testing down and variable specification 

search was undertaken, and the re-paramaterised models subject to fresh 

testing. 

The process of model reduction allowed a statistically correct FDI specification 

to be arrived at for all three of the 'failed' models. The model reductions pass 

statistical tests and compare favourably to the unrestricted estimates reported 

and graphed in Chapter 6. 
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We were then able in each case to proceed to test for and identify an 

l 
r 
E 
s 
i 

underlying structure to the long run model, consistent with the model of FDI 

set out in Ch. 4. 

8.3.0 Results 

The results of the normalised long-run estimation are set out in Table 8.1 

below, the approach taken here will be to discuss some general characteristics 

of the results before turning to the interpretation of individual bilateral 

equations. 

Given the limited degree of 'multi-country' insight available in the small, three- 

country, six-flow dataset asssembled here the approach will be to avoid over- 

interpreting the data but to look for general insights, or evidence of progress 

available from the use of the bilateral approach. 

The full set of non-normalised results are reported in Table 8.1 below and the 

full set of variable definitions can be consulted. at the end of Chapter 5. 
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Here, we report the key results in three bilateral country sets -Japan/UK US/UK 

and US/Japan. 

Looking first at the types of independent varible required to derive a valid FDI 

specification, there were esentially three: four demand variables per equation (in 

bilateral GDP and Exports); a set of five, specially constructed supply-side 

variables set up as relative bilateral terms (CPX, UCX, RLRX, ULCX, REPX); and 

a set of additional deterministic variables added to those models which failed the 

initial specification test. 

Each set of bilateral models is now discussed in turn. The inference drawn from 

the cointegrating work is that the vector identified represents an FDI relationship, 

which includes terms associated with supply factors, demand factors and trade 

setout in the model presented in Chapter 4. In each case, therefore, we will 

attempt to tease out distinct influences for demand, supply and competitiveness 

considerations in keeping with the priors suggested by the model presented in 

Chapter 4 and by the discussion of critical issues in the literature, presented in 

Chapter 3 and the relevant policy focus presented in Section 8.1.2 (page 146). 

8.3.1 Models 1&6 UUK - LUKJ 

The results for this (bilateral) pair of models are summarised in Table 1. below. 

The equation describing Japanese FDI in the UK is positive in donor and host 

GDP, and in all the supply-side variables except real equity prices. This suggests 

that there is a UK demand component present pulling FDI into the UK from 

Japan as well as a reciprocal influence from domestic Japanese output pushing 

investment. 
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Table 8.2 Bilateral FDI Equations for Japan/UK flows 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Japan - UK (LJUK) UK -Japan (LUKJ) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Variable Coeffic't t- value 

LGDPJ 25.94 (9.59) 
LGDPUK 7.82 (1.23) 
CP1 5.88 
UC1 0.99 (18.78) 
RLR1 102.88 (16.19) 
ULC1 2.35 (2.74) 
REP1 -5.88 
LXJUK 2.18 (1.32) 
LXUKJ -5.88 

Variable Coeffic't t- value 

LGDPUK 31.2 (5.23) 
LGDPJ -45.48 
CP6 37.08 (9.05) 

RLR6 -4.28 (-1.02) 
ULC6 -0.18 (-0.13) 
REP6 
LXUKJ -7.56 (-9.5) 
LXJUK 9.6 (9.6) 
DLGDPJ -45.48 (-9.89) 

LSWUK -20.4 (-3.85) 
LSWJ 39.32 (13.11) 
LOILP 1.36 
LSHUK 39.32 

The large coefficient on donor GDP may reflect the fact that output is less volatile 

than FDI and it is interesting to note the large positive coefficient on host GDP 

also. This can be argued to support the view of FDI that is an adjustment 

mechanism which links two country's output decisions. The positive coefficient 

on the Japanese export term (LXJUK) is mirrored by a negative coefficient on UK 

exports to Japan. 

This suggests that there is a degree of complementarity between Japanese trade 

and investment with the UK but not a reciprocal effect boosting UK exports to 

Japan. The `balance of trade' effect in bilateral FDI is suggested by the error 

correction relationship between FDI donor exports to the FDI host, which are 

offset by a decline in imports to the donor country from the FDI host country. 

The lack of a t-test result on the LXUKJ variable is a result of the imposition of a 

restriction rather than evidence of insignificance. 
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It is also notable that the signs on the supply-side variables in this equation look 

intuitively plausible. One would expect Japanese FDI into the UK to be increasing 

relative to domestic prices, cost of capital and unit labour costs - but to be 

decreasing in relative real equity prices. 

Japanese investment has frequently been conceived of as being 'strategic', rather 

than micro-economically driven, however aspects of the results do not support 

this interpretation. We will therefore wish to distinguish demand influences which 

pull investment demand from donor to host country, from supply influences 

which create novel opportunities for innovation and investment and finally look at 

any open-economy influence on FDI, for example in its linkage to trade. 

8.3.2 Model Six (LUKJ) 

In this equation Japanese GDP (and the change in GDP) is negatively related to 

UK investment in Japan, which is a one-off effect in all models, suggesting again 

that the motive is strategic rather than economic. 

As before, the large coefficient on donor GDP may reflect the fact that output is 

less volatile than FDI. If home GDP goes up the rate of profit at home should go 

up so the opportunity cost of investing abroad rises and this could cause FDI 

flows to go down. But the negative coefficient on host GDP seems slightly harder 

to explain. 

It is also notable that the `balance of trade' effect, evident also in both the other 

two pairs of bilateral results, is maintained in this equation'. However, the 

direction of the error correction relationship appears to be reversed - here the 

positive effect is between FDI host exports to the FDI donor, which are offset by 

a decline in exports from the donor country to the FDI host country. 
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Of the two significant supply-side effects, consumer prices and lending rates 

appear to play the biggest role. Along with the USUK investment of model four, 

the exogenous variables - including oil prices this time - are all significant in this 

model. 

Of particular interest in this respect is the negative effect of domestic productivity 

(LSWUK) which contrasts with the strong positive effect on host productivity 

(LSWJ). There is also - in keeping with all three 'strategic' FDI cases -a strong 

positive effect on domestic de-industrialisation (LSHUK) discernible. 

With respect to de-industrialisation, it is noteworthy that in early specification tests 

across all three conditional models, no effect was found on host de-industrialisation 

and in all cases this term was dropped from the marginal model. 

8.3.3 Models 2&3 (UUS - LUSJ) 

The large coefficient on GDP will again reflect the fact that output is much less 

volatile than FDI. The most notable feature of the demand variables in this 

equation is the negative sign on domestic GDP, which is exactly offset by the sign 

and size of coefficient on host GDP, suggesting a cyclical relationship in 

donor/host demand as well as in trade. However, as this is a donor coefficient, 

this is not unreasonable. If home GDP goes up the rate of profit at home should 

go up so the opportunity cost of investing abroad rises and so FDI could go 

down. 

If model one sets out a role for the supply side in Japanese FDI, the results for the 

model two equation do nothing to undermine that role. Although the signs on 

prices, real lending rates and equity prices are reversed when compared with 

model one, the error correction relationship in bilateral trade is sustained. 

1 although a similar export effect is absent in the other UK model (LUKUS - Model 5) 
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Table 8.3 Bilateral FDI Equations for Japan/US flows 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Japan - US (LJUS) US -Japan (LUSJ) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Variable Coeft t- value Variable Coeft t- value 

LGDPJ -7.38 -9.11 LGDPUS 1.43 55.56 
LGDPUS 7.3 7.04 LGDPJ 0.91 
CP2 -6.3 -18.92 CP3 -1.11 -5.2 

UC3 0.27 
RLR2 -3.45 -9.08 RLR3 0.27 48 
ULC2 1 ULC3 -0.3 -2.42 
REP2 3.01 15.05 REP3 -0.37 -11.73 
LXJUS 0.09 0.63 LXUSJ 0.91 19.88 

LXUSJ -1 LXJUS -0.91 - 

The cost of capital, which was zero restricted as part of the identification process, 

does not appear to be a relevant factor. The zero standard error on ULC2 is a 

result of this variable being restricted to 1, rather than reflecting its insignificance 

in the equation. 

As with model one (LJUK), the signs on the trade variables suggest that there is 

complementarity between Japanese trade with, and investment in, the US but 

there is no reciprocal effect boosting US exports to Japan. A similar error 

correction relationship between FDI donor exports to the FDI host suggests a 

`balance of trade' effect in bilateral FDI and exports offset by a decline in imports 

from the FDI host country - although the t-value on the negative import 

coefficient is not significant and the coefficient on exports is a low one. 
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8.3.4 Model Three (LUSJ) 

The results for this equation confirm the effects observed in models 1&2 

suggesting a pattern of 'economic' rather than 'strategic' FDI. The equation also 
lends support to the general case for a role for both donor/host GDP and a 
balance of trade effect in the trade variables, also established as a feature in model 

one above. The large coefficient on GDP will again reflect the fact that output is 

much less volatile than FDI. 

There is a positive coefficient on US export term (LXUSJ) mirrored by a negative 

coefficient on Japan exports to the US. This suggests that there is 

complementarity in US trade and investment with Japan but no reciprocal effect 
boosting Japanese exports to US. 

Looking to the supply-side variables, it is less easy to reconcile the negative signs 

on consumer prices and unit labour costs, both significant variables in this 

equation. While a tentative case could be made in model two for that equation to 

be negative in Japanese relative prices, because these have tended to be falling 

rather than rising, the same argument would appear unlikely to hold-up for the 

reverse flow from USA to Japan. 

The lack of a t-test result on the UC3 variable is again a result of the imposition of 

a restriction rather evidence of insignificance. Real equity prices have the same 

(plausibly negative) sign in this model as for model one. This suggests that, if 

anything, there is something unusual in Japanese FDI in the US (model two) 

which causes it to increase as Japanese equity prices fall relative to equity prices in 

the host. 
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8.3.5 Models 4&5 (LUSUK - LUKUS) 

Inspection of model four starts the analysis of the three models conditioned on a 

range of exogenous variables. It is a general feature of these models that, while the 

macro (demand side) variables hold up in a similar fashion to the first three 

models, they appear in general to be less sensitive to the supply side arguments. 

Table 8.4 Bilateral FDI Equations for US/UK flows 

US - UK (LUSUK) UK - US (LUKUS) 

Variable Coeit t- value Variable Coeit t- value 

LGDPUS -5.66 -2.79 LGDPUK 17.79 11.78 
LGDPUK 12.79 3.82 LGDPUS 1 
CP4 -7.09 -3.42 CP5 0.65 0.63 
UC4 0.03 
RLR4 -4.91 -3.16 RLRS -0.5 -0.59 
ULC4 ULC5 

REP5 1.97 8.95 
LXUSUK -1.63 
LXUKUS 1.64 5.22 LXUSUK -0.54 -1.5 
DLGDPUS -0.43 DLGDPUK -15.7 -6.62 
DLGDPUK -18.07 -4.94 
LSWUS -12.64 -1.53 LSWUK 7.98 
LSWUK 7.97 1.88 LSWUS 7.98 11.57 
LOILP 0.09 0.25 
LSHUS -1.89 -0.27 LSHUK -14.27 -7.39 

As occurs in model two, donor GDP is negative in LUSUK but positive in host 

GDP suggesting a cyclical relationship in donor/host demand as well as in trade. 

The large coefficient on GDP will again reflect the fact that output is much less 

volatile than FDI. The negative sign on domestic GDP is not unreasonable. If 

home GDP goes up the rate of profit at home should go up so the opportunity 

cost of investing abroad rises and so FDI could go down. 
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Of the two significant supply-side variables, consumer prices and real lending 

rates, the coefficients on both are negative. This suggests that the role of the 

supply-side in US investment in the UK may be facilitative rather than causative - 
in keeping with the notion that models three to six are more 'strategic' in character 

than economically driven. In models three to six, the role of consumer prices and 

real lending rates are significant in two out of the three models but cost of capital 

and unit labour costs are not significant. 

In keeping with all but model five, where the donor export term is not significant, 

there is a robust error correction effect in bilateral trade. But again, as with LUKJ, 

the direction of the error correction relationship is the reverse of that found in 

Models 1,2 & 3. Here, the positive effect is between FDI host exports to the 

FDI donor, which are offset by a decline in exports from the donor country to 

the FDI host country. 

Of the exogenous variables, change in host GDP, the share of workers in 

manufacturing (a proxy for productivity) for donor and host, and the share of 

manufacturing in GDP (a proxy for de-industrialisation) all are significant - but 

the price of oil and the change in domestic GDP are not significant. 

8.3.6 Model Five (LUKUS) 

Unlike the case for its bilateral pair, US FDI in UK, the donor GDP variable in 

LUKUS has a positive coefficient in the equation as is the host GDP term. This 

pattern of demand relationships is mirrored only in model 2 for Japanese FDI in 

the US. The large coefficient on GDP will again reflect the fact that output is 

much less volatile than FDI. The implication for these two models is clearly that 

outward investment may be counter-cyclical to domestic demand conditions as 

well as foreign demand acting as a positive attractor for outflows of GDP. 
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In fact, Model 5 lends the weakest support of all six models for the role of supply 

side variables. This is perhaps not surprising for UK investment in the US will 
have tended to concentrate in the non-industrial sectors, such as biotechnology 

and pharmaceuticals, most likely to be driven by innovation effects. This 

interpretation may derive support from the existence of a strong positive role for 

domestic demand, the smaller positive role for host demand noted above. 

And it is the one case, out of all six models, where there is a marked absence of a 
balance of trade effect. As with models 1,2 and 3 the negative sign on the donor 

import variable suggests that there is complementarity between UK investment in 

the US and reduced bilateral imports but - given the absence of an export term in 

the trade vector there appears to be no reciprocal effect boosting UK exports to 

the US. 

8.3.7 Individual variables 

Turning now to the performance of individual variables across the multi-country 

system as a whole. Of the macro variables, it is not surprising that host country 

GDP is significant in all six models. Donor country GDP is significant in, at best, 

three out of the six and donor exports to host in, at best, four and donor imports 

in three of the six. It is also worth noting that the three significant donor import 

results are all found within the second style of strategic FDI - ie Models 4,5 & 6. 

Among the supply-side variables there is clearly a hierarchy of success. The cost of 

capital variable (UCX) is clearly the worst performer, achieving significance in 

Model 1 only, and rarely registering in terms of coefficient size (however the sign 

is always positive). 
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The second worst performing supply-side variable is unit labour costs (ULCX) 

which is significant in Models 1 and 3 only, however with conflicting signs. It is 

however small and negative in Model 6, if of doubtful significance. 

The remaining three supply-side variables, consumer prices (CPX), real lending 

rates (RLRX) and real equity prices perform somewhat better across the models 

suggesting that inflation, and stable capital and equity markets are more important 

to the FDI bundle than raw capital and labour costs. 

8.4.0 Equation dynamics 

Since a central motivation of this work has been to establish an equilibrating 

tendency in FDI, akin to the cycical beahviour in bilateral trade patterns, an 

analysis of any dynamic patterns among variables within equations is of greater 
interest than the simple performance of individual variables across the six systems. 
Indeed, it is a notable feature of the results that reciprocal trade relationships are 
found in five out of the six models. 

It would appear that a clear error correction (1, -1) effect is apparent in all the 

bilateral export/import terms except Model 5. 

Less easy to interpret are the signs on the GDP terms. Here both LJUS (Model 2) 

and LUSUK (Model 4) report a negative sign on donor GDP, however it may be 

of significance that in both these cases the sign on host GDP is positive and with a 

coefficient size which is (roughly) reciprocal. 

In general it is not easy to interpret a consistent pattern for the signs of the supply 

side variables across all six models, an interpretation of the economics will be 

given below in a model by model account, where possible. 
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However, as each model was separately estimated there are few a priori ground for 

expecting particular signs on the supply side variables, since they are by construct 

each set up as relative terms. 

A greater degree of consistency, on signs and coefficient size, appears to be 

discernible for the demand side variables - and in most cases this has been 

commented on above. 

8.4.1 Equation structure - supply vs. demand 

Looking at the data in terms of the importance of including both supply and 

damand variables in each equation, it is notable that the first three Models (1,2 & 

3) were interpretable with the basic set of nine variables whereas the next three 

models (4,5 & 6) in general required the additon of a further range of (a 

maximum of six) equation specific, macro variables to assist in the isolation and 
identification of a valid FDI long-run equation. 

Individual equation diagnostics suggest that in all cases the overall specification 

benefited from the mix of supply and demand variables. However, at the level of 

individual variable diagnostics, inspection of the t-tests in Table 8.4 suggests that 

the original failure in Models 3-6 is likely to be accounted for by 

underperformance of the supply side variables rather than the macro variables. 

As the first three models involve Japanese FDI and US FDI into Japan, although 

the evidence is tentative, it may be the case that Japanese and US/Japan 

investment involves the truest interaction of demand and supply considerations. 

The last three models, the UK and US/UK, may indicate an alternative style of 

direct investment which is more strategic, and hence less microeconomically 

determined. In the context of the 'fortress Europe' debate, and other aspects of 

the more general FDI literature, this result would appear to be counter-intuitive. 
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8.5.0 Conclusions 

Results/Discussion 

The priors which came out of the bilateral model of FDI outlined in Ch. 4, were 

that output can be shown to be a function of world income (as in previous 

models) and factor market competition via the supply side. In addition, although 

world income is a function of trade as before, trade itself is composed not simply 

of exports (via export demand) but is also a function of supply side productive 

efficiency which manifests itself in factor market competition (not just exogenous 

world demand for exports). 

The core argument is that, if there are two sources of growth - investment and 

productivity - then FDI is on the one hand a source of investment-led growth but 

on the other hand it is also an agent for linking the productivity-achievement 

records of different economies. 

Any innovation in the empirical work arises from the introduction of a direct, 

endogenous link through international factor demand to increased domestic 

output and exports. Hence the priors we expect in the econometric results are to 

find a reciprocal link between output, exports and FDI. 

Fontagne and Pajot (2001) examine the role of bilateral FDI stocks in a set of 

disaggregated bilateral export equations for France the UK and the US. In a 

discussion of the mixed evidence obtained on the relationship between trade and 

FDI, these authors draw attention to the need to distinguish permanent from 

temporary effects of FDI on trade. In particular they draw attention to the 

possibility that FDI stocks are associated with permanent effects and FDI flows 

with more transient effects. They present results suggesting that the primary 

effects of FDI on trade are transitory and the long-term effects are small. 
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However, by looking at the role of trade and growth as explanatory variables to 

series of bilateral FDI flows we can turn the issue of causation around. Using 

bilateral flow data, the work presented here is designed to examine the possibility 

that a more complex model of the long run can suggest interactions between FDI 

flows, trade and growth at the level of the international macroeconomy. In effect, 

the establishment of a cointegrating vector for FDI, which includes terms for the 

supply-side, for demand effects and for trade suggests the possibility that FDI 

flows may function as part of an open-economy adjustment process, a link 

between pairs of countries demand and supply conditions. 

8.5.1 Reprise of main efforts 

The approach of the present study has been to look at FDI as a topic in the multi- 

country modelling literature. Using the bilateral approach a small, three-country 

model of US, Japan and UK has a general model which depicts the relationship 
between trade, investment and growth constructed to assist in identifying distinct 

vectors for trade, growth and FDI in the empirical work 

The econometric problem of isolating and identifying a convincing FDI vector 

from a system containing multiple cointegrating vectors was addressed. A number 

of novel techniques were adopted to test for single equation integrity, within the 

VECM system, and six convincing bilateral FDI equations are eventually isolated. 

Subsequently, a mixture of exogeneity testing and the general-to-specific, method 

within the systems setting, were used to isolate and identify six adequate FDI 

equations from within the system. 

Finally, building on three important strands in the literature on trade investment 

and growth: 

- the growth accounting framework (stressing the importance of investment) 
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- convergence in open economy setting (stressing factor price equalisation) 

- the role of innovation in technology (linking trade and FDI) 

Although FDI may not be linked to productivity growth within countries, it may 

play a part in linking growth rates - which derive from supply-side innovation 

internationally. While, at the same time it may also play a part in linking 

productivity improvements between countries by stimulating demand conditions in 

the world's economies. 

The implication of linking the different sets of literature surveyed above - on 

growth convergence, on factor price equalisation and on multi-country modelling 

- may be that direct investment plays a part as an adjustment mechanism in the 

international economy. It may do this via its role as a source of growth (via 

investment) on the supply-side, and as a source of productivity improvement on 

the demand side, both aspects of this role being linked via open-economy forces 

and trade. 
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A. 0 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of the 'LSE approach' (Cuthbertson et al, 

1992) to dynamic economic modelling with particular reference to recent 

advances in using cointegrating techniques in a system of equations. 

The overview starts with single equation approaches to cointegration and leads 

into issues of exogeneity, multiple cointegrating vectors, the systems approach 

and finally the issue of identification and the attendant practical problems in 

the small data sets often encountered in economics. 

The main purpose of the review is to illustrate the practical considerations 

which arise in identification within VAR systems. 

In particular, in terms of the specification searches needed in order to test 

down standard economic models using small data sets, it illustrates how 

debates on identification techniques have in some ways come full circle back to 

the general-to-specific procedure. 

A practical example of how such techniques are useful in making progress, 

which would otherwise be difficult if not impossible to achieve, follows in the 

next chapter. 

Where a single FDI cointegrating vector is isolated from a system in which 

other long-run relationships exist; which (in the absence of the new 

specification search routine) would otherwise complicate the analysis to the 

point of impossibility. 
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A. 1 Dynamic Modelling 

It may be appropriate to sketch out the general method- ological framework 

within which this study is to be conducted. In essence this chapter looks at a 

short history of cointegration techniques, drawing extensively on expositions in 

Cuthbertson et al (1992) and Harris (1995)and Hall (1994). 

Following Sims' (1980) critique of structural econometric modelling, a 

considerable degree of progress has been made in the integration of time series 

and structural econometrics (Hall, 1995). 

While not abandoning models based on theory it has been realised that theory 

alone is insufficient. For example, theory may provide sparse evidence on 

which variables are exogenous, those that are irrelevant or constant in a 

particular model, or on the process of adjustment (Hendry et al, 1984). 

We outline below the progress which has been made with recourse to the 

statistical processes which determine the generation of data observed. This 

body of work has often been referred to as the 'LSE tradition' in econometrics 

(Spanos 1986, Cuthbertson et al., 1995). 

A. 2 The DGP and non-stationarity 

While a data generation process (d. g. p. ) may not be known or ultimately 

knowable, recourse to time series techniques as a basis for econometric 

modelling allows a reasonable approximation of the unknown d. g. p to be 

arrived at. By writing the conditional model for yt 

y, = a. + yoxt+atye-, +u, (1) 

If x, is stochastic, its underlying d. g. p. may be given by the marginal model for 

Xt 
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X: _xr_i+E, 

Econometric Methods 

Iý(1 and ý- IN(0,62) (2) 

If u, and E, are not correlated, we can say that E(ut, E t)= 0. It is then possible to 

treat xt as if it were fixed for estimating (1). We can say that xt is independent 

of ut, since E(x,, u, ) = 0, thus in (1) it can be treated as (strongly) exogenous 

with xt said to `Granger-cause' yt . 

Now, if (2) is extended to include past values of pt 

Xi= 
4lxt_1+Cjayr_1+& 

(3) 

Then E(x,, u, ) is retained, however since past values of yt now determine xt, the 

latter can now only be considered to be 'weakly exogenous' in the conditional 

model (1). The d. g. p. denoted by (1) can be generalised to the autoregressive 
distributed lag (ADL) form which includes polynomial lag operators; 

A(L)y, = B(L)x1+u, (4) 

As it is argued that theory may have little to say as to the form of the dynamic 

adjustment process, equations such as (4) may be sufficiently flexible to capture 

the dynamics in a reasonable approximation of the underlying d. g. p. 

Hendry et al (1984) argue that the process of econometric modelling is an 

attempt to mimic the underlying d. g. p. by arriving at a validly specified 

econometric model. The test of a model's adequacy is whether the model is 

`congruent'. 

Tests of congruence require that the model is statistic- ally well matched with 

the evidence in the form of data. Also whether the model is consistent with the 

theory from which it is derived (and with the data which it admits) and finally 

whether it `adds value' to the economic enterprise, in terms of `encompassing' 
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previous findings by rival models. This general approach will now be 

illustrated. 

Following Hendry et al (1984) a simple dynamic model can be considered; 

Yr=ao+aiYt-+7oXt+7iXt-, +ur (5) 

Where the condition al = yl =0 is imposed, we have a static model; 

Yt=ao+ yiXt+ut (6) 

Within the cointegration literature equation (6) can be thought of as setting out 

a long run, or equilibrium, representation of the relationship between two 

series Yt and X, Equation (5) on the other hand can be thought of as 
incorporating information on the dynamics of the adjustment between the 

variables in the short run. 

A. 3 Engle-Granger'two step' procedure 

The dynamic model represented in (5) can readily generalise to allow for more 

complex adjustment mechanisms. However a number of potential problems 

can occur with this type of dynamic model, where non-stationarity is present. 

Firstly, there may be a high level of correlation between current and lagged 

values which may result in multicollinearity problems. Use of the general-to- 

specific methodology - eliminating insignificant variables from the model 

estimated - could result in mis-specification, especially if the X represents a 

vector of variables. 
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Finally, many of the variables in a dynamic model of this kind are likely to be 

non-stationary. In this case differencing to remove any trends would remove 

useful long run information from the model. 

One solution to this problem, in a single equation setting, has been provided 
by the Engle Granger (EG) `two-step' regression procedure and allied 

techniques. Granger (1983) and Engle and Granger (1987) point out that if 

two time series Yt and Xt are both non-stationary - I(d) then in general any 
linear combination of these two variables will also be distributed - I(d). If 

however there exists a linear combination of YY and Xt a vector 0, such that; 

X, + Cc and : (7 ) 

A 
A 

E 1= Y 1- oX ($) 

is integrated of a lower order - I(d-b), where b)0, then YY and Xt can be 

considered to be cointegrated of order - I(d, b) and in the case of equation (7) 

an OLS estimate would reveal the cointegrating vector (1, -(3). 

This implies that, if we wish to estimate a long run relationship between Yt and 

X,, it is sufficient to estimate the static model of (6) by OLS in order to achieve 

a consistent estimate of the long run steady-state relationship. This is in effect 

equivalent to estimating the dynamic model (9) without the short run terms 

LX4Y. 

Y= 7ox+AIAY+A2AX, +v, (9) 

Furthermore, the `Granger representation theorem' (Granger 1983, Engle and 

Granger 1987) points out that if a set of levels terms in a static equation, such 

as in (6), cointegrate there must exist an error correction (ECM) representation 

of the dynamic model (5), such as: 
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AY, = yAX, -(1-a) (Y, _1 -ß1X, _i)+uý (10) 

Equations (5) and (10) are equivalent however and, assuming that X and Y are 

cointegrated, the ECM includes both short term and long term information. 

The second term on the R. H. S of (10) represents the equilibrium condition 
derived from equation (5), where; 

AY, =(7. +y, )1(1-a, )AX, setting ß=(yo+y, )/(1-a, ) yields; 

AA 

Y- -Q, Xý-, =-(1-al)(Y-I-flex, -, )=0 

The generic EG approach advocates estimating the static model (6) to obtain 

an OLS estimator of a and (3 to use as parameters in the long run model. 

Asymptotically, if Y and X are both I(1) and £, - 1(0) the OLS estimator of 

achieves ̀superconsistency' (Stock, 1987). 

Testing the null hypothesis that X and Y are not cointegrated in the EG 

framework amounts to testing whether c ^- I(1) against the alternative 

hypothesis that F, t - 1(0). A number of alternative tests are available which will 

be discussed in the empirical section. 

A. 4 Problems with the EG approach 

There are a number of problems arising in the above context, such as finite 

sample size, which in practice lead to modifications of the generic approach. 

When a simple dynamic model, such as (5) is a sufficient representation of the 

d. g. p., the EG approach of estimating the static model (7) is equivalent to 

omitting the short run elements of the dynamic model. 
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However, as more complex dynamic models become necessary to capture the 

relationship between x and y, estimating the static model to obtain an estimate 

of the long run parameter ß will tend to push more complex dynamic effects 

into the residual e, with the potential that the latter will exhibit severe auto- 

correlation. 

Although `super-consistency' will ensure that it is valid to omit the stationary 
1(0) terms asymptotically, Banerjee et al (1993) and Inder (1993) have shown 

that in finite samples the estimates of the long run relationship will be, often 

substantially, biased. 

A. 5 Unrestricted Dynamic Approach 

As a result of the above critiques, it is considered that it may be preferable to 

over-parameterise the dynamic model - i. e. choose a generous lag length such 

as (4) - since this reduces any bias as compared to an under parameterised 

model. This is apparently the case even when the `true' model involves a 

simple d. g. p. with few dynamic terms. 

It is particularly noteworthy in the present context that the tests of 

cointegration associated with the EG approach are thought to be less powerful 

than those (e. g. Inder 1993) using an unrestricted dynamic model. 

This comes about largely as a result of not pushing the short run dynamic 

effects into the residual term of the estimated OLS regression (under EG). We 

will shortly review how the long run/short run aspects of the ECM 

methodology can also provide insights in the context of systems of equations. 

The Johansen procedure, which enables a test to be made of the number of 

cointegrating vectors present, may also provide a better starting point for 

testing for cointegration than the EG tests. 
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The single equation approach to dynamic modelling can be extended to the 

multivariate framework. Following Johansen (1992), it is possible to define a 

vector Z, of n potentially endogenous variables, thus specifying the following 

vector error-correction (VECM) model by defining a vector Zc = [yl,, y2c, Xc]', 

allowing all three variables to be potentially endogenous; 

Z, = Aýx$_, +... Akze_k+u. (11) 

This is comparable to the single equation dynamic model (5) and in a similar 

way can be reformulated in vector error-correction (VECM) form: 

AZ, = rA x, -i+... rk_ýoZ, _k+nZ, _, +u. (12) 

where r=- (I - Al -... - Ai), (i = 1,..., k-1), and Il =-9- At -..: Ak) 

The matrix II Z,. 1 contains information on the long run, the term II = a(3' 

containing an 0c matrix representing speed of adjustment, and a0 matrix 

representing the long run coefficients. 

If Z is a vector of non-stationary I(1) variables and all the iZt_1 terms in (12) 

are I (0), then II Zt_1 must also be stationary if ut is to be 1(0). If II has full rank 
(r =n linearly independent columns) then all the variables in zt are 1(0) while if 

r=0 there are no cointegrating vectors. 

Obviously, the more interesting cases are those where II has `reduced rank', 

i. e. there are rS (n -1) cointegrating vectors. Therefore, assuming that it is 

possible to factorise II, into II = aß', then testing for rS (n -1) in (3 is 

equivalent to testing that the last (n - r) columns of a are (effectively) zero. 
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So the term ß' Z, t embedded in (12) is the multivariate equivalent to the error- 

correction term (Yt_1- ßX, -l) in equation (9). This term represents up to (n-1) 

cointegrating relationships in the multivariate model which ensure that 

elements of z, converge to their long run (or error correction) stationary values. 

Testing for cointegration in the Johansen technique amounts to checking for 

the number of linearly independent columns in II. In other words, it amounts 

to a consideration of the rank (r) of the matrix fl in equation (12). 

Thus far we arrive at a value r, which merely suggests the number of 

cointegrating vectors present. To ascertain the exact nature of potential 

stationary linear combinations for columns of ß, we need to ascertain 

underlying structural forms - the identification problem. For example, when 

the system is not identified then the rank condition may provide information 

suggesting what is required in order to identify the model. 

A. 7 Problems with single equations 

In section 5.2 we saw the importance of cointegrated series in permitting us to 

draw causal inference in long-run relationships between non-stationary series, 

albeit in a single equation approach. 

A major limitation of the single equation approach arises however when there 

are more than two explanatory variables modelled. Johansen (1988) has 

pointed out that if there are n)2 variables in the model, it is possible for up to 

n-1 linearly independent cointegrating vectors to exist. This has important 

implications for testing and estimation of cointegrating relationships. Progress 

in this area (reviewed by Hall, 1995) has allowed for a further rapprochement 

between the VAR methodology and the structural econometrics of estimating 

systems of equations. 
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For example, if more than one cointegrating relationship exist then adopting a 

single equation approach may make it difficult to accurately estimate all the 

long run relationships between the variables, since we can only obtain a linear 

combination of the vectors. 

Furthermore, unless all variables in the cointegrating vector are weakly 

exogenous, estimating a single equation can be shown to potentially inefficient. 

Consider the VECM model: 

ezt = rrex, + rl ezt_, + nZt_k + Mt (13) 

where zt = [yt, xt], this could be represented as follows: 

[Ayt]11Ayl, 
_l1+1aIlal21rßllß2l11Yt_l1+, 

Lx, _, a21azz JILßi2ßzi Jlx, 
-, J L 

if xt is weakly exogenous, we could write a partial model for yt conditioned on 
XG 

AYt = roext + rl ozt-I + nzt-k + ut c 14 

by effectively restricting x, to the Fl matrix, practically illustrated as follows: 

ny, _ +ronx, + r, nzt - ý+ 
f aiiaiz 11Q11 4621 ][Yt_i] 
La21 a22 j[ß12 Qu Xt-1 

The test for weak exogeneity is whether ox21= 0X22 = 0, if this restriction is valid 

there is no loss of information from excluding the determinants of Axt, the 

weakly exogenous variable, from Azt on the left hand side of the VECM. 
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Although the short run behaviour, of Ox,, is not modelled it remains in the 

second term on the r. h. s - the long run model (the cointegrating vectors) - 

and in the first term on the r. h. s as a determinant of the dynamics of Aye. 

The Johansen approach to estimating such systems will be discussed in detail 

below. 

A. 8 Practical Problems of (Johansen) VECM approach 

The VECM technique, advanced chiefly by Johansen and Juselius (1992) can 

be used to estimate the number of cointegrating vectors. But the estimate of r 

obtained, is of the number of combinations which span the cointegration 

space - since any linear combination of stationary vectors is itself a stationary 

vector. 

So the number of vectors estimated does not represent distinct or `unique' 

relationships. Thus it is also necessary to identify individual long run 

relationships as the estimates provided for any particular column in I are not 

necessarily unique. 

It follows that, given a value of r, which merely suggests the number of 

cointegrating vectors present, we need to ascertain the exact nature of the long 

run structure. 

In an important contribution to the literature, Pesaran & Shin (1994) point out 

that it is necessary to impose restrictions based on economic rationale, as well 

as using statistical criteria, before testing the relationships obtained for 

uniqueness. Thus to establish unique (long run stationary) linear combinations 

for columns of (3, it is necessary to impose a number, k;, of restrictions based 

both on economic rationale as well as on statistical grounds. 
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Testing for unique cointegrating vectors is thus akin to the traditional 

econometrics of determining a structural relationship within a system of 1(0) 

equations. Pesaran & Shin (1994) demonstrate that the identification of P' 

requires knowledge of r and there is a necessary condition, equivalent to the 

order condition, that achieving exact identification of the long run requires 

k=r2 restrictions. 

Thus the number of restrictions required to identify the long run is a direct 

function of the number of cointegrating vectors. 

In general if the number of restrictions, k, required to achieve identification is 

r2, then the system is under identified. Where k= r2 the system is exactly 

identified and where k) r2 the model is over identified 

The above restrictions are testable. Based on asymptotic results from Phillips 

(1991) and Johansen (1991), Pesaran and Shin also demonstrate that the 

standard likelihood ratio test of the over identifying restrictions follows a X2 (k- 

rZ) distribution. 

So, while the techniques proposed by Johansen and Juselius (op. cit. ) advocate a 

generally statistical approach to identification, current research focuses on the 

practical or economic problem of identifying the structural parameters in a 

system of equations. 

A. 9 The economics of the identification problem 

The Johansen maximum likelihood methodology provided a link between 

structural econometric and VAR modelling, within the context of 

cointegration analysis. 
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But, as pointed out by Pesaran & Shin (1994) and in Pesaran and Pesaran 

(1997) long-run structure was often assumed in systems of equations in the 

pre-cointegration literature. 

The Engle and Granger (1987) critique appeared to move methodology away 
from this orthodoxy - towards a more statistical approach. However, Hendry 

(1995) advocates a return to idea that econometric models should be subject to 

hypotheses testing based on economic criteria. Accordingly, economic 

rationale should guide model selection criteria regardless of whether a system is 

inherently stationary, or rendered long-run stationary, in a purely statistical 

sense. 

A. 10 The LSE tradition in the VAR 

Recently, Greenslade et al (1998) have shed light on the issue of the practical 

implementation of identification procedures in systems of equations where 

there are multiple long-run relationships. These authors draw attention to the 

practical difficulties associated with implementing the Pesaran and Shin 

techniques - without paying attention to dynamics. 

While asymptotically correct, these techniques are shown to be almost 

impossible to implement in practical economic modelling settings with typically 

limited data sets. In practice this amounts to advocating the use of the general- 

to-specific tradition but this time in the VECM rather than the single equations 

approach (e. g. Hendry (1995)). 

A. 11 Identification in the VECM 

Robertson and Wickens (1995) show how the identification problem in the 

presence of cointegrating vectors is different to procedures used for stationary 

VAR's. 
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p- I 

AoI z, = A, A Z, _ ,+A 'Z, 
-, +u, (15) 

-1 

where there are r cointegrating relations in Z, r<N which implies that A* has 

rank r. This rank may be imposed by defining A* = a*(3* where both a* and (3* 

are nxr matrices. It is important to note that, following Davidson and Hall 

(1991), a* represents the structurally identified loading weights and (3* the 

cointegrating vectors which are the target relationships rather than the 

unidentified estimates produced in the initial unrestricted VAR 

Given the imposition of cointegrating rank, r, advocated by Pesaran and Shin, 

decomposing the long run matrix H= a(3' where both a and (3 are nxr 

matrices, requires us to consider the identification of both the 

contemporaneous coefficient matrix Ao and also the long run coefficients P. 

Greenslade et a! point out that the Structural VECM (15) will normally be 

estimated as an unrestricted version of the reduced form model given as; 

p-1 

ez, = Z r, ez, -i+ nz, -. + vt (16) 
i-1 

but restrictions on the long run coefficients do not assist in the identification 

of Ao as this can only come from the dynamic part of the model, i. e. using 

information from F1 or a. Similarly the dynamic part of the model cannot 

assist in identifying the long run structure P. 

Pesaran and Shin (1994) set out a formal identification procedure of the long 

run which suggests that cointegrating vectors may be identified and the over 
identifying restrictions imposed without identifying the short run dynamic 

adjustment process. 
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However, Greenslade et al (1998) argue that in the small sample sizes intrinsic 

in many economic applications, the twin tasks of dynamic identification and 
long run identification interact to complicate both methodological procedure 

and the power of available tests. In practice, it is argued there are a range of 

options for the researcher to choose from when conducting a model 

specification search. 

In a series of Monte-Carlo experiments Greenslade et al (1998) show that the 

size and power of the tests is enhanced and moreover that such a procedure 

allows acceptance of valid hypotheses which would otherwise be rejected. 

A. 12 Practical identification 

The Greenslade et al (1998) technique derives its practicality from the small 

sample properties of many applied economic models. It is widely accepted that 

correctly specifying the structural VECM relies on correctly determining the 

number of cointegrating vectors. 

But correctly determining r with eight to ten variables in a typical data set of 

around 100 observations (or often less if data are annual) will be difficult since 

in an unrestricted system we quickly use up available degrees of freedom. 

Hence the small sample properties of many cointegration tests will be poor in 

many cases. 

Therefore, correctly determining the number of cointegrating vectors is 

assisted by the use of extra identifying assumptions, especially as to the 

exogeneity of the system. This can be illustrated by amending the structural 

VECM in (13). If Xt is weakly exogenous we could write a partial model for YL 

conditioned on Xt as follows: 

Ay, = r,,, &Yt-i + ri2AXt + (nil ni2)(Yt-p Xt-p). + Ut (15) 
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Then the marginal model for X, would be written as: 

AXL = I'210Xt-1 + r22AYt-1 + (II21 II22) (Yt-P XL-P)' + Ut (16) 

Xt is weakly endogenous where 1-121= 0 in (16). Yt_1 does not feature as a long 

run component in the marginal model for OXt so we only need to estimate the 

conditional model (15) and not the marginal model also. The test on the a 

matrix below is a11= (X12 = 0: 

r 12 ez+ JL Ca11 a12 '1 / 21 1 Ys-p 
ez, = r�ey, _, + ý_ý az1 a22 

1[ 
Q12 ß 22 

J x, -v 

According to the method advanced in Greenslade et al, the chief gain from 

making assumptions about the exogeneity of the model comes from reducing 

the size of the modelling problem and increasing the power of the tests of the 

number of cointegrating vectors, r. 

Having correctly determined r in a system setting, these authors then advocate 
following Pesaran & Shin by imposing just identifying restrictions on the 

cointegrating vectors. 

The identified vectors can then be entered in the VECM - i. e. in the 

conditional model above - unrestricted so that each equation for the 

endogenous variables will have all the cointegrating vectors included in it. 

Following this, the complete dynamic model can be estimated and the 

dynamics simplified at the same time as the over-identification restrictions on 

the cointegrating vectors tested. 

The causality structure of the model can also be investigated by eliminating 
inappropriate cointegrating vectors from each equation and using likelihood 

ratio tests. 
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In practical terms this procedure amounts to advocating the use of theory to 

test some variables for weak exogeneity and then testing the cointegrating rank 

of the system rather than determine the cointegrating rank first and then 

testing for weak exogeneity. 

The arguments for this are twofold. First the Monte Carlo simulations 

undertaken indicate that tests of r have reasonable power (m small samples) 

once weak exogeneity assumptions have been made; also restricting the 

cointegrating rank does not weaken the power of the weak exogeneity test. 

Secondly, it is argued that the marginalisation of the model often gives a hint as 

to what aspects of the system might be weak exogenous. This is because weak 

exogeneity is not an absolute property of a variable but rather of a particular 

model as illustrated in section 4.7. 

A. 13 Specification searches in a macro system 

As argued above, testing for weak exogeneity and specification searches at an 

early stage in model selection can assist in determining cointegrating rank. In 

typical modelling settings we may be interested in building a model of either a 

single variable (e. g. FDI) or a small subset of variables. We may not be equally 

interested in modelling the behaviour of all the variables in the system. 

This can be illustrated by considering the example of a stylised three variable 

system below for FDI (F), GDP (Y) and Exports (X), which when identified 

had the following reduced form structure: 

AFt = Df + «11 (Ft-p +ß 12Yt-k) + Vlt (17) 

DYt = Dy + a22 (Fp + ßfyYt_k + a23Xt_k) + V2t ý1 ö) 
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OXt = D. + vat 

Econometric Methods 

(19) 

If we were to estimate the unrestricted version of this model we might find 

two cointegrating vectors loaded into the equations for both F and Y, 

suggesting that they are both endogenous, whereas X might be found to be 

weakly exogenous. 

Where a variable, e. g. X, is not relevant to the economics, we can drop this 

from the marginalisation and build a model for the variable, e. g. F in which we 

are interested. 

AFt = Df + an (yt-p + ß12Xt-k) + Vit (20) 

AY, = Dy + vet (21) 

In the FDI literature GDP may be a function of FDI and exports so if we 

examined a system we may find a number of cointegrating vectors involving 

GDP, Exports and FDI etc. 

But if we were interested in isolating only a model of FDI we might need to 

isolate GDP or Exports because, while both may cause FDI it is unlikely that 

we have sufficient variables included in our system for FDI to (fully) explain 

GDP or Exports. 

In the work presented in Ch 6, unrestricted estimates suggest that there are at least 

three or four cointegrating vectors present. The task is to isolate and identify a 

unique FDI vector from the several probable linear combinations which may 

include FDI, GDP, Exports etc. 

But the data set, at twenty-five years of annual observations, does not have 

ample degrees of freedom. So the problem of isolating an FDI vector from 
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this system, on purely statistical grounds, without the method proposed in 

Greenslade et al, would be a virtually insurmountable one. 

A. 14 Practical Tests of exogeneity 

In practice, tests on the coefficients in a take two forms. Firstly, there are tests 

of which variables are 'weakly exogenous' to a complete system (e. g. VECM), 

comprising two or more cointegrating vectors. 

A second interpretation of `weak exogeneity' concerns whether a single 

variable is excludable from one particular cointegrating vector - i. e. one 

column of cc - and (for example) not excludable from another. 

This involves testing whether a variable, for example the FDI variable F, 

above, can be isolated (i. e. ay = zero) as not informing the a matrix column 

associated with a hypothesised FDI cointegrating vector. 

In terms of the stylised model above, this may be taken to imply that GDP 

does not enter the short-run ECM determining iFDI - i. e. only the FDI long 

run relationship does enter the short-run ECM. 

This evidence may in turn be taken as implying that GDP plays a causative role 

in determining FDI rather than vice-versa and later be used to formulate tests 

for identification at the long-run level, by imposing restrictions on the 

matrix. 

A. 15 A further method of exogeneity testing 

But, as outlined by Greenslade et al, in many practical economic applications 

problems can arise in formulating the actual ̀ exogeneity tests' on the a matrix 
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as mentioned above. This is especially true with regard to practical applications 
involving limited data sets. 

Earlier applied work (e. g. Harris 1995), in drawing attention to the two types of 

weak exogeneity tests mentioned above, emphasised the difficulties 

surrounding testing for weak exogeneity in a particular cointegrating vector. 
Since this order of testing presumed that the vector represents a long-run 

relationship in the model and not a linear combination (Harris, 1995: p 100), 

individual equation alpha tests (for weak exogeneity) were thought to be 

problematic unless a unique cointegrating vector was already identified. 

However, given the practical problems of identification now outlined in 

Greenslade et al, the above advice may place the researcher in an element of 

procedural circularity. 

The problems arise from the advice given to researchers to be cautious in 

conditioning a VECM on an individual variable x, t, unless it is weakly 

exogenous in the full system. But if, for example in the present empirical 

context, the actual objective of testing is to impose structure on a formerly 

under-researched system, the practicality of this advice could be questioned. 

As Greenslade et al point out, it will frequently be impossible to identify 

unique cointegrating vectors unless assumptions with regard to weak 

exogeneity are tested within a process of model reduction. An advantage of 

starting with the multivariate cointegrating system, is that it should yield an 
information advantage (e. g. to single-equation modelling) - especially if a 

method can be found that allows information from the other Cl's to be loaded 

into the first CI. 

The practical advantage would arise from avoiding the need to use zero 

restrictions on the a=0. These are a problem in practical applications the 
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researcher will not know which column of alpha to impose the zero restriction 

on, since: 

a) because no single CV is yet identified; 

b) because linear combinations of CV's may exist; 

c) there is a problem with the power of standard tests. 

So the reduction of the VECM model within general to specific tradition 

should help to get around the above problem. 

This would involve a ̀ testing down' of exogenous variables in order to achieve 

a more parsimonious representation, prior to imposing identifying restrictions 

- hence helping to solve the problem of which, if any, alpha to test in which 

order. 

But in order to place exclusion tests on individual oc;, some recourse to 

economic logic is required, since as with the Johansen method, tests which are 

solely based on a priori statistical identification may be difficult to implement. 

The method advocated here, amounts to working back from estimates of the 

11 matrix computed in a straightforward VAR and loading all the information 

into a column of alpha by design in order to more accurately test that 

(dependent) variable. 

A. 16 A new Statistical procedure 

The problems mentioned above are both statistical and procedural. The 

practical problem arises in the use of tests across a row, 0x; i = 0, verses tests on 

an individual aj in a specific cointegrating vector. 
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The statistical problem arises because the diagnostic power to a test will be 

reduced, due to the fact that the standard test (mentioned above) is in effect a 

joint test that all the oc; j in a row of the alpha matrix are zero. 

Where tests are used `constructively' - i. e. testing down to see whether a 

particular variable has any explanatory power when loaded into a particular 

cointegrating equation - then the power of the standard test will be reduced as 
it reflects a ̀ parcelling out' of its verdict as a mean across variables. 

There can be no guarantee that the variable of interest may be significant but 

the overall test fails due to the overpowering insignificance of the other three 

variables tested in that row. 

A diagnostic test is needed to harness the explanatory power available from the 

VECM to load relevant information into a particular cointegrating vector - 

without making an exclusion (zero) restriction across all ;. Such a practical 

test (on the a matrix) would combine a minimum of data exclusion, due to a 

desire to save cross equation information, and a maximum of test power 

arising from testing only one variable at a time. 

A. 17 A New Test 

We are only interested in one cointegrating vector. The model calculates the 

best estimates of 11 first and ranks these by explanatory power; the first row of 

n is the most significant. 

The idea is to proceed by working 'backwards' by imposing these estimates of 

II, we imposing the `correct' long run estimate of the most significant 

cointegrating vector - in effect loading all the residual short run adjustment 

effects from pie which are left unexplained by (3 into the a matrix. 
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In practical terms this is done by initially estimating the whole, unrestricted 

system. The unrestricted cointegrating output produced will list (e. g. r=7) 

multiple cointegrating vectors. The model can then be re-estimated in 

(cointegrating) restricted form at the new hypothesised value for r (e. g. r=4) 

but not actually imposing any restrictions. This works because the pie matrix 

estimates obtained will be the best available estimate of II, including the 

cointegrating vectors ß multiplied through by the adjustment matrix (a). 

Then, by working backwards, we impose the estimates obtained from the first 

row of the whole II matrix onto the first row only of the ß matrix. 

The estimates of a so derived will by definition ((Xi = II/n, 0X2 = 0, (X3 =0.. ) 

benefit from a loading of all information available from the variables modelled 

into the adjustment matrix of the first cointegrating vector - i. e. in terms of the 

estimates of a, into the first column of the alpha matrix. 

This enables a t-test to be carried out on the individual variable considered to 

be the dependent variable by simply dividing through the estimated coefficient 

by the computed standard error for that variable (a t-test). 

A. 18 Practical Steps (Software) 

In the PCFIML software (Doornik and Hendry, 1998) this can be done by 

using the option provided to impose restrictions on the cointegrating system, 

re-running the VAR (VECM) in restricted mode and setting, e. g. r=4 based on 

theory, but wi hou imposing any restrictions on either the cc or 0 parameters. 

The output from this exercise will then be an optimal estimate of the II matrix, 

the first row of which should by rank be the most stable c43' matrix in the 

system. 
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The suggested a matrix test method involves taking the estimated coefficients 

and re-running the restricted cointegration option (again at, e. g. r=4) with 

these II matrix coefficients imposed across all the row one 0 matrix 

coefficients (as restrictions). 

What is obtained by doing this is an estimate of the a matrix which, by 

construction of the test, has loaded the maximum amount of explanatory 

power into the first row/column (i. e. row 1 column 1) of the cc matrix - i. e. 

the first cointegrating vector. 

This process now enables a univariate (t-test) test of the amount of explanatory 

power brought to bear within the designated cointegrating vector by all the 

variables included in the model on the variable of interest (the dependent 

variable in question). 

A. 19 Summary 

Two methodological themes have emerged, involving the order of imposing 

identification tests on a system when multiple cointegrating vectors are present 

and the difficulty of checking for system integrity, in terms of explanatory 

power, for a particular hypothesised cointegrating relationship. 

Both these practical advances will be essential in trying to isolate a bilateral 

FDI equation from a complex macro system which may include investment, 

GDP and trade relationships. 
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Model 1 

module("PCFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 

{ 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Y= LJUK, LGDPUK, CP1, UC1, RLR1, LGDPJ, ULC1, REP1, LXJUK, LXUKJ; 
Z= LJUK_1, LGDPUK_1, CP1_1, UC1_1, RLR1_1, LGDPJ_1, ULC1_1, REP1_1, 

LXJUK_1, LXUKJ_1; 
U= Constant; 

} 

estsystem("COINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

loglik = 754.12206 logt\Omegal = -60.3298 I\Omegal = 6.29675e-027 T= 25 
1og1Y'Y/Tl = -38.1655 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.660647 

F-test on all regressors'except unrestricted,. F(100,47) = 10.057 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10,5) 

LJUK_1 1.74405 [0.2802] LGDPUK_1 1.94042 [0.2405] 
CP1_1 9.85797 [0.0104] * UC1_1 3.26401 [0.1019] 

RLR1_1 0.978620 [0.5456] LGDPJ_1 1.64909 [0.3025] 
ULC1_1 0.529963 (0.8163] REP1_1 2.74024 [0.1387] 

LXJUK_1 3.08879 [0.1125] LXUKJ_1 1.87581 [0.2527] 

correlation of actual and fitted 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
0.96786 0.99551 0.99830 0.85282 0.89243 0.99909 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
0.87308 0.98364 0.98046 0.99244 

Cointegration analysis 1971 to 1995 

Ho: rank=p -Tlog(1-\mu) using T-nm 95% -T\Sum log(. ) using T-nm 95% 

p == 0 99.47** 59.68 
p <= 1 83.57** 50.14 
p <= 2 62.38** 37.43 
p <= 3 48.46* 29.08 
p <= 4 37.86 22.72 
p <= 5 28.39 17.03 
p <= 6 17.26 10.35 
p <- 7 14.26 8.558 
p <= 8 4.377 2.626 
p <= 9 1.848 1.109 

standardized \1eta, eigenve ctors 

LJUK LGDPUK CP 
1.0000 -265.62 37.42 

-0.48104 1.0000 5.410 
-0.046256 -3.2402 1.000 

1.2616 -123.01 -45.66 
1.0371 -24.329 31.48 

0.037627 0.93981 0.7688 
0.21675 -25.218 1.593 

-0.84413 25.117 4.942 
-0.070722 -4.0461 -5.803 

0.14069 -20.247 -1.314 

62.8 397.9** 238.7* 233.1 
57.1 298.4** 179 192.9 
51.4 214.8** 128.9 156.0 
45.3 152.5** 91.47 124.2 
39.4 104** 62.4 94.2 
33.5 66.13 39.68 68.5 
27.1 37.74 22.65 47.2 
21.0 20.49 12.29 29.7 
14.1 6.225 3.735 15.4 

3.8 1.848 1.109 3.8 

1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
9 3.4782 817.84 262.58 
7 0.14716 -2.8384 10.602 
0 -0.0084456 -4.0633 2.8092 
7 1.0000 52.830 3.9783 
7 0.19499 1.0000 42.800 
5 0.0019930 0.54415 1.0000 
2 -0.081390 5.4870 10.668 
2 -0.065664 -19.472 5.3470 
8 0.011500 -2.9947 -6.0846 
6 0.028939 2.9522 6.3189 
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ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 

-30.171 24.651 -129.35 42.817 
-0.093349 0.50526 -1.3827 0.44635 

-0.23523 0.68489 -1.5354 1.0225 
20.507 -15.068 -8.2745 10.160 

-7.1920 0.87636 -1.1912 -2.0529 
-0.16614 -0.10965 -0.12604 -0.30412 

1.0000 -2.7250 3.7627 0.58486 
-4.6961 1.0000 -2.1309 -3.5749 
0.22715 0.60598 1.0000 0.30447 

3.1655 0.59272 -0.72388 1.0000 

standardized \alpha coefficients 

LJUK 0.0093168 0.58351 -1.7816 0.014281 -0.27772 -0.22403 
LGDPUK -0.00021311 -0.0036984 -0.034034 0.0010287 -0.0075702 0.17243 
CP1 -0.00025745 0.012034 -0.0063532 0.0026869 0.0058610 0.22708 
UC1 -0.011733 -6.1349 3.4277 -0.053010 -0.85520 1.6275 
RLR1 -0.0010957 0.00020934 0.062908 -0.0015237 0.0013794 -0.25706 
LGDPJ -1.1963e-005 -0.020910 -0.028526 0.00054231 -0.0026348 -0.080338 
ULC1 0.00061617 -0.032396 -0.031927 0.0058216 0.043724 1.3855 
REP1 -0.0017365 -0.017654 -0.53965 0.0077894 0.014151 -0.30785 
LXJUK -0.00071956 -0.076117 -0.0095172 0.011419 -0.015485 0.71290 
LXUKJ -0.0021997 -0.039919 -0.22386 0.00052038 -0.049315 1.5293 

LJUK -0.15720 0.20973 0.57513 -0.22858 
LGDPUK 0.0042382 0.0049577 0.0079223 0.0057118 
CP1 0.012437 -0.0057482 0.0084458 -0.0054277 
UC1 1.7049 0.52954 0.63328 -0.48153 
RLR1 -0.0079322 0.0063678 -0.012288 0.0022683 
LGDPJ -0.011836 0.00092745 0.0070913 0.0034542 
ULC1 0.025648 0.018373 0.053985 0.013696 
REP1 0.0076530 0.010079 -0.011338 -0.041372 
LXJUK -0.045701 0.019740 -0.037989 -0.021699 
LXUKJ -0.026491 0.0033459 -0.0042066 -0.014928 

long-run matrix Po=\alpha *\beta', rank 10 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
LJUK -0.75136 20.204 -10.096 0.092024 6.2140 -13.926 
LGDPUK 5.1616e-005 0.25280 -0.23703 -0.0015159 0.034955 -0.27865 
CP1 0.018448 -0.54100 0.23509 0.0045167 0.19134 0.54703 
UC1 1.6982 -7.7741 -51.171 -1.3693 -13.156 -79.555 
RLR1 -0.020177 0.36348 0.025575 -0.0059269 -1.4954 -0.27434 
LGDPJ 0.0029311 0.21972 -0.37158 -0.0019255 0.053738 -0.63855 
ULC1 0.11066 -1.2515 1.7923 0.012477 1.4925 3.1386 
REP1 0.032771 1.5441 -0.66480 0.0032427 0.83836 -1.8872 
LXJUK 0.034571 2.0292 -0.63548 -0.0024450 0.056484 -1.2151 
LXUKJ 0.024042 4.9141 -0.90456 -0.016227 -0.20774 -2.5425 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
LJUK 0.67595 -0.27860 0.66657 -1.2743 
LGDPUK 0.062511 -0.069879 0.072875 -0.079145 
CP1 0.0075258 -0.10261 0.040001 -0.040975 
UC1 2.7513 -5.1884 12.258 -0.19816 
RLR1 -0.013663 0.090415 0.030877 0.048491 
LGDPJ 0.048796 0.0074547 0.041117 -0.0082877 
ULC1 -0.43834 -0.23505 -0.15934 -0.49325 
REP1 0.11687 -0.53471 1.0610 -0.56671 
LXJUK 0.042423 -0.21812 -0.18927 -0.27408 
LXUKJ 0.14361 -0.38232 0.44490 -0.74315 
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Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 

Variables entered unrestricted: 
Constant 

eigenvalue loglik for rank 
555.187 0 

0.981294 604.924 1 
0.964657 646.707 2 
0.917516 677.897 3 
0.856058 702.126 4 
0.780063 721.056 5 
0.678753 735.250 6 
0.498529 743.878 7 
0.434758 751.009 8 

0.16061 753.198 9 
0.0712685 754.122 10 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Ho: rank=p -Tlog(1-\mu) using T-nm 95% -T\Sum log(. ) using T-nm 95% 

p == 0 99.47** 59.68 62.8 397.9** 238.7* 233.1 
p <= 1 83.57** 50.14 57.1 298.4** 179 192.9 
p <= 2 62.38** 37.43 51.4 214.8** 128.9 156.0 
p <= 3 48.46* 29.08 45.3 152.5** 91.47 124.2 
p <= 4 37.86 22.72 39.4 104** 62.4 94.2 
p <- 5 28.39 17.03 33.5 66.13 39.68 68.5 
p <= 6 17.26 10.35 27.1 37.74 22.65 47.2 
p <= 7 14.26 8.558 21.0 20.49 12.29 29.7 
p <. 8 4.377 2.626 14.1 6.225 3.735 15.4 
p <= 9 1.848 1.109 3.8 1.848 1.109 3.8 

standardized \beta, eigenvectors 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
1.0000 -265.62 37.429 3.4782 817.84 262.58 

-0.48104 1.0000 5.4107 0.14716 -2.8384 10.602 
-0.046256 -3.2402 1.0000 -0.0084456 -4.0633 2.8092 

1.2616 -123.01 -45.667 1.0000 52.830 3.9783 
1.0371 -24.329 31.487 0.19499 1.0000 42.800 

0.037627 0.93981 0.76885 0.0019930 0.54415 1.0000 
0.21675 -25.218 1.5932 -0.081390 5.4870 10.668 

-0.84413 25.117 4.9422 -0.065664 -19.472 5.3470 
-0.070722 -4.0461 -5.8038 0.011500 -2.9947 -6.0846 

0.14069 -20.247 -1.3146 0.028939 2.9522 6.3189 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 

-30.171 24.651 -129.35 42.817 

-0.093349 0.50526 -1.3827 0.44635 

-0.23523 0.68489 -1.5354 1.0225 
20.507 -15.068 -8.2745 10.160 

-7.1920 0.87636 -1.1912 -2.0529 
-0.16614 -0.10965 -0.12604 -0.30412 

1.0000 -2.7250 3.7627 0.58486 
-4.6961 1.0000 -2.1309 -3.5749 
0.22715 0.60598 1.0000 0.30447 

3.1655 0.59272 -0.72388 1.0000 

standardized \alpha coefficients 

LJUK 0.0093168 0.58351 -1.7816 0.014281 -0.27772 -0.22403 
LGDPUK -0.00021311 -0.0036984 -0.034034 0.0010287 -0.0075702 0.17243 
CP1 -0.00025745 0.012034 -0.0063532 0.0026869 0.0058610 0.22708 
UC1 -0.011733 -6.1349 3.4277 -0.053010 -0.85520 1.6275 
RLR1 -0.0010957 0.00020934 0.062908 -0.0015237 0.0013794 -0.25706 
LGDPJ -1.1963e-005 -0.020910 -0.028526 0.00054231 -0.0026348 -0.080338 
ULC1 0.00061617 -0.032396 -0.031927 0.0058216 0.043724 1.3855 
REP1 -0.0017365 -0.017654 -0.53965 0.0077894 0.014151 -0.30785 
LXJUK -0.00071956 -0.076117 -0.0095172 0.011419 -0.015485 0.71290 
LXUKJ -0.0021997 -0.039919 -0.22386 0.00052038 -0.049315 1.5293 
LJUK -0.15720 0.20973 0.57513 -0.22858 
LGDPUK 0.0042382 0.0049577 0.0079223 0.0057118 
CP1 0.012437 -0.0057482 0.0084458 -0.0054277 
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UC1 1.7049 0.52954 0.63328 -0.48153 
RLR1 -0.0079322 0.0063678 -0.012288 0.0022683 
LGDPJ -0.011836 0.00092745 0.0070913 0.0034542 
ULC1 0.025648 0.018373 0.053985 0.013696 
REP1 0.0076530 0.010079 -0.011338 -0.041372 
LXJUK -0.045701 0.019740 -0.037989 -0.021699 
LXUKJ -0.026491 0.0033459 -0.0042066 -0.014928 

long-run matrix Po=\a1Dha *\betal, rank 10 
LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 

LJUK -0.75136 20.204 -10.096 0.092024 6.2140 -13.926 
LGDPUK 5.1616e-005 0.25280 -0.23703 -0.0015159 0.034955 -0.27865 
CP1 0.018448 -0.54100 0.23509 0.0045167 0.19134 0.54703 
UC1 1.6982 -7.7741 -51.171 -1.3693 -13.156 -79.555 
RLR1 -0.020177 0.36348 0.025575 -0.0059269 -1.4954 -0.27434 
LGDPJ 0.0029311 0.21972 -0.37158 -0.0019255 0.053738 -0.63855 
ULC1 0.11066 -1.2515 1.7923 0.012477 1.4925 3.1386 
REP1 0.032771 1.5441 -0.66480 0.0032427 0.83836 -1.8872 
LXJUK 0.034571 2.0292 -0.63548 -0.0024450 0.056484 -1.2151 
LXUKJ 0.024042 4.9141 -0.90456 -0.016227 -0.20774 -2.5425 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
LJUK 0.67595 -0.27860 0.66657 -1.2743 
LGDPUK 0.062511 -0.069879 0.072875 -0.079145 
CP1 0.0075258 -0.10261 0.040001 -0.040975 
UC1 2.7513 -5.1884 12.258 -0.19816 
RLR1 -0.013663 0.090415 0.030877 0.048491 
LGDPJ 0.048796 0.0074547 0.041117 -0.0082877 
ULC1 -0.43834 -0.23505 -0.15934 -0.49325 
REP1 0.11687 -0.53471 1.0610 -0.56671 
LXJUK 0.042423 -0.21812 -0.18927 -0.27408 
LXUKJ 0.14361 -0.38232 0.44490 -0.74315 

Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 
Variables entered unrestr icted: 

Constant 

Model 1: R=4 

Batch loaded from C: \Program Files\GiveWin\bin\M1R. f1 

module("PcFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 

{ 
Y= LJUK, LGDPUK, CP1, UC1, RLR1, LGDPJ, ULC1, REP1, LXJUK, LXUKJ; 
Z= LJUK_1, LGDPUK_1, CP1_1, UC1_1, RLR1_1, LGDPJ_1, ULC1_1, REP1_1, 

LXJUK_1, LXUKJ_1; 
U= Constant; 

} 
testcoint 
{ 
4 
&40=-0.17; &42=1; &47=-1; &49=-1; 
&50=-0.065; &55=-1.45; &56=0; &57=&59; 
&60=0; &61=-0.3; &63=0; &65=0.26; 
&70=0; &73=0; &75=-0.014; &79=-1*&78; 
} 
estsystem("RCOINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
LJUK 1.0000 
LGDPUK 0.42852 1.0000 
CP1 0.033360 0.070687 1.0000 
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UC1 0.38189 0.42092 0.21101 1.0000 
RLR1 -0.21874 -0.27042 -0.81196 -0.17781 1.0000 
LGDPJ 0.42960 0.25250 -0.42202 -0.34920 0.12599 1.0000 
ULC1 0.23077 0.58820 0.50612 0.21126 -0.46814 -0.0095810 REP1 0.32041 -0.19155 0.28071 0.15250 -0.063242 -0.16980 LXJUK 0.18823 0.065746 -0.10734 -0.11638 0.20306 0.14433 
LXUKJ 0.33721 0.38754 0.070425 0.096914 -0.26142 0.096639 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
ULC1 1.0000 
REP1 -0.039001 1.0000 
LXJUK -0.033323 0.42111 1.0000 
LXUKJ 0.073754 0.10325 0.59314 1.0000 

standard deviations of URF residuals 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
0.84376 0.019176 0.025259 2.4748 0.024186 0.015767 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
0.10511 0.088958 0.095229 0.092990 

loglik = 754.12206 logt\Omegal = -60.3298 I\Omeg al = 6.29675e-027 T= 25 
logIY'Y/Tl = -38.1655 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.660647 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(10 0,47) = 10.057 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10, 5) 
LJUK_1 1.74405 [0.2802] LGDPUItl 1.94042 [0.2405] 

CP1_1 9.85797 [0.0104] * UC1_1 3.26401 [0.1019] 
RLR1_1 0.978620 [0.5456] LGDPJ_1 1.64909 (0.3025] 
ULC1_1 0.529963 [0.8163] REP1_1 2.74024 [0.1387] 

LXJUK_1 3.08879 [0.1125] LXUKJ_1 1.87581 [0.2527] 

correlation of actual and fitted 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
0.96786 0.99551 0.99830 0.85282 0.89243 0.99909 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
0.87308 0.98364 0.98046 0.99244 

Analysis of restrictions on \alpha and \beta: 

- linear restrictions 
- \alpha x \beta restrictions are variation free 
- \alpha is unrestricted 
- \beta has only within-equation restrictions 
- no binding restrictions imposed: the model is exactly identified 
- \beta equality restrictions rewritten 

General cointegration test 1971 to 1995 

\beta' 
LJUK LGDPUK 

-0.17000 1.3326 

-0.065000 0.65432 
0.00000 -0.30000 
0.00000 0.059436 

ULC1 REP1 
0.40466 -1.0000 
0.00000 0.82913 

-0.042366 0.062384 
-0.0056021 -0.0010354 

CPI 
1.0000 

0.91281 
0.074836 

0.0074267 

LXJUK 
0.37248 

0.091238 

-0.15862 
0.011634 

UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
0.16971 17.493 4.4156 

-0.11179 -24.261 -1.4500 
0.00000 0.19924 0.26000 
0.00000 0.068391 -0.014000 

LXUKJ 

-1.0000 
0.82913 

0.081427 
-0.011634 
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Standard errors of beta' 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
0.00000 1.0879 0.00000 0.0099937 1.0892 0.46653 
0.00000 1.0398 0.27759 0.0099769 1.0509 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.0093288 0.00000 0.035330 0.00000 
0.00000 0.012784 0.0046593 0.00000 0.0084395 0.00000 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
0.14681 0.00000 0.28383 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.27237 0.084945 

0.0084075 0.0054496 0.010238 0.0052686 
0.0027790 0.0016002 0.0019134 0.00000 

\alpha 

LJUK 0.95569 0.13048 -0.87561 8.4706 
LGDPUK -0.016452 -0.025250 -0.70228 -2.2815 
CP1 0.016620 -0.0071169 -0.47040 -6.5303 
UC1 -12.321 -9.5299 -76.972 -135.31 
RLR1 0.0098098 0.067092 -0.050456 3.4113 
LGDPJ -0.049906 -0.054870 -0.71832 -1.7684 
ULC1 -0.085625 -0.16100 -1.2801 -16.376 
REP1 -0.14660 -0.25574 -7.7932 -12.472 
LXJUK -0.19363 -0.27423 -3.7676 -32.836 
LXUKJ -0.12832 -0.095381 -4.5439 1.2776 

Standard errors of alpha 
LJUK 0.77797 0.81969 11.858 72.209 
LGDPUK 0.019982 0.021053 0.30457 1.8546 
CPI 0.024795 0.026125 0.37794 2.3014 
UC1 2.5019 2.6360 38.134 232.22 
RLR1 0.022978 0.024210 0.35024 2.1328 
LGDPJ 0.015035 0.015841 0.22916 1.3955 
ULC1 0.11829 0.12463 1.8031 10.980 
REP1 0.069909 0.073658 1.0656 6.4887 
LXJUK 0.087893 0.092606 1.3397 8.1580 
LXUKJ 0.11797 0.12430 1.7981 10.950 

Restricted long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 4 

LJUK LGDPUK CP1 UC1 RLR1 LGDPJ 
LJUK -0.17095 2.1250 1.0722 0.14760 13.957 3.6846 
LGDPUK 0.0044381 0.036636 -0.10900 3.0676e-005 0.028844 -0.18669 
CP1 -0.0023628 -0.22952 -0.073578 0.0036161 -0.076949 0.052827 
UC1 2.7140 -7.6040 -27.785 -1.0256 -8.9115 -58.704 
RLR1 -0.0060287 0.27486 0.092611 -0.0058354 -1.2329 -0.11484 
LGDPJ 0.012051 0.0079859 -0.16688 -0.0023356 0.19413 -0.30281 
ULC1 0.025021 -0.80875 -0.45001 0.0034670 1.0332 -0.24819 
REP1 0.041545 1.2340 -1.0559 0.0037092 1.2342 -2.1281 
LXJUK 0.050742 -1.2588 -0.96977 -0.0022048 0.26949 -0.97724 
LXUKJ 0.028014 1.2057 -0.54595 -0.011115 -0.74864 -1.6276 

ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
LJUK 0.37637 -0.91091 0.60532 -1.0174 
LGDPUK 0.035877 -0.045933 0.076421 -0.035125 
CP1 0.063238 -0.045104 0.0041821 0.015151 
UC1 -0.96666 -0.24253 5.1764 -0.27420 
RLR1 -0.013003 0.039139 0.057466 0.0020227 
LGDPJ 0.020144 -0.038569 0.069771 -0.033505 
ULC1 0.11132 -0.11077 -0.034057 0.038422 
REP1 0.34072 -0.53870 1.0131 -0.55491 
LXJUK 0.26522 -0.23478 0.11845 0.041499 
LXUKJ 0.13342 -0.23555 0.67913 -0.33562 
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Reduced form \beta- 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

RLR1 LGDPJ ULC1 REP1 LXJUK LXUKJ 
LJUK -119.73 -2.8635 7.2263 -2.8544 7.1427 1.0812 
LGDPUK -0.54501 0.44618 0.015669 0.081006 -0.30687 0.22100 
CP1 -4.8471 -1.6856 0.62893 -0.50887 0.88939 -0.20213 
UC1 -190.17 -22.458 1.0254 5.3956 2.1291 6.4313 

Standard errors of long-run matrix 

LJUK 0.18182 4.5720 2.4650 0.063031 6.1436 4.8040 
LGDPUK 0.0046700 0.11743 0.063311 0.0016189 0.15779 0.12339 
CP1 0.0057950 0.14572 0.078562 0.0020089 0.19580 0.15311 
UC1 0.58472 14.703 7.9270 0.20270 19.757 15.449 
RLR1 0.0053703 0.13504 0.072805 0.0018617 0.18146 0.14189 
LGDPJ 0.0035138 0.088356 0.047636 0.0012181 0.11873 0.092838 
ULC1 0.027647 0.69519 0.37480 0.0095839 0.93414 0.73045 
REP1 0.016339 0.41085 0.22150 0.0056640 0.55206 0.43169 
LXJUK 0.020542 0.51654 0.27848 0.0071210 0.69408 0.54274 
LXUKJ 0.027571 0.69329 0.37378 0.0095578 0.93159 0.72846 
LJUK 0.60131 0.75517 1.6326 0.98126 
LGDPUK 0.015444 0.019396 0.041931 0.025203 
CP1 0.019165 0.024068 0.052032 0.031274 
UC1 1.9337 2.4285 5.2502 3.1556 
RLR1 0.017760 0.022305 0.048220 0.028983 
LGDPJ 0.011621 0.014594 0.031550 0.018963 
ULC1 0.091430 0.11482 0.24824 0.14920 
REP1 0.054034 0.067860 0.14670 0.088177 
LXJUK 0.067934 0.085317 0.18444 0.11086 
LXUKJ 0.091181 0.11451 0.24756 0.14880 

Moving average impact matrix 

LJUK 10.782 -0.54820 2.3951 1.1008 -0.014713 -0.58264 
LGDPUK 0.097884 0.00014898 0.16208 0.071648 -0.013977 -0.10197 
CP1 -0.045044 0.11672 -0.32865 0.22131 0.029515 0.15876 
UC1 5.7731 -10.678 35.353 22.356 0.73336 -15.753 
RLR1 -0.044961 -0.017873 0.048588 -0.10866 0.010520 -0.014619 
LGDPJ 0.44042 0.057234 -0.27560 -0.54609 -0.015928 0.16185 
ULC1 0.98855 -0.090216 0.61498 -0.65041 0.070090 -0.23031 
REP1 1.3735 -1.3246 3.7605 -0.66179 0.20412 -1.4340 
LXJUK 0.53899 -0.69568 1.5880 -1.4145 0.15817 -0.46197 
LXUKJ -0.38224 -0.63301 2.1927 -0.51675 0.13470 -0.92372 
LJUK 0.44906 -1.8853 -0.062267 -0.76779 
LGDPUK -0.055599 -0.53248 -0.39183 -0.17291 
CP1 0.31814 0.78750 0.45414 0.59981 
UC1 2.7669 -21.674 -2.9925 -11.114 
RLR1 0.087538 0.13094 0.11569 0.081022 
LGDPJ -0.13969 0.095239 0.048691 -0.064458 
ULC1 1.1493 0.70136 0.29334 0.29838 
REP1 1.5867 0.67953 1.7789 -0.48677 
LXJUK 0.83349 1.5876 2.2361 0.63882 
LXUKJ 0.74061 -0.37316 0.84608 0.59188 

loglik = 702.12596 -1og l\0megal = 56.170077 unrestr. loglik = 702.12596 
Zero degrees of freedom in LR-test, no binding restrictions imposed. 
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Model 2 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

module("PCFiml"); 
usedata("FDIa. in7'); 
system 

{ 
Y= LJUS, LGDPUS, CP2, UC2, RLR2, LGDPJ, ULC2, REP2, LXJUS, LXUSJ; 
Z- LJUS_1, LGDPUS_1, CP2_1, UC2_1, RLR2_1, LGDPJ_1, ULC2_1, REP2_1, 

LXJUS_i, LXUSJ_1; 
U- Constant; 

} 

estsystem("COINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

---- PcFiml 9.00 session started at 19: 23: 20 on Monday 14 August 2000 ---- 

correlation of URF residuals 
LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 

LJUS 1.0000 
LGDPUS 0.41420 1.0000 
CP2 -0.29047 -0.14711 1.0000 
UC2 -0.14821 0.29450 0.16324 1.0000 
RLR2 -0.12889 -0.35476 0.14151 -0.48575 1.0000 
LGDPJ 0.37895 0.61046 -0.66520 0.13490 -0.21811 
ULC2 0.41479 0.040271 0.14264 -0.033364 0.33194 
REP2 0.48192 0.53218 0.042713 0.037176 -0.55588 
LXJUS 0.22933 0.61880 -0.078597 0.43139 -0.60699 
LXUSJ 0.040803 0.26113 -0.17666 0.15389 -0.64622 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
ULC2 1.0000 
REP2 -0.15429 1.0000 
LXJUS 0.18191 0.42906 1.0000 
LXUSJ -0.31504 0.68001 0.24719 1.0000 

standard deviations of URF residuals 

LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 
0.19833 0.019227 0.021495 7.2345 0.041686 0.018796 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
0.097118 0.14311 0.15321 0.17737 

loglik = 741. 61748 logt\Omegal _ -59. 3294 I\Omeg al = 1.71226e-026 T= 25 
log1Y'Y/Ti = -36.4105 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.607017 

LGDPJ 

1.0000 
-0.22925 

0.14610 
0.23903 

-0.023477 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(100,47) = 11.227 10.00001 ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10,5) 

LJUS_1 1.89669 (0.2487] LGDPUS_1 2.04614 (0.2222] 
CP2 1 43.2912 (0.0003] ** UC2_1 1.21768 [0.4383] 

RLR2_1 8.61449 [0.0141] * LGDPJ_1 10.7651 [0.00861 ** 
ULC2_1 0.735296 [0.6832] REP2_1 7.20229 [0.02091 

LXJUS_1 3.05317 (0.1149] LxUSJ_1 3.39233 [0.09491 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 

0.99683 0.99668 0.99413 0.76228 0.99415 0.99871 
ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 

0.94999 0.96091 0.98936 0.97649 
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Cointegration analysis 1971 to 1995 

eigenvalue loglik for rank 
529.884 0 

0.995105 596.379 1 
0.968027 639.415 2 
0.866869 664.620 3 
0.828778 686.680 4 

0.7995 706.767 5 
0.650495 719.907 6 
0.540575 729.629 7 

0.4362 736.792 8 
0.257742 740.518 9 

0.0841896 741.617 10 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Ho: rank=p -Tlog(1-\mu) using T-nm 95% -T\Sum log(. ) using T-nm 95% 

p == 0 133** 79.79** 62.8 423.5** 254.1** 233.1 
p <= 1 86.07** 51.64 57.1 290.5** 174.3 192.9 
p <= 2 50.41 30.25 51.4 204.4** 122.6 156.0 
p <= 3 44.12 26.47 45.3 154** 92.4 124.2 
p <= 4 40.17* 24.1 39.4 109.9** 65.93 94.2 
p <= 5 26.28 15.77 33.5 69.7* 41.82 68.5 
p <= 6 19.44 11.67 27.1 43.42 26.05 47.2 
p <= 7 14.33 8.596 21.0 23.98 14.39 29.7 
p <= 8 7.451 4.471 14.1 9.65 5.79 15.4 
p <= 9 2.199 1.319 3.8 2.199 1.319 3.8 

standardized \beta, eigenve ctors 

LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 
1.0000 -0.26064 1.7725 -0.0083398 -0.55744 -3.5722 

-0.20206 1.0000 -1.8224 -0.0094878 -1.5273 -2.4851 
-5.5660 -42.782 1.0000 0.012530 6.3007 57.756 
-76.688 -714.18 -74.819 1.0000 -47.637 755.31 
0.37275 7.2946 0.64424 0.017911 1.0000 -6.9312 

-0.16352 -0.58262 -0.23723 -0.0036902 0.41678 1.0000 
-0.19991 -4.7944 -2.1093 0.0021342 0.26192 1.7982 

0.53871 12.626 -2.9646 0.016554 -1.7571 -14.634 
-6.7464 364.93 -27.742 -0.14515 105.08 -57.063 

-0.76327 13.853 0.041467 -0.015275 3.8700 -1.1040 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 

-0.27714 -2.9986 0.32536 0.42589 
0.51472 -0.14272 0.12995 0.31946 

4.0100 8.4148 0.53551 0.46485 
105.30 127.74 74.697 -125.52 

-0.27099 -1.7595 0.32400 1.0137 
0.14781 0.043204 0.26057 -0.012160 

1.0000 -0.25391 0.26745 0.43626 
4.0598 1.0000 -0.51110 -0.64331 

-85.573 6.8778 1.0000 22.964 
-0.66311 -2.0448 0.78766 1.0000 
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standardized \alpha coefficients 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LJUS -0.50287 0.40430 -0.0031477 0.0065524 0.58262 2.4322 
LGDPUS 0.0020193 -0.018402 -0.0069028 0.00040229 -0.034097 0.040440 
CP2 -0.033821 -0.12953 -0.0058143 -0.00036412 -0.043194 -0.14277 
UC2 7.1360 17.711 -4.1711 -0.30172 -28.071 66.184 
RLR2 -0.026997 0.24569 -0.011566 0.0012986 -0.0050363 -0.38534 
LGDPJ -0.021580 0.0047353 -0.0050258 0.00015753 0.018383 0.16533 
ULC2 -0.055846 -0.37250 -0.029976 0.0022665 -0.031160 -0.25952 
REP2 -0.060001 -0.027867 -0.087470 0.0014541 0.29593 0.58465 
LXJUS -0.22471 0.17003 0.00056411 -0.0030383 -0.047515 -0.70293 
LXUSJ -0.12904 -0.20919 -0.054187 0.0011325 -0.099881 0.90658 

LJUS -0.32500 -0.080549 -0.00033835 -0.0023748 
LGDPUS -0.037145 -0.0063774 -0.00027642 -0.0045489 
CP2 0.071766 -0.0066996-5.3362e-005 0.0059173 
UC2 -11.112 -1.2211 -0.015285 -0.26064 
RLR2 0.13614 0.00014218 0.00062757 -0.00070721 
LGDPJ -0.020310 -0.00030874-8.4806e-005 -0.0084735 
ULC2 -0.22601 -0.042458 0.0014038 0.012112 
REP2 -0.20805 -0.021022 -0.0028709 0.016488 
LXJUS -0.69197 -0.057464 -0.0014807 -0.013363 
LXUSJ -0.54560 0.056697 -0.0028655 0.031241 

long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 10 

LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 
LJUS -1.2244 -0.79183 -1.3896 0.0063887 0.93886 4.5692 
LGDPUS 0.0033131 -0.34951 0.073288 -0.00036161 -0.098093 0.26778 
CP2 0.037771 -0.20999 0.073799 0.00078687 0.14256 0.21210 
UC2 30.491 195.12 -7.5400 -1.3663 -46.802 -278.50 
RLR2 -0.081550 -0.42379 -0.82116 0.00059219 -0.56194 -0.34404 
LGDPJ -0.015893 0.095784 -0.045316 4.2044e-005 0.0064342 -0.085860 
ULC2 0.046866 0.45728 0.98594 0.0047165 0.37368 1.1837 
REP2 0.37273 4.4224 0.38160 0.0036385 -0.26020 -5.0574 
LXJUS 0.19559 4.3040 1.3263 -0.0030365 -0.61420 -2.5599 
LXUSJ 0.077606 2.7958 0.79768 -0.0019071 -0.14870 -1.3763 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
LJUS 0.60496 1.3452 1.1513 -0.44799 
LGDPUS -0.016499 0.062068 0.013575 -0.11678 
CP2 -0.083144 0.056911 -0.082120 -0.014524 
UC2 -38.558 -43.286 -14.565 10.694 
RLR2 0.25220 0.077988 0.048320 -0.028800 
LGDPJ 0.015621 0.038256 0.039672 -0.032245 
ULC2 -0.61424 0.30133 -0.018847 -0.49658 
REP2 -0.24779 -0.88351 0.25207 -0.091423 
LXJUS -1.0486 0.45481 -0.64393 -0.011654 
LXUSJ -0.099806 0.43205 0.037122 -0.71046 

Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 
Variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 
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Model 2: R=4 

module("PcFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 
{ 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Y= LJUS, LGDPUS, CP2, UC2, RLR2, LGDPJ, ULC2, REP2, LXJUS, LXUSJ; 
Z= LJUS_1, LGDPUS_1, CP2_1, UC2_1, RLR2_1, LGDPJ_1, ULC2_1, REP2_1, 

LXJUS_1, LXUSJ_l; 
U= Constant; 

} 
testcoint 
{ 
4 
&40=-1; &43=0; &46=1; &49=-1; 
&50=-0.1; &52=-1; &53=0; &57=-1*&58; 
&60=0.15; &61=1; &63=0; &68=&69; 
&70=0.16; &75=-1*&71; &73=-0.001; &76=&77; 
} 
estsystem("RCOINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0 , 0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 

LJUS 1.0000 
LGDPUS 0.41420 1.0000 
CP2 -0.29047 -0.14711 1.0000 
UC2 -0.14821 0.29450 0.16324 1.0000 
RLR2 -0.12889 -0.35476 0.14151 -0.48575 1.0000 
LGDPJ 0.37895 0.61046 -0.66520 0.13490 -0.21811 1.0000 
ULC2 0.41479 0.040271 0.14264 -0.033364 0.33194 -0.22925 
REP2 0.48192 0.53218 0.042713 0.037176 -0.55588 0.14610 
LXJUS 0.22933 0.61880 -0.078597 0.43139 -0.60699 0.23903 
LXUSJ 0.040803 0.26113 -0.17666 0.15389 -0.64622 -0.023477 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
ULC2 1.0000 
REP2 -0.15429 1.0000 
LXJUS 0.18191 0.42906 1.0000 
LXUSJ -0.31504 0.68001 0.24719 1.0000 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 

0.19833 0.019227 0.021495 7.2345 0.041686 0.018796 
ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 

0.097118 0.14311 0.15321 0.17737 

loglik - 741.61748 logy\Omegal = -59.3 294 \Omegal = 1.71226e-026 T= 25 
logjY'Y/Tj _ -36.4105 
RA2(LR) -1 R^2(LM) = 0.607017 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(100,47) = 11.227 (0.0000) ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10,5) 

LJUS_1 1.89669 [0.2487] LGDPUS_1 2.04614 [0.2222] 
CP2_1 43.2912 (0.0003) ** UC2_1 1.21768 (0.4383) 

RLR2_1 8.61449 [0.0141] * LGDPJ_1 10.7651 (0.0086] ** 
ULC2_1 0.735296 (0.6832] REP2_1 7.20229 [0.0209] 

LXJUS_1 3.05317 [0.1149] LXUSJ_1 3.39233 [0.0949] 

correlation of actual and fitted 

LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 
0.99683 0.99668 0.99413 0.76228 0.99415 0.99871 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
0.94999 0.96091 0.98936 0.97649 
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Analysis of restrictions on \alpha and \beta: 
- linear restrictions 
- \alpha x \beta restrictions are variation free 
- \alpha is unrestricted 
- \beta has only within-equation restrictions 
- no binding restrictions imposed: the model is 
- \beta equality restrictions rewritten 

General cointegration test 1971 to 1995 

\beta, 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

exactly identified 

LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 

-1.0000 7.3444 -6.3026 0.00000 -3.4595 -7.3822 
-0.10000 -14.639 -1.0000 0.00000 -4.3082 6.4756 

0.15000 1.0000 0.063354 0.00000 -0.091689 -1.3252 
0.16000 1.2514 0.25876 -0.0010000 0.17636 -1.2514 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
1.0000 3.0195 0.090532 -1.0000 
2.5192 -2.5743 2.5743 -2.1682 

-0.12127 -0.21903 -0.017818 -0.017818 
-0.22730 -0.22730 -0.13699 0.18526 

Standard errors of beta' 
LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 

0.00000 1.0370 0.33360 0.00000 0.38298 0.81135 
0.00000 1.9468 0.00000 0.00000 0.82492 1.7076 
0.00000 0.00000 0.033901 0.00000 0.032405 0.045351 
0.00000 0.11087 0.020476 0.00000 0.051223 0.00000 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
0.00000 0.20051 0.14345 0.00000 
0.27657 0.00000 0.25706 0.24824 

0.013930 0.019233 0.00000 0.0090954 
0.00000 0.014827 0.015026 0.016230 

\alpha 
LJUS 0.096069 -0.21787 0.69391 -6.8709 
LGDPUS -0.012551 -0.011717 0.50235 -0.47355 
CP2 -0.053284 -0.070292 1.0945 -1.0740 
UC2 19.209 21.438 -145.21 581.53 
RLR2 0.11196 0.084362 -0.95873 0.95219 
LGDPJ 0.0044838 -0.0097883 0.22398 -0.22960 
ULC2 -0.21635 -0.23922 4.7648 -5.8909 
REP2 0.032857 -0.021381 3.5423 -1.1229 
LXJUS 0.16645 0.019677 -2.0271 2.7704 
LXUSJ -0.080984 -0.16208 3.9540 -3.5145 

Standard errors of alpha 
LJUS 0.19985 0.19276 3.3589 4.2859 
LGDPUS 0.015887 0.015323 0.26700 0.34069 
CP2 0.019171 0.018491 0.32220 0.41112 
UC2 7.5194 7.2526 126.38 161.25 
RLR2 0.034575 0.033349 0.58110 0.74147 
LGDPJ 0.014404 0.013893 0.24209 0.30890 
ULC2 0.077550 0.074799 1.3034 1.6631 
REP2 0.12055 0.11627 2.0261 2.5852 
LXJUS 0.13418 0.12942 2.2551 2.8775 
LXUSJ 0.14621 0.14103 2.4574 3.1356 

Restricted long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\betal, rank 4 
LJUS LGDPUS CP2 UC2 RLR2 LGDPJ 

LJUS -1.0695 -4.0095 -2.1215 0.0068709 -0.66913 5.5589 
LGDPUS 0.013308 -0.010912 0.00011408 0.00047355 -0.035676 -0.056312 
CP2 0.052639 0.38808 0.19754 0.0010740 0.19739 -0.16812 
UC2 49.911 409.78 -1.2256 -0.58153 -42.936 -538.30 
RLR2 -0.11185 -0.17987 -0.60432 -0.00095219 -0.49492 -0.20131 
LGDPJ -0.0066445 0.11287 -0.063692 0.00022960 -0.034373 -0.10597 
ULC2 0.012451 -0.69422 0.38031 0.0058909 0.30321 1.1058 
REP2 0.32097 2.6915 -0.25183 0.0011229 -0.54438 -3.6701 
LXJUS -0.029203 2.3744 -0.48027 -0.0027704 0.013868 -1.8821 
LXUSJ 0.12798 1.3339 0.013592 0.0035145 -0.0039313 -1.2934 

ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 
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LJUS 1.0248 2.2607 0.37669 -0.90892 
LGDPUS 0.0046500 -0.010128 0.024619 -0.058722 
CP2 -0.11896 0.024465 -0.058149 -0.012783 
UC2 -41.359 -97.565 -20.148 44.629 
RLR2 0.22431 0.11444 0.11395 -0.10139 
LGDPJ 0.0048530 0.041867 0.0026697 -0.029787 
ULC2 -0.057785 0.25790 0.086674 -0.44121 
REP2 -0.19535 -0.36641 0.038631 -0.25763 
LXJUS -0.16789 0.26620 -0.27767 0.34025 
LXUSJ -0.16995 0.10550 -0.013593 -0.28913 

Reduced form \beta' 
RLR2 LGDPJ ULC2 REP2 LXJUS LXUSJ 

LJUS 2.6532 6.1127 -0.34158 2.7522 -1.0909 1.1422 
LGDPUS -0.22801 0.50653 0.14809 -0.18298 0.15792 -0.12291 
CP2 -1.2356 -1.5509 0.38543 -0.17082 0.37149 -0.48312 
UC2 -4.1803 -40.823 3.0996 -60.132 -17.780 89.189 

Standard errors of long-run matrix 
LJUS 0.39262 3.0158 0.70178 0.0042859 0.66491 3.9061 
LGDPUS 0.031209 0.23973 0.055785 0.00034069 0.052855 0.31050 
CP2 0.037661 0.28929 0.067317 0.00041112 0.063781 0.37469 
UC2 14.772 113.47 26.404 0.16125 25.017 146.96 
RLR2 0.067924 0.52174 0.12141 0.00074147 0.11503 0.67577 
LGDPJ 0.028298 0.21736 0.050580 0.00030890 0.047923 0.28153 
ULC2 0.15235 1.1702 0.27231 0.0016631 0.25801 1.5157 
REP2 0.23682 1.8191 0.42331 0.0025852 0.40107 2.3561 
LXJUS 0.26360 2.0248 0.47116 0.0028775 0.44641 2.6225 
LXUSJ 0.28724 2.2064 0.51343 0.0031356 0.48646 2.8577 

LJUS 0.38777 0.66696 0.18951 0.32368 
LGDPUS 0.030824 0.053018 0.015064 0.025730 
CP2 0.037197 0.063978 0.018178 0.031049 
UC2 14.590 25.094 7.1301 12.178 
RLR2 0.067086 0.11539 0.032785 0.055997 
LGDPJ 0.027948 0.048071 0.013659 0.023329 
ULC2 0.15047 0.25880 0.073535 0.12560 
REP2 0.23390 0.40231 0.11431 0.19524 
LXJUS 0.26034 0.44779 0.12723 0.21731 
LXUSJ 0.28370 0.48796 0.13864 0.23681 

Moving average impact matri x 
LJUS 7.6339 0.79648 0.11494 -0.14868 -1.5114 1.0932 
LGDPUS 0.37268 0.36051 -0.18553 0.00069481 -0.17622 0.38405 
CP2 2.1729 0.24644 -1.4083 -0.14837 0.47492 0.52935 
UC2 155.45 11.175 -90.107 89.195 37.038 28.965 
RLR2 -1.4542 -0.36093 0.83225 -0.067594 0.15566 -0.58720 
LGDPJ -0.037402 0.29616 0.15819 -0.020143 -0.37078 0.27265 
ULC2 3.4511 0.44818 -1.2958 -0.29388 0.52539 0.67353 
REP2 5.2421 0.23169 -1.3626 -0.022475 0.13390 0.64141 
LXJUS 8.4813 1.1354 -2.6323 1.1668 0.25266 1.7376 
LXUSJ 6.7628 0.61090 -2.2973 1.2153 0.37525 1.1774 

LJUS 1.8700 1.6775 0.83741 1.6608 
LGDPUS -0.099286 -0.38375 0.44590 0.0011474 
CP2 -0.92733 -0.71759 0.52036 -0.084958 
UC2 -46.344 -36.282 32.452 -0.38799 
RLR2 0.91403 0.59895 -0.30183 0.049654 
LGDPJ 0.056394 -0.17526 0.23615 0.034142 
ULC2 0.37055 -0.51648 0.55138 0.078436 
REP2 -0.24750 0.33639 0.75918 0.68635 
LXJUS -0.72795 -0.34997 3.2345 1.2544 
LXUSJ -0.77583 -0.28396 1.5953 0.72368 

loglik = 686.67974 -1ogl\Omegal = 54.934379 unrestr. loglik = 686.67974 
Zero degrees of freedom in LR-test, no binding restrictions imposed. 
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Model 3 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

module("PcFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 
{ 

Y- LUSJ, LGDPJ, CP3, UC3, RLR3, LGDPUS, ULC3, REP3, LXUSJ, LXJUS; 
Z= LUSJ_1, LGDPJ_1, CP3_1, UC3_1, RLR3_1, LGDPUS_1, ULC3_1, REP3_1, 

LXUSJ_l, LXJUS_1; 
U- Constant; 

} 
estsystem("COINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

LUSJ 1.0000 
LGDPJ 0.052536 1.0000 
CP3 0.069904 0.69746 1.0000 
UC3 -0.084382 0.57825 0.14836 1.0000 
RLR3 -0.14783 0.35235 0.071628 0.026367 1.0000 
LGDPUS -0.14631 0.56739 0.15093 0.31679 0.43790 1.0000 
ULC3 -0.26551 0.27715 0.29897 0.22638 0.50737 0.10190 
REP3 0.13360 -0.066656 0.21381 -0.12579 -0.56837 -0.45030 
LXUSJ -0.18336 -0.031452 0.14130 -0.25422 0.62309 0.25815 
LXJUS -0.44552 0.38071 0.042604 0.21476 0.55223 0.72460 

ULC3 REPS LXUSJ LXJUS 
ULC3 1.0000 
REP3 -0.18360 1.0000 
LXUSJ 0.46590 -0.60163 1.0000 
LXJUS -0.0012231 -0.39779 0.18526 1.0000 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

0.14249 0.017082 0.022684 0.36154 0.039524 0.018956 
ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 

0.10012 0.14710 0.17027 0.14369 

loglik = 823.4 6936 logt\0megal = -65. 8775 I\0meg al = 2.45326e-029 T= 25 
log1Y'Y/Tl -- 42.749 
RA2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.618377 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(10 0,47) = 11.575 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on ret ained regressors, F(10, 5) 
LUSJ_1 0.948866 (0.56091 LGDPJ_1 6.94398 (0.0226] * 

CP3_1 34.3832 (0.00061 ** UC3_1 6.13779 (0.0293] * 
RLR3_1 9.38395 [0.0117] * LGDPUS_1 1.19853 (0.44591 
ULC3_1 1.87584 (0.2527] REP3_1 2.76231 (0.13681 

LXUSJ_1 6.21892 (0.02851 * LXJUS_1 1.72330 (0.2849] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

0.98651 0.99893 0.99346 0.82993 0.99474 0.99677 
ULC3 REPS LXUSJ LXJUS 

0.94676 0.95865 0.97835 0.99065 
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Cointegration analysis 1971 to 1995 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

eigenvalue loglik for rank 
607.213 0 

0.996105 676.564 1 
0.950429 714.118 2 
0.934066 748.107 3 
0.826027 769.968 4 
0.774921 788.609 5 

0.63247 801.121 6 
0.580195 811.970 7 
0.419203 818.762 8 
0.236029 822.128 9 
0.101777 823.469 10 

Ho: rank=p -Tlo g(1-\mu) using T-nm 95% -T\Sum log(. ) using T-nm 95% 
p =2 0 138.7** 83.22** 62.8 432.5** 259.5** 233.1 
p <= 1 75.11** 45.07 57.1 293.8** 176.3 192.9 
p <= 2 67.98** 40.79 51.4 218.7** 131.2 156.0 
p <= 3 43.72 26.23 45.3 150.7** 90.43 124.2 
p <= 4 37.28 22.37 39.4 107** 64.2 94.2 
p <= 5 25.02 15.01 33.5 69.72* 41.83 68.5 
p <= 6 21.7 13.02 27.1 44.7 26.82 47.2 
p <= 7 13.58 8.15 21.0 23 13.8 29.7 
p <= 8 6.731 4.038 14.1 9.414 5.648 15.4 
p <= 9 2.683 1.61 3.8 2.683 1.61 3.8 

standardized \beta, eigenvectors 

LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 
1.0000 12.653 -1.8734 -0.86009 -3.2671 -13.837 
11.972 1.0000 -3.9944 6.9740 -21.092 -33.817 

-0.065283 -3.9945 1.0000 0.33688 1.7921 0.90068 
-2.5786 12.743 -5.7906 1.0000 -1.5096 -9.0873 

-0.52081 4.7782 -0.023305 -0.10650 1.0000 -5.0078 
0.50384 0.51688 -2.3758 0.19290 1.5188 1.0000 
-1.5776 5.2817 -5.1914 -0.060386 -1.3923 5.5021 

0.0026105 2.2896 -0.63847 0.0096685 -0.84915 -1.9223 
0.35301 -5.7159 0.96442 0.26897 -2.6059 12.981 
11.922 -144.68 9.1637 4.0024 -29.674 225.82 

ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 
0.69973 1.5082 -0.58034 1.2316 
-3.2569 0.13228 -10.041 10.684 

-1.0111 0.92964 0.47061 0.32282 

-1.7372 0.93997 3.1474 -1.6417 
-0.30099 -0.64543 -0.62926 -0.31964 

1.0615 -1.5032 -0.73714 -0.88976 
1.0000 0.29522 -0.49114 0.13415 
1.3524 1.0000 0.60781 0.14128 
2.5845 -0.15854 1.0000 -0.22258 
9.0155 32.542 18.663 1.0000 

standardized \alpha coefficients 

LUSJ -0.092554 -0.0053212 -0.11893 0.078459 0.35130 -0.20728 
LGDPJ -0.014128 0.0012659 0.016385 -0.0061337 -0.048678 -0.0044382 
CP3 0.017038 -0.0021887 0.11014 -0.012925 -0.064117 0.014227 
UC3 0.21005 -0.064281 -1.0382 -0.32044 0.016913 -0.80207 
RLR3 0.029687 0.0034057 -0.21105 0.020385 -0.16854 0.022316 
LGDPUS -0.0013266 0.0024107 0.016264 -0.010985 0.039879 0.025656 
ULC3 0.021151 -0.013426 0.12550 0.079282 -0.11250 -0.11394 
REPS 0.048212 -0.0086089 -0.13638 0.12782 0.36005 0.11201 
LXUSJ -0.067388 0.012438 -0.20226 -0.12219 -0.14059 0.11208 
LXJUS -0.10086 -0.014215 -0.41712 -0.065434 -0.34814 0.35929 

LUSJ 0.39746 0.0074985 0.028220 -0.00020003 
LGDPJ 0.0090036 -0.0011365 -0.0010318 -0.00076075 
CP3 0.017238 -0.026996 0.0028531 -0.00066316 
UC3 -0.30621 0.19587 -0.021647 -0.011132 
RLR3 0.023191 -0.011582 -0.020706 -0.00038633 
LGDPUS 0.0074814 0.012257 -0.0079938 -0.00053445 
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ULC3 -0.091568 -0.12846 -0.040180 -0.0013776 
REP3 -0.095734 -0.080683 0.086493 -0.0012475 
LXUSJ 0.10497 -0.20985 -0.087048 0.0017220 
LXJUS -0.038922 0.12869 -0.049314 -0.0025099 

long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 10 

LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 
LUSJ -1.2576 3.8539 -1.9371 -0.013650 -0.50783 1.1676 
LGDPJ 0.015249 -0.39508 0.031011 0.020816 0.016357 0.32903 
CP3 0.023370 -0.58137 0.053922 0.00064388 0.17605 0.42424 
UC3 0.26484 2.8892 3.9275 -1.4857 -1.2619 -4.4986 
RLR3 0.082161 0.95830 -0.58392 -0.038869 -0.66951 -0.24111 
LGDPUS 0.025993 0.17508 -0.048424 0.0085261 0.093932 -0.32959 
ULC3 -0.23752 -0.18201 0.45974 -0.012294 0.41589 -1.0862 
REP3 -0.34016 3.5490 -0.58650 -0.013097 0.13029 -2.8820 
LXUSJ 0.36315 -1.8808 -0.16028 -0.033922 0.017246 2.4960 
LXJUS 0.30167 -1.2017 -0.58867 -0.13167 0.32603 2.5294 

ULC3 REPS LXUSJ LXJUS 
LUSJ 0.089479 0.021593 0.063689 -0.21799 
LGDPJ -0.012037 0.0033446 -0.0025466 0.031508 
CP3 -0.053326 0.091703 0.018701 0.059410 
UC3 0.90861 -0.016669 -0.35294 0.45136 
RLR3 0.21260 -0.070607 -0.043331 0.011063 
LGDPUS 0.0076703 -0.062853 -0.10856 0.015811 
ULC3 -0.67473 0.27125 0.48691 -0.092554 
REP3 -0.0044187 -0.49908 0.14864 -0.54595 
LXUSJ 0.10213 -0.58964 -0.79370 0.13593 
LXJUS 0.98234 -0.87532 -0.24558 -0.49030 

Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 
Variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

Model 3: R=4 

module("PCFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 
{ 

Y- LUSJ, LGDPJ, CP3, UC3, RLR3, LGDPUS, ULC3, REPS, LXUSJ, LXJUS; 
Z- LUSJ_1, LGDPJ_l, CP3_1, UC3 1, RLR3_1, LGDPUS_1, ULC3_1, REP3_1, 

LXUSJ_l, LXJUS_l; 
U- Constant; 

} 
testcoint 
{ 
4 
&40--0.35; &41-&48; &43=&44; &49=-1*&48; 
&50=-0.16; &53--0.1; &57=0; &59=-1*&58; 
&60=0; &61=-0.4; &63=0.3; &69=0.6*&68; 
&70=-0.06; &73=0.02; &77=0.02; &79=-0.5*&78; 
} 
estsystem('RCOINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 
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correlation of URF residuals 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

LUSJ 1.0000 
LGDPJ 0.052536 1.0000 
CP3 0.069904 0.69746 1.0000 
UC3 -0.084382 0.57825 0.14836 1.0000 
RLR3 -0.14783 0.35235 0.071628 0.026367 1.0000 
LGDPUS -0.14631 0.56739 0.15093 0.31679 0.43790 1.0000 
ULC3 -0.26551 0.27715 0.29897 0.22638 0.50737 0.10190 
REP3 0.13360 -0.066656 0.21381 -0.12579 -0.56837 -0.45030 LXUSJ -0.18336 -0.031452 0.14130 -0.25422 0.62309 0.25815 
LXJUS -0.44552 0.38071 0.042604 0.21476 0.55223 0.72460 

ULC3 REPS LXUSJ LXJUS 
ULC3 1.0000 
REPS -0.18360 1.0000 
LXUSJ 0.46590 -0.60163 1.0000 
LXJUS -0.0012231 -0.39779 0.18526 1.0000 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

0.14249 0.017082 0.022684 0.36154 0.039524 0.018956 
ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 

0.10012 0.14710 0.17027 0.14369 

loglik = 823.46936 logy\0megal _ -65.8775 I\Omegal = 2.45326e-029 T= 25 
1og1Y'Y/Tl - -42.749 
R^2(LR) -1 R^2(LM) - 0.618377 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(10 0,47) = 11.575 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10, 5) 
LUSJ_1 0.948866 (0.5609] LGDPJ_1 6.94398 (0.0226] * 

CP3_1 34.3832 [0.0006] ** UC3_1 6.13779 (0.0293] * 
RLR3_1 9.38395 [0.0117] * LGDPUS_1 1.19853 [0.4459] 
ULC3_1 1.87584 [0.2527] REP3_1 2.76231 [0.1368] 

LXUSJ_1 6.21892 [0.0285] * LXJUS_1 1.72330 [0.2849] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

0.98651 0.99893 0.99346 0.82993 0.99474 0.99677 
ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 

0.94676 0.95865 0.97835 0.99065 

Analysis of restrictions on \alpha and \beta: 
- linear restrictions 
- \alpha x \beta restrictions are variation free 
- \alpha is unrestricted 
- \beta has only within-equation restrictions 
- no binding restrictions imposed: the model is exactly identified 
- \beta equality restrictions rewritten 

General cointegration test 1971 to 1995 

\beta' 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

-0.35000 0.31852 -0.39081 0.096835 0.096835 0.50002 
-0.16000 3.3191 -0.92573 -0.10000 -0.81166 -2.2347 0.00000 -0.40000 -0.24570 0.30000 -0.15866 -0.17805 

-0.060000 3.1422 -0.97488 0.020000 -0.97418 -2.5026 ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 
-0.10447 -0.12979 0.31852 -0.31852 

0.17097 0.00000 0.14485 -0.14485 
-0.30742 0.016668 0.074668 0.044801 
0.067929 0.020000 0.081682 -0.040841 
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Standard errors of beta' 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

0.00000 0.00000 0.075161 0.00000 0.0022938 0.091261 
0.00000 0.10400 0.093407 0.00000 0.045839 0.19517 
0.00000 0.00000 0.11406 0.00000 0.087402 0.25138 
0.00000 0.11070 0.10760 0.00000 0.063491 0.23388 

ULC3 REPS LXUSJ LXJUS 
0.043266 0.011622 0.016852 0.00000 
0.053802 0.00000 0.016174 0.00000 
0.065452 0.0094951 0.012368 0.00000 
0.061324 0.00000 0.019655 0.00000 

\alpha 
LUSJ 1.5008 -1.6999 -0.88979 1.6252 
LGDPJ 0.13537 -0.56623 -0.19504 0.45737 
CP3 -1.2752 4.2746 2.1002 -4.2432 
UC3 10.226 -38.570 -22.996 37.623 
RLR3 1.5814 -6.0043 -3.1041 6.2585 
LGDPUS 0.035285 -0.63214 -0.21839 0.56656 
ULC3 -2.8498 13.150 6.1738 -12.573 
REP3 -1.0156 6.7251 2.8874 -5.7502 
LXUSJ 4.8092 -20.275 -9.7416 19.183 
LXJUS 6.2591 -20.550 -10.901 19.539 

Standard errors of alpha 
LUSJ 2.3582 8.9349 4.5471 8.6951 
LGDPJ 0.21755 0.82427 0.41948 0.80215 
CP3 0.31019 1.1753 0.59811 1.1437 
UC3 4.9338 18.694 9.5134 18.192 
RLR3 0.57898 2.1937 1.1164 2.1348 
LGDPUS 0.25180 0.95403 0.48552 0.92843 
ULC3 1.3570 5.1415 2.6166 5.0036 
REP3 1.9674 7.4543 3.7936 7.2543 
LXUSJ 2.2215 8.4172 4.2836 8.1913 
LXJUS 2.1624 8.1930 4.1695 7.9732 

Restricted long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 4 
LUSJ LGDPJ CP3 UC3 RLR3 LGDPUS 

LUSJ -0.35081 0.29840 -0.37862 0.080887 0.083033 0.64048 
LGDPJ 0.015774 -0.32111 0.073313 0.020365 0.058082 0.22317 
CP3 0.016974 -0.39123 0.16180 -0.0057401 0.20739 0.054915 
UC3 0.33454 2.6575 0.68059 -1.2992 -0.70738 1.2442 
RLR3 0.031673 1.4819 -0.39832 -0.052495 -0.57783 -0.90127 
LGDPUS 0.054799 -0.21932 0.072732 0.012447 -0.00078108 0.051309 
ULC3 -0.35221 0.76317 -0.31959 0.0097375 0.31929 -0.44608 
REP3 -0.37555 2.7750 -0.93248 -0.019628 -0.41331 -1.6603 
LXUSJ 0.40980 -1.5893 0.58185 -0.045627 -0.22019 1.4400 
LXJUS -0.075078 -0.45803 0.20750 -0.21834 -0.019429 2.0951 

ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 
LUSJ -0.063484 -0.17711 0.29811 -0.33804 
LGDPJ -0.019919 -0.011673 -0.016106 0.011484 
CP3 -0.069851 0.11565 0.023240 0.054374 
UC3 1.9627 -0.95808 -0.97358 -0.23717 
RLR3 0.18765 -0.13182 -0.086589 -0.028650 
LGDPUS -0.0061393 0.0031118 -0.050357 0.047406 
ULC3 -0.20609 0.22131 0.43112 -0.20703 
REP3 -0.022389 0.064935 0.39658 -0.28646 
LXUSJ 0.32911 -0.40287 -0.56554 0.18518 
LXJUS 0.51113 -0.60326 -0.20098 -0.30332 

Reduced form \beta- 
RLR3 LGDPUS ULC3 REP3 LXUSJ LXJUS 

LUSJ 2.3157 -1.2046 -1.1143 1.4659 1.5183 -0.29256 
LGDPJ -0.52231 3.0316 0.57418 -1.0748 -0.39897 -0.38137 
CP3 -2.8771 7.4995 2.0603 -3.6255 -1.3341 -1.2882 
UC3 -2.5238 10.778 3.4777 -4.4578 -1.8734 -1.7129 
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Standard errors of long-run matrix 
LUSJ 0.20260 1.2998 0.43717 0.11912 0.44724 0.93606 
LGDPJ 0.018691 0.11991 0.040331 0.010989 0.041260 0.086355 
CP3 0.026650 0.17097 0.057505 0.015669 0.058830 0.12313 
UC3 0.42388 2.7195 0.91465 0.24922 0.93573 1.9584 
RLR3 0.049743 0.31913 0.10733 0.029246 0.10981 0.22982 
LGDPUS 0.021633 0.13879 0.046680 0.012719 0.047755 0.099949 
ULC3 0.11659 0.74797 0.25157 0.068546 0.25736 0.53865 
REP3 0.16903 1.0844 0.36473 0.099380 0.37313 0.78095 
LXUSJ 0.19086 1.2245 0.41184 0.11222 0.42133 0.88183 
LXJUS 0.18578 1.1919 0.40087 0.10923 0.41011 0.85834 
LUSJ 0.23909 0.21127 0.24319 0.16591 
LGDPJ 0.022057 0.019490 0.022435 0.015306 
CP3 0.031449 0.027789 0.031989 0.021824 
UC3 0.50023 0.44201 0.50881 0.34713 
RLR3 0.058701 0.051870 0.059709 0.040735 
LGDPUS 0.025529 0.022558 0.025967 0.017716 
ULC3 0.13758 0.12157 0.13994 0.095475 
REPS 0.19947 0.17626 0.20289 0.13842 
LXUSJ 0.22524 0.19902 0.22910 0.15630 
LXJUS 0.21924 0.19372 0.22300 0.15214 

Moving average impact matr ix 
LUSJ 3.5622 0.36988 -0.86230 -1.7388 0.71055 0.40310 
LGDPJ 0.45508 0.13511 -0.29932 0.029211 0.20177 0.18830 
CP3 -0.74171 0.17736 0.63589 1.3490 -0.075874 0.040031 
UC3 -4.9474 -0.81877 -0.28103 3.2504 -0.54198 -0.50114 
RLR3 -0.38641 -0.17858 -0.50689 0.16040 0.30663 -0.13812 
LGDPUS 0.87983 0.14455 -0.40429 -0.47068 0.13072 0.25356 
ULC3 -2.9967 -0.75681 -0.16513 1.3627 -0.55415 -0.52751 
REP3 -3.7050 -0.76947 -0.14412 1.0792 -1.1757 -0.30921 
LXUSJ 6.1368 1.0126 -0.33423 -2.3086 1.1048 0.77675 
LXJUS 5.8398 1.0091 -1.2276 -2.6125 1.4134 0.97571 

LUSJ -1.8758 -0.95361 1.1177 -0.044649 
LGDPJ -0.11891 0.23793 -0.14347 0.16671 
CP3 0.53437 0.39334 -0.32912 -0.0026276 
UC3 4.3964 3.2988 -2.9250 -0.71209 
RLR3 0.55262 0.20462 -0.64648 -0.11801 
LGDPUS -0.45606 0.12672 0.16975 0.23622 
ULC3 2.7811 1.5588 -1.1070 -0.49791 
REP3 2.5625 2.7081 -1.7712 -0.75137 
LXUSJ -3.5306 -2.7537 3.2443 1.0572 
LXJUS -3.4116 -2.3013 2.5419 1.8642 

loglik - 769.9677 -logt\Omegal - 61.597416 unrestr. loglik = 769.9677 
Zero degrees of freedom in LR-test, no binding restrictions imposed. 
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Model 4 

module("PcFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 

{ 
Y= LUSUK, LGDPUK, CP4, UC4, RLR4, LGDPUS, ULC4, REPO, LXUSUK, LXUKUS; 
Z= LUSUK_1, LGDPUK_1, CP4_1, UC4_1, RLR4_1, LGDPUS_1, ULC4_1, REP4_1, 

LXUSUK_1, LXUKUS_1; 
U= Constant; 

} 
estsystem("COINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LUSUK LGDPUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 

LUSUK 1.0000 
LGDPUK -0.79858 1.0000 
CP4 0.24586 -0.30996 1.0000 
UC4 0.11039 0.072125 0.34174 1.0000 
RLR4 -0.055502 0.081105 -0.84677 -0.44241 1.0000 
LGDPUS -0.27853 0.44840 0.20896 0.42186 -0.40329 
ULC4 0.028974 0.068289 0.047722 -0.022920 -0.21944 
REP4 0.17388 -0.086074 -0.35478 -0.61512 0.43813 
LXUSUK -0.17146 -0.15300 -0.21005 -0.31695 0.55539 
LXUKUS -0.10140 -0.11136 -0.14245 0.20443 0.33365 

ULC4 REP4 LXUSUK LXUKUS 
ULC4 1.0000 
REP4 0.21891 1.0000 
LXUSUK -0.40231 0.10453 1.0000 
LXUKUS -0.29742 -0.024545 0.69518 1.0000 

standard devi ations of URF residuals 
LUSUK LGDPUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LGDPUS 

0.52118 0.016998 0.019810 2.4373 0.031380 0.016171 
ULC4 REP4 LXUSUK LXUKUS 

0.097058 0.079612 0.089889 0.064563 

loglik = 824. 29758 logy\0megaj _ -65.9438 I\Omeg al = 2.29598e-029 T= 25 
logIX'Y/Tj _ -42.9688 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.5 88406 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(100,47) = 11.32 (0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10,5) 
LUSUK_1 1.18786 10.45031 LGDPUK-1 9.12368 10.01241 

CP4_1 5.93244 (0.03151 * UC4_1 10.7525 [0.0086] ** 
RLR4_1 1.34175 (0.3926] LGDPUS_1 2.48351 [0.1636] 
ULC4_1 7.32705 10.02011 * REP4_1 8.74815 10.01361 

LXUSUK-1 5.96606 (0.0311] * LXUKUS_1 8.56237 [0.0143] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUSUK LGDPUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LGDPUS 

0.97323 0.99647 0.99748 0.75895 0.99663 0.99765 
ULC4 REPO LXUSUK LXUKUS 

0.94206 0.93097 0.98077 0.99084 

LGDPUS 

1.0000 
0.38626 

-0.55323 
-0.47946 
-0.16731 
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Cointegration analysis 1971 to 1995 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

eigenvalue loglik for rank 
589.639 0 

0.993526 652.638 1 
0.991018 711.545 2 

0.96161 752.295 3 
0.850584 776.057 4 
0.746078 793.191 5 
0.542568 802.968 6 
0.528961 812.378 7 

0.35659 817.890 8 
0.340474 823.093 9 

0.0918449 824.298 10 

Ho: rank=p -Tlo g(1-\mu) usi ng T-nm 95% -T\Sum log(. ) using T-nm 95% 

p =. 0 126** 75.6** 62.8 469.3** 281.6** 233.1 
p <= 1 117.8** 70.69** 57.1 343.3** 206** 192.9 
p <- 2 81.5** 48.9 51.4 225.5** 135.3 156.0 
p <= 3 47.53* 28.52 45.3 144** 86.4 124.2 
p <- 4 34.27 20.56 39.4 96.48* 57.89 94.2 
p <- 5 19.55 11.73 33.5 62.21 37.33 68.5 
p <- 6 18.82 11.29 27.1 42.66 25.6 47.2 
p <= 7 11.02 6.615 21.0 23.84 14.3 29.7 
p <- 8 10.41 6.244 14.1 12.81 7.689 15.4 
p <. 9 2.409 1.445 3.8 2.409 1.445 3.8 

standardized \beta' eigenvectors 
LUSUK LGDPUK CP4 

1.0000 -286.44 -134.42 
-0.31246 1.0000 2.8137 
0.035609 0.36389 1.0000 

-6.6497 533.72 -235.71 
-0.48903 5.6167 4.6357 

-0.081344 -1.0935 0.53081 
-0.24498 -3.8145 -2.9027 
-0.11150 -10.019 2.2952 

0.0022262 6.3995 -3.2674 
0.064030 -0.36732 -1.2029 

ULC4 REP4 LXUSUK 
15.185 33.892 9.8895 

-0.67306 -0.80048 -1.1696 
0.33481 0.16977 0.36929 

48.266 78.153 -45.585 
0.072508 1.3744 -1.2385 
-0.38770 0.023170 -0.079956 

1.0000 -0.99069 3.0444 
2.2211 1.0000 0.44596 

0.80048 -0.79629 1.0000 
0.32564 -0.58452 0.14365 

standardized \alpha coefficients 
LUSUK -0.0053029 0.80126 
LGDPUK 0.00022989 0.034694 
CP4 0.00065020 0.011032 
UC4 -0.16532 -3.4249 
RLR4 0.00070440 -0.079850 
LGDPUS -0.00012013 0.023716 
ULC4 0.0021096 -0.029805 
REPO -0.0065436 -0.051566 
LXUSUK -0.0016243 0.088240 
LXUKUS -0.00012493 0.092075 

UC4 RLR4 LGDPUS 
3.0324 -101.12 265.87 

0.064423 4.4681 4.0000 
0.015334 0.77383 -0.59004 

1.0000 -140.03 -453.39 
0.020377 1.0000 -1.0378 

-0.011734 0.53123 1.0000 
0.033877 -3.4221 4.9768 

-0.048595 0.089279 11.702 
0.012816 -0.17777 -8.3501 

-0.0021685 -0.84443 -2.9069 

LXUKUS 

-16.211 
-2.1854 

-0.23728 
44.408 
3.9937 

0.077781 
-1.1437 
0.89287 

-0.51059 
1.0000 

-2.1597 0.0075817 0.38394 2.3253 
-0.13530 -0.00015173 -0.0095071 -0.037504 
-0.20001 -0.0010619 -0.0014252 -0.020937 

2.3344 -0.048090 -2.3342 16.887 
-0.26263 0.0018119 0.0065139 0.024066 

-0.073426 0.00027469 -0.025316 -0.00030202 
0.094523 -0.00017402 0.067724 0.39752 
-0.69502 -0.0011351 0.059240 0.018835 

-1.1517 0.0015512 0.0029657 -0.058075 
-0.36295 6.5073e-006 -0.11794 0.28589 
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LUSUK 1.1003 -0.071619 0.73020 0.14629 
LGDPUK -0.034856 0.010597 -0.025042 0.0045203 
CP4 -0.0081995 -0.0042692 0.038117 -0.00092712 
UC4 -2.6702 2.0673 2.4078 -0.051657 
RLR4 0.035470 0.0021792 -0.050555 -0.0083558 
LGDPUS -0.038862 7.2180e-005 0.010756 0.0081016 
ULC4 -0.14440 -0.10780 -0.011286 0.060031 
REP4 0.14872 -0.056279 -0.11417 0.029209 
LXUSUK 0.055097 -0.028115 -0.059778 -0.099996 
LXUKUS 0.036669 -0.012238 -0.034325 -0.055547 

long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 10 
LUSUK LGDPUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LGDPUS 

LUSUK -1.0105 6.3343 -3.8854 0.040339 -1.0223 -0.32597 
LGDPUK 0.00087142 -0.30888 0.10508 -0.0010744 0.13975 0.46738 
CP4 0.0020524 -0.48155 -0.13321 -0.00080956 -0.013390 0.39066 
UC4 1.5012 -7.5642 29.089 -1.1399 25.529 -26.969 
RLR4 -0.010469 0.12253 -0.88883 -0.0049072 -0.97080 -0.13288 
LGDPUS 0.010488 0.24953 -0.10473 -0.0013997 0.12159 -0.29825 
ULC4 0.0017043 0.78970 0.42947 0.0025394 0.46577 -1.2684 
REP4 -0.066678 0.53141 0.36869 -0.027724 -0.39672 -0.11398 
LXUSUK -0.094145 0.76818 -0.97659 -0.011923 -0.67375 0.57120 
LXUKUS -0.018693 -1.1923 -0.43915 -0.0042464 0.10263 1.4419 

ULC4 REP4 LXUSUK LXUKUS 
LUSUK -0.27729 -1.8423 1.2748 -0.65065 
LGDPUK -0.088524 -0.0063163 -0.19236 -0.028430 
CP4 -0.095230 -0.13214 -0.017373 -0.056492 
UC4 -4.6292 -6.2149 2.1590 3.0850 
RLR4 0.052224 0.20650 -0.032011 0.31259 
LGDPUS -0.058284 -0.023582 -0.14355 -0.074265 
ULC4 -0.44719 0.20925 -0.50746 0.43687 
REP4 -0.41330 -0.43512 0.033513 0.43849 
LXUSUK -0.45980 -0.17389 -0.53325 0.025379 
LXUKUS -0.34054 -0.28328 -0.056171 -0.65245 

Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 
Variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 
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Model 4: R=4 

module("PcFiml"); 
usedata("FDIa. in7"); 
system 
{ 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Y- LUSUX, CP4, UC4, RLR4, LXUKUS, LXUSUK; 
Z= LUSUILI, CP4_1, UC4_1, RLR4_1, LXUKUS_1, LXUSUIL1, 

LSWUS, LGDPUK, LGDPUS, DLGDPUK, DLGDPUS, LOILP, LSHUS, LSWUK 
U= Constant; 

} 
testcoint 
{ 
4 
&24 = -0.7; &26 = 0.02; &29 - -1*&28; 
&34 - -0.3; &38 = 0; &40 = 0.01; 
&43 " 0.02; &49 - 0; 
&54 - 0.17; &55 - 0.008; &57 = 0.006; 
&63 - 0.07; &66 - 0.01; &68 = 0; 
&70 e 0; &74 - 0; 

estsystem("RCOINT", 1971,1.1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LUSUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LXUKUS 

LUSUK 1.0000 
CP4 0.49462 1.0000 
UC4 0.35996 0.15723 1.0000 
RLR4 -0.28732 -0.82225 -0.39813 1.0000 
LXUKUS 0.63367 0.50742 0.29954 -0.26780 1.0000 
LXUSUK 0.22473 0.32736 -0.56464 0.14554 0.41645 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LUSUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LXUKUS LXUSUK 

0.50818 0.022598 1.9103 0.036570 0.046051 0.074833 

loglik = 444.18515 logt\Omegat _ -35.5348 I\Omegal = 3.69341e-016 T= 25 
1ogjY'Y/Tj _ -18.3196 
R^2(LR) a1 R^2(LM) - 0.83443 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(84,34) = 8.5399 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(6,5) 
LUSUIt1 0.426541 (0.83541 CP4_1 9.94281 [0.01171 

UC4_1 1.11451 (0.46241 RLR4_1 1.42898 (0.3561] 
LXUKUS_1. 2.44285 (0.17281 LXUSUK_1 4.18113 [0.06901 

LSWUS 0.661085 (0.6878) LGDPUK 1.30040 [0.3955] 
LGDPUS 0.700690 (0.6644] DLGDPUK 2.49385 [0.1674) 

DLGDPUS 0.980021 (0.5195] LOILP 3.15661 [0.1140] 
LSHUS 0.924442 [0.5455] LSWUK 0.721080 [0.6526] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUSUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LXUKUS LXUSUK 

0.98190 0.99766 0.90219 0.99673 0.99668 0.99053 

Analysis of restrictions on \alpha and \beta: 
- linear restrictions 
- \alpha x \beta restrictions are variation free 
- \alpha is unrestricted 
- \beta has only within-equation restrictions 
- no binding restrictions imposed: the model is exactly identified 
- \beta equality restrictions rewritten 

LXUSUK 

1.0000 
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Appendix B 

General cointegration test 1971 to 1995 

\beta, 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LUSUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LXUKUS LXUSUK 

-0.70000 -4.9615 0.020000 -3.4425 1.1496 -1.1496 
0.00000 -0.45664 0.010000 -0.20014 -0.20750 0.020000 

-0.11605 -3.5887 0.17000 0.0080000 -3.7523 0.0060000 
0.010000 0.13456 0.00000 0.10877 0.00000 0.022124 

LSWUS LGDPUK LGDPUS DLGDPUK DLGDPUS LOILP 

-8.8559 8.9543 -3.9687 -12.650 -0.30000 0.063351 
0.43850 0.0022465 0.0014538 0.41132 -0.42854 0.00000 

4.5599 3.8307 -1.9877 2.2810 -4.8119 0.070000 
0.21489 -0.13793 0.00000 0.16418 0.084614 -0.013073 

LSHUS LSWUK 

-1.3253 5.5806 
-0.85519 -0.23887 

-13.050 -2.4736 
-0.053541 -0.14846 

Standard errors of beta' 
LUSUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LXUKUS LXUSUK 

0.00000 1.4593 0.00000 1.0872 0.22046 0.00000 
0.00000 0.043774 0.00000 0.014923 0.024604 0.00000 

0.019692 0.64029 0.00000 0.00000 0.39144 0.00000 
0.00000 0.030893 0.00000 0.023986 0.00000 0.0059481 

LSWUS LGDPUK LGDPUS DLGDPUK DLGDPUS LOILP 
5.8080 2.3429 1.4289 2.5356 0.00000 0.25085 

0.21939 0.16184 0.15855 0.11236 0.14861 0.00000 
3.5719 2.6053 2.5189 1.8147 2.3796 0.00000 

0.12757 0.048562 0.00000 0.057881 0.030756 0.0053248 
LSHUS LSWUK 

4.8576 2.9793 
0.19511 0.12936 
3.1529 2.0677 

0.10705 0.065974 

\alpha 
LUSUK 1.0786 0.81051 -0.0095633 3.6754 
CP4 0.0040393 1.3411 -0.081322 1.0611 
UC4 0.44284 -71.979 -0.97863 221.55 
RLR4 0.013795 1.9552 -0.14345 -3.1251 
LXUKUS -0.42547 -4.7327 0.32725 -21.210 
LXUSUK -0.24777 -2.3930 0.11102 -20.575 

Standard errors of alpha 
LUSUK 0.80055 13.488 0.89546 37.865 
CP4 0.044249 0.74550 0.049495 2.0929 
UC4 2.8089 47.324 3.1420 132.86 
RLR4 0.060829 1.0248 0.068041 2.8772 
LXUKUS 0.066000 1.1120 0.073825 3.1218 
LXUSUK 0.11382 1.9176 0.12731 5.3836 
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Appendix B 

Restricted long-run matrix Po=\alpha"\beta'. rank 4 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LUSUK CP4 UC4 RLR4 LXUKUS LXUSUK 
LUSUK -0.71713 -5.1926 0.028051 -3.4755 1.1077 -1.1425 
CP4 0.017220 -0.19785 -0.00033254 -0.16755 0.031507 0.045166 
UC4 2.0191 63.995 -0.87730 36.972 19.117 2.9472 
RLR4 -0.024260 -0.86699 -0.0045584 -0.77988 0.14843 -0.046757 
LXUKUS 0.047751 0.24371 -0.00020372 0.10736 -0.73506 -0.072811 
LXUSUK -0.045199 -0.84496 -0.010012 -0.90532 -0.20489 -0.21756 

LSWUS LGDPUK LGDPUS DLGDPUK DLGDPUS LOILP 
LUSUK -8.4501 9.1160 -4.2603 -12.729 -0.31390 0.019610 
CP4 0.40950 -0.41869 0.14756 0.48925 -0.094857 -0.019308 
UC4 7.6618 -30.504 0.083069 -1.0659 54.168 -2.9368 
RLR4 -0.59047 0.0094521 0.23323 -0.21058 -0.41620 0.031687 
LXUKUS -1.3729 0.35872 1.0312 0.69971 -1.2136 0.27323 
LXUSUK -2.7702 1.0393 0.75917 -0.97485 -1.1754 0.26106 

LSHUS LSWUK 
LUSUK -2.1945 5.3035 
CP4 -0.14784 -0.25419 
UC4 61.878 -10.807 
RLR4 0.34898 0.42874 
LXUKUS 1.4762 1.0955 
LXUSUK 2.0276 1.9689 

Reduced form \beta- 
LXUKUS LXUSUK LSWUS LGDPUK LGDPUS DLGDPUK 

LUSUK -1.2894 -2.5788 -24.869 20.119 -3.8253 -23.279 
CP4 7.3947 1.8010 23.624 -11.809 -8.2976 3.1727 
UC4 177.72 36.326 456.26 -258.75 -166.58 37.822 
RLR4 -9.0290 -2.1942 -28.913 14.027 10.616 -3.2940 

DLGDPUS LOILP LSHUS LSWUK 
LUSUK -1.7479 1.4483 9.1793 16.333 
CP4 12.841 -3.1980 -17.448 -17.408 
UC4 298.97 -67.118 -286.30 -342.78 
RLR4 -16.503 3.9431 21.232 21.397 

Standard errors of long-run matrix 
LUSUK 0.21565 3.5827 0.041302 2.7199 1.7771 0.38311 
CP4 0.011919 0.19803 0.0022829 0.15034 0.098227 0.021175 
UC4 0.75664 12.571 0.14492 9.5434 6.2355 1.3442 
RLR4 0.016386 0.27223 0.0031383 0.20667 0.13503 0.029110 
LXUKUS 0.017779 0.29537 0.0034051 0.22424 0.14651 0.031585 
LXUSUK 0.030660 0.50938 0.0058722 0.38671 0.25267 0.054469 
LUSUK 3.9302 3.2209 2.3292 4.5409 3.2592 0.49102 
CP4 0.21723 0.17803 0.12874 0.25099 0.18014 0.027140 
UC4 13.790 11.301 8.1725 15.933 11.436 1.7229 
RLR4 0.29863 0.24474 0.17698 0.34504 0.24764 0.037310 
LXUKUS 0.32402 0.26555 0.19203 0.37437 0.26870 0.040481 
LXUSUK 0.55878 0.45795 0.33116 0.64561 0.46338 0.069812 
LUSUK 3.8762 2.6832 
CP4 0.21425 0.14831 
UC4 13.601 9.4147 
RLR4 0.29453 0.20388 
LXUKUS 0.31957 0.22121 
LXUSUK 0.55111 0.38149 

Moving average impact ma trix 
LUSUK 2.3436 -0.30080 -0.19108 0.36241 0.20570 -1.0116 
CP4 0.12466 0.012378 0.68708 -0.015384 0.015312 -0.055997 
UC4 10.262 -0.61992 16.294 0.73535 1.0081 -4.4835 
RLR4 -0.15724 -0.014480 -0.83878 0.018019 -0.019139 0.070543 
LXUKUS 0.27122 -0.030441 0.085250 0.036604 0.024479 -0.11741 
LXUSUK -1.0444 0.13186 0.031473 -0.15884 -0.092006 0.45100 

loglik = 415.28789 -1og 1\0megat = 33.223031 unrestr. loglik = 415.28789 
Zero deg rees of freedom in LR-test, no binding restrictions imposed. 
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Appendix B 

Model 5 

module("PCFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 

{ 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Y= LUKUS, LGDPUS, CP5, UC5, RLR5, LGDPUK, ULC5, REP5, LXUKUS, LXUSUK; 
Z- LUKUS_1, LGDPUS_1, CP5_1, UC5_1, RLR5_1, LGDPUK_1, ULC5_1, REP5_1, 

LXUKUS_1, LXUSUK_1; 
U= Constant; 

} 

estsystem("COINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 

LUKUS LGDPUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 
LUKUS 1.0000 
LGDPUS -0.18281 1.0000 
CP5 -0.038956 -0.16806 1.0000 
UC5 -0.086689 0.10051 0.12753 1.0000 
RLR5 -0.23970 0.28104 -0.62825 -0.42023 1.0000 
LGDPUK 0.030318 0.45936 0.27001 0.37818 -0.092438 
ULC5 0.38137 -0.19795 -0.054239 0.60343 -0.30838 
REP5 -0.095461 0.46874 -0.12936 -0.12737 0.63517 
LXUKUS 0.46192 -0.021798 0.12788 -0.10686 -0.52195 
LXUSUK 0.38671 -0.43557 0.21204 0.21743 -0.72922 

ULC5 REP5 LXUKUS LXUSUK 
ULC5 1.0000 
REPS -0.22390 1.0000 
LXUKUS 0.033177 -0.48217 1.0000 
LXUSUK 0.32590 -0.59634 0.70013 1.0000 

standard devi ations of URF residuals 
LUKUS LGDPUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 LGDPUK 

0.46264 0.016709 0.016328 8.1436 0.031670 0.016923 
ULC5 REP5 LXUKUS LXUSUK 

0.078306 0.10746 0.058776 0.11005 

loglik = 780. 48382 1ogl\Omegal = -62. 4387\0megal = 7.64213 e-028 T= 25 
logjY'Y/Tj = -41.7731 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.5 91359 

LGDPUK 

1.0000 
0.045525 
0.038136 

0.0026114 
-0.044012 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(100,47) = 8.0673 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10,5) 
LUKUS_1 3.31578 (0.0990] LGDPUS_1 1.91651 [0.2449] 

CP5_1 9.56794 (0.0112] * UC5_1 0.631006 [0.7499] 
RLR5 1 2.25638 [0.1910] LGDPUK_1 6.06014 [0.0301] * 
ULC5_1 7.69398 [0.0181] * REP5_1 1.91604 [0.2450] 

LXUKUS_1 3.56600 [0.0866] LXUSUK_1 6.25695 [0.0282] * 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUKUS LGDPUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 LGDPUK 

0.97766 0.99749 0.99829 0.79548 0.99656 0.99650 
ULC5 REPS LXUKUS LXUSUK 

0.96268 0.87015 0.99241 0.97104 
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Appendix 8 

Cointegration analysis 1971 to 1995 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

eigenvalue loglik for rank 
562.402 0 

0.994314 627.025 1 
0.953003 665.246 2 
0.938278 700.060 3 
0.898016 728.597 4 
0.709086 744.031 5 
0.674421 758.058 6 
0.564034 768.435 7 
0.434121 775.552 8 
0.313273 780.250 9 

0.0185241 780.484 10 

Ho: rank=p -Tlog(1-\mu) using T-nm 95% -T\Sum log(. ) using T-nm 95% 
p == 0 129.2** 77.55** 62.8 436.2** 261.7** 233.1 
p <= 1 76.44** 45.87 57.1 306.9** 184.2 192.9 
p <= 2 69.63** 41.78 51.4 230.5** 138.3 156.0 
p <- 3 57.07** 34.24 45.3 160.8** 96.51 124.2 
p <= 4 30.87 18.52 39.4 103.8** 62.26 94.2 
p <= 5 28.05 16.83 33.5 72.91* 43.74 68.5 
p <= 6 20.75 12.45 27.1 44.85 26.91 47.2 
p <= 7 14.23 8.541 21.0 24.1 14.46 29.7 
p <= 8 9.395 5.637 14.1 9.863 5.918 15.4 
p <= 9 0.4674 0.2805 3.8 0.4674 0.2805 3.8 

standardized \beta, eigenvectors 

LUKUS LGDPUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 LGDPUK 
1.0000 29.050 19.686 0.028614 18.482 -32.809 

0.043670 1.0000 -0.25812 -0.0017492 -0.0057773 -1.1099 
-0.31673 -6.1855 1.0000 -0.0026257 2.0056 5.0992 

27.753 99.162 130.09 1.0000 146.48 -113.14 
0.46390 36.744 -13.314 0.14599 1.0000 -45.727 
0.10694 -0.62498 0.41491 0.00071809 0.83310 1.0000 
0.58862 10.039 -14.430 0.017845 -6.8751 -4.8409 
-1.1911 122.69 -2.4610 0.10167 24.157 -105.42 

6.0373 -148.72 98.085 1.0502 -31.529 147.19 
0.73463 -11.043 8.3722 0.018812 5.4420 -2.8680 

ULC5 REPS LXUKUS LXUSUK 
1.1726 -2.9793 -1.1566 -1.2931 

-0.062424 -0.11802 -0.18606 0.13836 

-0.91555 -0.56871 3.1325 0.71145 

-68.784 -74.702 -114.82 43.519 
0.16935 5.8609 -1.2009 11.456 

-0.13085 -0.033571 -0.084412 0.040843 
1.0000 -5.4378 4.0031 -7.4861 

-17.670 1.0000 4.7844 11.910 

-279.78 -27.542 1.0000 120.62 
-2.1784 2.1235 2.0746 1.0000 

standardized \alpha coefficients 

LUKUS 0.040072 -6.7351 -0.38647 -0.0031129 -0.042204 -2.8605 
LGDPUS -0.00087379 -0.32043 -0.034724 1.6282e-005 -0.0048860 -0.084928 
CP5 -0.0093601 -0.0038161 0.042986 0.0013055 -0.00057898 -0.0051247 
UC5 -0.83127 278.44 19.991 -0.095571 -2.9031 52.187 
RLR5 -0.026627 0.29941 -0.11518 -0.0012876 0.0055897 -0.12895 
LGDPUK 0.0033586 -0.25243 -0.053270 -0.00035293 -0.0029508 -0.036195 
ULC5 -0.0082514 0.91021 -0.13583 0.0013667 -0.012107 0.49520 
REP5 0.022001 1.3133 -0.053287 0.0010385 -0.021861 -0.70624 
LXUKUS 0.013523 -0.029735 -0.23216 0.00080794 -0.0082398 -0.13123 
LXUSUK 0.027866 -1.3594 -0.15594 -0.00014646 -0.024178 0.55210 
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Appendix B Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LUKUS -0.23675 0.049903 0.00065776 -0.035510 
LGDPUS -0.0012251 -0.00020318 4.1093e-006 0.0015862 
CP5 0.0094051 0.0012336-9.0100e-005 -0.00031887 
UC5 0.049829 1.0136 0.0010315 0.19387 
RLR5 0.0057345 -0.0029289 0.00025759 0.0012735 
LGDPUK 0.0092378 0.0026814-5.2252e-005 0.00072512 
ULC5 -0.037265 0.011187 0.00042554 -0.0019113 
REPS 0.047395 -0.0080711 0.00093721 0.0027045 
LXUKUS -0.032932 0.00018755 -0.00056507 -0.0025722 
LXUSUK -0.024149 0.0026437 -0.00074335 -0.0091936 

long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 10 

LUKUS LGDPUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 LGDPUK 
LUKUS -0.76441 0.78793 4.1716 0.0034854 -0.25766 -0.30484 
LGDPUS -0.014054 -0.31122 0.094575 -0.00013974 -0.14518 0.36729 
CP5 0.015561 -0.16755 -0.11513 0.0010359 0.065867 0.21626 
UC5 5.5488 104.43 -21.862 -0.93659 74.861 -91.567 
RLRS -0.014646 0.042527 -1.0517 -0.0014483 -1.1267 0.030352 
LGDPUK -0.0033658 0.47530 -0.082597 0.00026403 -0.12125 -0.30015 
ULC5 0.12569 1.8480 0.54719 -0.00063355 0.67309 -1.4687 
REPS 0.084543 1.3394 -0.37551 -0.0031277 -0.70160 -1.5236 
LXUKUS 0.065415 1.4634 0.59988 -0.00065114 0.020027 -1.3765 
LXUSUK 0.033044 -0.53935 1.4675 -0.00081094 0.82774 1.2288 

ULCS REPS LXUKUS LXUSUK 
LUKUS 0.17729 2.2202 -0.13621 0.41604 
LGDPUS 0.057695 0.042879 -0.039556 -0.11781 
CP5 -0.12581 -0.14496 0.040219 0.025227 
UC5 -55.977 -52.255 27.282 30.554 
RLR5 0.14458 0.20427 -0.22187 -0.048825 
LGDPUK 0.071877 0.015792 -0.025400 -0.17061 
ULC5 -0.45282 0.0027826 -0.86867 0.44260 
REPS -0.068206 -0.65809 -0.31244 -0.45393 
LXUKUS 0.31792 0.18038 -0.94598 -0.073334 
LXUSUK 0.35118 0.15171 -0.37237 -0.48247 

Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 
Variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 
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Model 5: R=4 

module("PcFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 

{ 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

Y= LUKUS, CP5, UC5, RLR5, REP5, LXUSUK; 
Z= LUKUS_1, CP5_1, UC5_1, RLR5_1, REP5_1, LXUSUK_1, DLGDPUK, LSHUK, 

LGDPUS, LSWUK, LSWUS, LGDPUK; 
U= Constant; 

} 
testcoint 
{ 
4 
&24=-1; &26=0; &33=&34; &32=1; 
&36=0; &38=0; &40=-0.5; &41=0.07; 
&48=-0.005; &49=-0.17; &50=-0.007; &51=0.012; 
&60=0.58; &61=-0.07; &62=0; &63=0.01; 
} 
estsystem("RCOINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LUKUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 REPS 

LUKUS 1.0000 
CP5 -0.31401 1.0000 
UC5 -0.32703 0.29660 1.0000 
RLR5 0.33592 -0.63893 -0.59877 1.0000 
REPS 0.44933 0.034082 -0.18453 0.48171 1.0000 
LXUSUK -0.36751 -0.17269 0.038200 -0.31493 -0.50854 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LUKUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 REPS LXUSUK 

0.26020 0.019741 9.5090 0.035281 0.090593 0.084658 

loglik = 374.04642 logj\0megal = -29.9 237 I\Omegal = 1.00994e-013 T= 25 
logIY'Y/Tl _ -15.8845 
R^2(LR) = 0.999999 R^2(LM) = 0.711574 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(72,43) = 7.4386 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(6,7) 
LUKUS_1 1.35364 (0.3477] CP5_1 4.74378 (0.0303] 

UC5_1 0.431817 (0.8371] RLR5_1 0.507087 [0.7869] 
REP5_1 1.25585 [0.3822] LXUSUK_1 1.54034 (0.2912] 

DLGDPUK 3.23127 [0.0752] LSHUK 3.79442 (0.0522] 
LGDPUS 0.906169 [0.5397] LSWUK 2.87767 [0.0964] 

LSWUS 0.956043 [0.5137] LGDPUK 6.56358 (0.0129] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUKUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 REPS LXUSUK 

0.99399 0.99786 0.75554 0.99635 0.92307 0.98541 

Analysis of restrictions on \alpha and \beta: 
- linear restrictions 
- \alpha x \beta restrictions are variation free 
- \alpha is unrestricted 
- \beta has only within-equation restrictions 
- no binding restrictions imposed: the model is exactly identified 
- \beta equality restrictions rewritten 

LXUSUK 

1.0000 
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General cointegration test 1971 to 1995 

\beta, 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LUKUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 REP5 LXUSUK 

-1.0000 0.64711 0.00000 -0.51841 1.9759 -0.54185 0.00000 23.151 0.00000 19.793 -0.50000 0.070000 
-0.0050000 -0.17000 -0.0070000 0.012000 -0.56478 -0.51023 

0.58000 -0.070000 0.00000 0.010000 30.746 32.165 
DLGDPUK LSHUK LGDPUS LSWUK LSWUS LGDPUK 
-15.705 -14.279 1.0000 7.9856 7.9856 17.791 

1.5216 -12.286 17.598 -1.4582 12.512 -11.400 
0.044687 -0.97018 2.6065 3.7453 -2.0249 0.37746 

66.571 53.179 -55.327 -166.52 79.742 -93.378 

Standard errors of beta' 
LUKUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 REPS LXUSUK 

0.00000 1.0241 0.00000 0.85229 0.22010 0.36665 
0.00000 2.5355 0.00000 1.9602 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.10111 0.17586 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 5.4160 9.4063 
DLGDPUK LSHUK LGDPUS LSWUK LSWUS LGDPUK 

2.3761 1.9314 0.00000 0.00000 0.69627 1.5173 
4.3178 4.4959 5.3833 5.2480 5.9800 5.0094 
1.0981 0.58641 0.80168 0.88965 1.0819 0.92112 
58.789 31.472 43.234 48.051 58.370 49.552 

\alpha 
LUKUS 0.93499 0.00026311 
CP5 -0.019700 -0.0064112 
UC5 -10.796 -1.9150 
RLR5 0.020717 -0.028481 
REP5 -0.17050 0.027507 
LXUSUK 0.12793 0.0093838 

0.27104 0.0071482 
-0.14334 -0.0055052 

119.12 1.2731 
0.23232 0.0083522 
0.45284 -0.0031424 
0.26870 -0.00012799 

Standard errors of alpha 
LUKUS 0.15544 0.058016 0.86712 0.016639 
CP5 0.0097889 0.0036536 0.054607 0.0010479 
UC5 6.1355 2.2900 34.227 0.65678 
RLR5 0.023375 0.0087245 0.13040 0.0025022 
REP5 0.059710 0.022286 0.33309 0.0063917 
LXUSUK 0.056007 0.020904 0.31243 0.0059953 

Restricted long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 4 
LUKUS CP5 UC5 RLR5 REPS LXUSUK 

LUKUS -0.93220 0.56456 -0.0018973 -0.47618 1.9141 -0.41497 
CP5 0.017224 -0.13642 0.0010034 -0.11846 -0.12403 -0.093715 
UC5 10.938 -71.659 -0.83384 -30.865 -48.508 -14.114 
RLR5 -0.017035 -0.68603 -0.0016262 -0.57159 0.18077 0.13690 
REPS 0.16642 0.44971 -0.0031699 0.63824 -0.70303 -0.23782 
LXUSUK -0.12934 0.25436 -0.0018809 0.12264 0.092395 -0.20987 

DLGDPUK LSHUK LGDPUS LSWUK LSWUS LGDPUK 
LUKUS -14.196 -13.237 1.2506 7.2909 7.4909 16.066 
CP5 -0.073252 0.20638 -0.20155 0.23192 -0.38628 0.18257 
UC5 256.71 129.82 195.55 150.73 -249.86 -244.15 
RLR5 0.19769 0.27286 -0.33706 -0.31375 0.0046763 0.0010407 
REPS 2.5307 1.4903 1.6677 0.81763 -2.1849 -2.8826 
LXUSUK -1.9914 -2.2095 1.0005 2.0356 0.58470 2.2823 

Reduced form \beta, 
REP5 LXUSUK DLGDPUK LSHUK LGDPUS LSWUK 

LUKUS -59.971 -62.410 -127.32 -101.46 107.30 322.45 
CP5 -49.410 -49.359 -89.080 -69.295 84.438 250.91 
UC5 1261.2 1269.4 2439.2 1756.8 -1925.8 -6291.7 
RLR5 57.818 57.729 104.12 81.671 -99.651 -293.40 
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LSWUS LGDPUK 
LUKUS -155.93 179.15 
CP5 -131.03 128.97 
UC5 3266.0 -3463.8 
RLR5 152.63 -150.27 

Standard errors of long-run matrix 
LUKUS 0.15233 1.3667 0.0060698 1.1769 0.58661 
CP5 0.0095928 0.086071 0.00038225 0.074113 0.036942 
UC5 6.0126 53.948 0.23959 46.452 23.155 
RLR5 0.022907 0.20553 0.00091279 0.17698 0.088215 
REP5 0.058513 0.52501 0.0023316 0.45207 0.22534 
LXUSUK 0.054885 0.49245 0.0021870 0.42403 0.21136 

LUKUS 2.3362 1.8648 1.7244 2.1567 2.0153 
CP5 0.14712 0.11743 0.10859 0.13582 0.12691 
UC5 92.215 73.606 68.065 85.130 79.546 
RLR5 0.35132 0.28043 0.25932 0.32433 0.30306 
REP5 0.89742 0.71632 0.66240 0.82847 0.77413 
LXUSUK 0.84177 0.67189 0.62132 0.77709 0.72612 

Moving average impact matri x 
LUKUS 0.61669 -0.18428 1.5293 0.22531 0.33942 
CP5 -0.40459 0.025376 0.99702 -0.034703 -0.17443 
UC5 6.1427 0.16477 -26.656 -0.12443 2.3705 
RLR5 0.48618 -0.032169 -1.1630 0.043685 0.21045 
REP5 0.45069 -0.086429 0.10733 0.10753 0.22368 
LXUSUK -0.44296 0.086004 -0.12764 -0.10694 -0.22038 

loglik = 346.95 543 -logy\OmegaI =2 7.756435 unrestr. loglik = 346.95543 
Zero degrees of freedom in LR-test, no binding restrictions imposed. 

0.34226 
0.021554 

13.509 
0.051469 

0.13147 
0.12332 

2.7686 
0.17436 

109.28 
0.41635 

1.0635 
0.99757 

-0.33603 
0.17410 
-2.3763 

-0.21002 
-0.22216 

0.21886 
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Model 6 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

module("PCFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 
{ 

Y= LUKJ, LGDPJ, CP6, UC6, RLR6, LGDPUK, ULC6, REP6, LXUKJ, LXJUK; 
Z= LUKJ_1, LGDPJ_1, CP6_1, UC6_1, RLR6_1, LGDPUK_1, ULC6_1, REP6_1, 

LXUKJ_1, LXJUK_1; 
U= Constant; 

} 

estsystem("COINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LUKJ LGDPJ CP6 UC6 RLR6 

LUKJ 1.0000 
LGDPJ -0.66043 1.0000 
CP6 -0.42997 0.30217 1.0000 
UC6 0.44570 -0.23667 -0.87917 1.0000 
RLR6 0.39558 -0.098851 -0.87862 0.90416 1.0000 
LGDPUK 0.062052 0.26272 -0.017667 -0.11333 0.13595 
ULC6 -0.23857 0.075735 0.80667 -0.68568 -0.77249 
REP6 -0.020300 0.052659 0.31674 -0.20272 -0.16475 
LXUKJ -0.12178 0.39178 0.086519 -0.18350 0.087368 
LXJUK -0.0063675 0.18242 -0.15006 0.18917 0.14968 

ULC6 REP6 LXUKJ LXJUK 
ULC6 1.0000 
REP6 0.26851 1.0000 
LXUKJ -0.24006 0.022927 1.0000 
LXJUK -0.34893 -0.52086 0.37767 1.0000 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LUKJ LGDPJ CP6 UC6 RLR6 LGDPUK 

1.0475 0.015762 0.030013 0.60825 0.031395 0.019418 
ULC6 REP6 LXUKJ LXJUK 

0.13596 0.087971 0.087332 0.084487 

loglik = 801.64205 logy\ 0megal = -64. 1314 I\0megal = 1.40638e- 028 T= 25 
logjY'Y/Tj = -41.5767 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0. 670056 

F-test on all regressors except unrest ricted, F(100, 47) = 10.647 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestr icted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(10,5) 
LUKJ_1 0.753310 [0.6721] LGDPJ_1 1.48174 [0.3478] 

CP6_1 8.66726 [0.0139] * UC6_1 2.77889 [0.1354] 
RLR6_1 2.70150 (0.1421] LGDPUK_1 0.842625 (0.6190] 
ULC6_1 0.308855 (0.9463] REP6_1 5.31398 [0.0396] 

LXUKJ_1 2.66105 [0.1458] LXJUK_1 2.95369 (0.1218] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUKJ LGDPJ CP6 UC6 RLR6 LGDPUK 

0.90297 0.99909 0.99760 0.80462 0.81055 0.99539 
ULC6 REP6 LXUKJ LXJUK 

0.77604 0.98400 0.99333 0.98465 

LGDPUK 

1.0000 
-0.35056 

0.15765 
0.56286 

0.049972 
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Cointegration analysis 1971 to 1995 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

eigenvalue loglik for rank 
601.815 0 

0.973023 646.975 1 
0.965067 688.904 2 
0.908487 718.795 3 

0.85607 743.025 4 
0.849101 766.665 5 
0.704138 781.888 6 
0.531231 791.358 7 
0.396473 797.671 8 
0.214628 800.690 9 

0.0732996 801.642 10 

Ho: rank-p -Tlo g(1-\mu) usi ng T-nm 95% -T\Sum 1og(. ) using T-nm 95% 

p == 0 90.32** 54.19 62.8 399.7** 239.8* 233.1 
p <= 1 83.86** 50.31 57.1 309.3** 185.6 192.9 
p <= 2 59.78** 35.87 51.4 225.5** 135.3 156.0 
p <- 3 48.46* 29.08 45.3 165.7** 99.42 124.2 
p <= 4 47.28** 28.37 39.4 117.2** 70.34 94.2 
p <= 5 30.45 18.27 33.5 69.95* 41.97 68.5 
p <= 6 18.94 11.36 27.1 39.51 23.7 47.2 

p <= 7 12.62 7.574 21.0 20.57 12.34 29.7 
p <= 8 6.04 3.624 14.1 7.943 4.766 15.4 
p <= 9 1.903 1.142 3.8 1.903 1.142 3.8 

standardized \beta' eigenvectors 
LUKJ LGDPJ CP6 UC6 RLR6 LGDPUK 

1.0000 -33.064 40.981 24.252 -613.46 8.5276 
0.033535 1.0000 -0.54871 -0.27474 1.8732 -0.96532 

-0.056256 -3.7524 1.0000 0.079290 0.12642 4.4183 
-0.17784 -26.189 19.651 1.0000 -26.876 8.0868 

-0.025567 -0.43676 0.30465 -0.035796 1.0000 0.78376 
-0.013324 -0.38429 0.17020 0.054121 -0.93585 1.0000 

0.044683 3.1302 -2.7302 -0.051433 1.4386 4.2597 
-0.22898 6.2793 -3.8831 -0.14992 4.7353 -1.6419 

1.0976 -120.78 100.86 0.46721 16.724 -35.397 
2.5555 -326.63 -169.46 20.699 -427.58 1426.4 

ULC6 REP6 LXUKJ LXJUK 
16.746 -9.4402 8.7004 -46.946 

-0.0096270 0.045966 0.067695 0.12756 
0.54209 -0.30298 -0.50796 0.62504 

-3.8093 2.6884 -1.0918 2.8442 
0.069140 -0.19590 0.098427 -0.40011 

-0.018390 0.042156 -0.15763 0.050693 
1.0000 0.093409 -0.93059 -0.59688 
2.3287 1.0000 -0.57040 1.7454 
2.7215 -2.8797 1.0000 20.285 
174.03 58.422 -95.083 1.0000 

standardized \alpha coefficients 

LUKJ -0.010068 -2.8650 2.2952 0.13961 6.2719 7.9680 
LGDPJ 4.6596e-005 -0.0040053 0.055803 0.013957 0.046162 -0.033008 
CP6 0.0010873 0.018654 0.073868 -0.0047473 0.075603 0.40256 
UC6 -0.0038248 5.6791 -0.40827 0.068846 3.3020 -11.646 
RLR6 0.0011787 0.26790 -0.051354 0.014323 0.057121 -0.16888 
LGDPUK -0.00058111 0.0030358 -0.030612 0.015598 -0.032913 0.31378 
ULC6 -0.0014771 0.095951 0.055807 -0.012827 0.17886 0.65324 
REP6 0.0056324 -0.20285 -0.32435 -0.092895 1.0204 0.89997 
LXUKJ -0.0070362 0.15870 5.7515e-005 0.047742 0.31926 3.1094 
LXJUK -0.0033187 -0.22310 0.0039656 0.094809 0.82974 -0.16039 

LUKJ -0.42360 1.1657 0.014076 -0.00096642 
LGDPJ 0.0014012 -0.016659 0.00016023 9.5481e-006 
CP6 -0.024782 -0.018184 -0.00095019 -0.00016821 
UC6 0.28235 0.35104 0.017055 0.0030898 
RLR6 0.018804 0.014088 0.0011756 0.00017010 
LGDPUK 0.047812 -0.0027895 0.00056220-9.5115e-005 
ULC6 -0.44681 -0.042684 -0.0042541 -0.00061560 
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REP6 -0.11010 -0.027860 0.0017328 -0.00037931 
LXUKJ 0.15685 -0.033889 0.00079196 0.00017158 
LXJUK 0.23062 0.0036262 -0.0016979 0.00035125 

long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 10 
LUKJ LGDPJ CP6 UC6 

LUKJ -0.79948 -15.992 7.6782 0.90485 
LGDPJ -0.0023720 -0.71064 0.41803 0.019871 
CP6 -0.0073115 -0.37992 0.17739 0.041511 
UC6 0.22695 8.5869 -4.2420 -2.3603 
RLR6 0.010634 0.036255 0.10377 -0.044957 
LGDPUK -0.0017214 -0.28229 0.24693 0.012657 
ULC6 -0.028828 -1.0096 0.91712 -0.026985 
REP6 -0.0020904 1.8644 -0.69582 0.088697 
LXUKJ -0.043724 -2.0671 0.94345 -0.0087080 
LXJUK -0.038453 -2.0770 1.2045 0.031622 

ULC6 REP6 LXUKJ LXJUK 
LUKJ 3.0197 -0.22029 -2.4033 2.4053 
LGDPJ -0.053593 -0.0068767 -0.026252 0.025080 
CP6 -0.025006 -0.069980 -0.029155 -0.062229 
UC6 1.5241 -0.023040 1.9045 -0.27367 
RLR6 0.026229 0.059339 0.030551 -0.0065589 
LGDPUK -0.067527 0.071011 -0.092329 0.059876 
ULC6 -0.61111 -0.14867 0.38835 0.14681 
REP6 0.092032 -0.44121 0.41616 -1.0680 
LXUKJ -0.22635 0.25909 -0.70351 0.37974 
LXJUK -0.056544 0.15603 -0.29432 -0.10606 

Number of lags used in the analysis: 1 
Variables entered unrestr icted: 

Constant 

Model 6: R=4 
module("PCFiml"); 
usedata("FDla. in7"); 
system 
{ 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

RLR6 LGDPUK 
1.7217 21.238 

-0.40536 0.40813 
-0.86203 0.45904 

26.316 -11.390 
-0.35685 -0.22575 
-0.28185 0.32366 

0.35240 -1.7296 
-1.3006 -1.2664 
0.74501 4.4732 
0.22058 2.9987 

Y= LUKJ, CP6, RLR6, ULC6, LXJUK, LXUKJ; 
Z= LUKJ_1, CP6 1, RLR6_1, ULC6_1, LXJUK_1, LXUKJ_1, LGDPUK, LGDPJ, 

DLGDPJ, LOILP, LSHUK, LSWUK, LSWJP; 
U= Constant; 

} 
testcoint 
{ 
4 
&24=-0.25; &31=&32; &33=0.34; &34=&36; 
&37=0.001; &38=-0.1; &40=0; &46=0; 
&50=0.002; &52=&53; &58=0; &59=0; 
&63=0.001; &68=0; &70=-0.05; &72=0; 
} 
estsystem("RCOINT", 1971,1,1995,1,0,0,0); 

correlation of URF residuals 
LUKJ CP6 

LUKJ 1.0000 
CP6 0.43658 1.0000 
RLR6 -0.26658 -0.60254 
ULC6 -0.27433 0.28750 
LXJUK 0.10328 -0.10760 
LXUKJ -0.11042 0.39176 

standard deviations of URF residuals 
LUKJ CP6 RLR6 

1.0284 0.017429 0.018411 

RLR6 ULC6 LXJUK LXUKJ 

1.0000 
-0.20720 1.0000 

0.13538 0.13760 1.0000 
-0.15826 0.36936 0.29711 1.0000 

ULC6 LXJUK LXUKJ 
0.072845 0.064451 0.067634 
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loglik = 484.26353 1ogl\Omegal = -38.7411 I\Omegal = 1.4961e-017 T= 25 
1og1Y'Y/Tl _ -19.4622 
R^2(LR) =1 R^2(LM) = 0.862484 

F-test on all regressors except unrestricted, F(78,39) = 16.08 [0.0000] ** 
variables entered unrestricted: 

Constant 

F-tests on retained regressors, F(6,6) 
LUKJ_1 0.272791 [0.9305] CP6_1 6.01823 [0.0231) 
RLR6 1 2.08174 [0.1970] ULC6_1 0.344571 [0.8898] 

LXNK_1 2.08480 [0.1965] LXUKJ_1 4.96108 [0.0361] 
LGDPUK 3.51230 [0.0759] LGDPJ 2.61384 [0.1337] 
DLGDPJ 1.54675 [0.3048] LOILP 2.98606 [0.1044] 

LSHUK 2.00931 (0.2084] LSWUK 1.40017 (0.3466] 
LSWJP 1.01793 (0.4917] 

correlation of actual and fitted 
LUKJ CP6 RLR6 ULC6 LXJUK LXUKJ 

0.92744 0.99936 0.95253 0.95409 0.99301 0.99686 

Analysis of restrictions on \alpha and \beta: 

- linear restrictions 
- \alpha x \beta restrictions are variation free 
- \alpha is unrestricted 
- \beta has only within-equation restrictions 
- no binding restrictions imposed: the model is exactly identified 
- \beta equality restrictions rewritten 

General cointegration test 1971 to 1995 

\beta, 
LUKJ CP6 RLR6 ULC6 LXJUK LXUKJ 

-0.25000 9.2767 -1.0701 -0.044846 2.4044 -1.8955 
0.0010000 -0.10000 0.22721 0.00000 -0.015980 0.0010091 
0.0020000 -0.073538 -0.022989 -0.022989 -0.0046788 0.049232 
0.0010000 0.062091 -0.35960 0.0068350 -0.0096780 0.00000 

LGDPUK LGDPJ DLGDPJ LOILP LSHUK LSWUK 
7.8087 -11.370 -11.370 0.34000 9.8317 -5.1005 

0.15746 0.11538 0.097092 0.00000 -0.090573 0.19258 
-0.47599 0.034234 0.00000 0.00000 -0.10081 -0.24815 

-0.067859 -0.050000 0.040762 0.00000 0.067272 -0.096661 
LSWJP 

9.8317 
-0.15420 
0.055531 
0.061049 

Standard errors of beta' 
LUKJ CP6 RLR6 ULC6 LXJUK LXUKJ 

0.00000 1.0240 1.0489 0.33920 0.25140 0.19905 
0.00000 0.00000 0.017865 0.00000 0.0074073 0.0046236 
0.00000 0.031064 0.00000 0.010795 0.012129 0.0089294 
0.00000 0.016835 0.021716 0.0065927 0.0048639 0.00000 

LGDPUK LGDPJ DLGDPJ LOILP LSHUK LSWUK 
1.4926 0.00000 1.1560 0.00000 0.00000 1.3269 

0.041682 0.031023 0.028929 0.00000 0.052168 0.041741 
0.063525 0.068194 0.00000 0.00000 0.093132 0.066594 
0.035364 0.00000 0.041905 0.00000 0.044805 0.032227 

LSWJP 
0.75009 

0.055594 
0.093645 
0.048257 
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\alpha 
LUKJ 1.0106 -0.45565 5.4927 -10.772 
CP6 0.064074 11.904 4.4697 7.1721 
RLR6 -0.031147 -6.7357 -3.4500 -0.40946 
ULC6 1.0074 109.34 44.526 61.167 
LXJUK -1.0782 -102.71 -45.344 -62.553 LXUKJ -0.25377 -23.978 -17.912 -16.342 

Standard errors of alpha 
LUKJ 3.4604 329.32 138.01 194.57 
CP6 0.043432 4.1334 1.7322 2.4421 
RLR6 0.043267 4.1177 1.7256 2.4328 
ULC6 0.21461 20.425 8.5592 12.067 
LXJUK 0.25025 23.817 9.9806 14.071 
LXUKJ 0.14392 13.696 5.7397 8.0920 

Restricted long-run matrix Po=\alpha*\beta', rank 4 
LUKJ CP6 RLR6 ULC6 LXJUK LXUKJ 

LUKJ -0.25290 8.3482 2.5623 -0.24522 2.5158 -1.6457 CP6 0.011997 -0.47936 -0.045731 -0.056606 -0.12649 0.11061 
RLR6 -0.0062586 0.61292 -1.2705 0.077910 0.052851 -0.11761 
ULC6 0.0077095 -1.0653 0.74659 -0.65069 -0.12538 0.39288 
LXJUK 0.013588 -0.28021 1.3535 0.66319 -0.13347 -0.29235 LXUKJ -0.012703 0.34622 1.1119 0.31146 0.014978 -0.42503 

LGDPUK LGDPJ DLGDPJ LOILP LSHUK LSWUK 
LUKJ 5.9366 -10.817 -11.975 0.34362 8.6992 -5.5643 
CP6 -0.23945 0.43931 0.71958 0.021785 -0.41631 0.16326 
RLR6 0.36609 -0.52064 -0.31653 -0.010590 0.62409 -0.24263 ULC6 -0.26008 -0.37280 1.6552 0.34252 -0.37266 -1.0420 
LXJUK 1.2355 1.9838 -0.26330 -0.36657 -0.93448 3.0172 
LXUKJ 3.8776 0.32275 -0.10884 -0.086280 0.38311 2.7011 

LSWJP 
LUKJ 9.6540 
CP6 -0.51955 
RLR6 0.51584 
ULC6 -0.74933 
LXJUK -1.0991 
LXUKJ -0.78992 

Reduced form \beta, 
LXJUK LXUKJ LGDPUK LGDPJ DLGDPJ LOILP 

LUKJ -33.059 -66.579 1085.8 -6.8105 314.22 28.953 
CP6 -1.1803 -1.6297 29.137 1.0278 9.9562 0.76715 
RLR6 -0.30365 -0.42870 7.3522 -0.025484 2.5717 0.21021 
ULC6 0.99962 1.9913 -26.803 -2.3655 -7.0830 -0.14536 

LSHUK LSWUK LSWJP 
LUKJ 132.87 565.16 -310.96 
CP6 2.6221 16.133 -9.6531 
RLR6 0.96789 3.7654 -2.2013 
ULC6 -2.1809 -16.998 8.4426 

Standard errors of long-run matrix 
LUKJ 0.14934 5.8448 8.5705 2.0392 1.4451 1.3725 
CP6 0.0018744 0.073360 0.10757 0.025595 0.018138 0.017227 
RLR6 0.0018673 0.073081 0.10716 0.025498 0.018070 0.017162 
ULC6 0.0092621 0.36250 0.53155 0.12647 0.089628 0.085124 
LXJUK 0.010800 0.42270 0.61982 0.14748 0.10451 0.099261 
LXUKJ 0.0062110 0.24308 0.35645 0.084812 0.060103 0.057083 
LUKJ 8.4312 9.0010 6.7537 1.1765 6.8460 9.2067 
CP6 0.10582 0.11297 0.084768 0.014767 0.085927 0.11556 
RLR6 0.10542 0.11254 0.084446 0.014711 0.085600 0.11512 
ULC6 0.52291 0.55824 0.41887 0.072969 0.42459 0.57100 
LXJUK 0.60974 0.65095 0.48843 0.085087 0.49510 0.66583 
LXUKJ 0.35065 0.37435 0.28089 0.048932 0.28473 0.38291 
LUKJ 6.8960 
CP6 0.086553 
RLR6 0.086225 
ULC6 0.42769 
LXJUK 0.49872 
LXUKJ 0.28680 
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Moving average impact matrix 

Estimation Results - PCFIML 

LUKJ -4.5080 -3.7324 -0.91513 0.24076 9.7612 -4.7792 
CP6 -0.60691 -0.022006 -0.0056570 0.018361 0.019267 -0.00045119 
RLR6 -0.15051 -0.0070651 -0.0017962 0.0046004 0.0091115 -0.0022636 
ULC6 0.14935 0.10960 0.026881 -0.0075654 -0.28552 0.13953 
LXJUK 1.3382 -0.18692 -0.045125 -0.033601 0.59202 -0.31406 
LXUKJ -0.59678 0.14887 0.036151 0.013068 -0.44057 0.22773 

loglik = 454 . 80157 -1og l\Omegal = 36. 384125 unr estr. loglik = 454.80157 
Zero degrees of freedom in LR-test, no binding re strictions imposed. 
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